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Abstract 
Hard disk drives function perfectly satisfactorily when used in a stable 
environment, but in certain applications they are subjected to shock and vibration. 
During the work reported in this thesis it has been found that when typical hard disk 
drives are subjected lo vibration, data transfer failure is found to be significant at 
frequencies between 440Hz and 700Hz, at an extreme, failing at only Ig o f sinusoidal 
vibration. These failures can largely be attributed to two key components: the 
suspension arm and the hard disk. At non-critical frequencies o f vibration the typical 
hard disk drive can reliably transfer data whilst subjected to as much as 45g. 
When transferring data to the drive controller, the drive's operations are 
controlled and monitored using BIOS commands. Examining the embedded error 
signals proved that the drive predominantly failed due lo tracking errors. 
Novel piezo-electric sensors have been developed to measure unobtrusively 
suspension arm and disk motion, the results from which show the disk to be the most 
significant failure mechanism, with its First mode o f resonance at around 440Hz. The 
suspension arm movement has been found to be greatest at IkHz. 
Extensive modelling o f the flexure o f the disk, clamped and undamped, has 
been undertaken using finite element analysis. The theoretical modelling strongly 
reinforces the empirical results presented in this thesis. 
I f suspension arm movement is not directly coupled with disk movement then 
a Hying height variation is created. This, together with tracking variations, leads to 
data transfer corruption. This has been found to occur at IkHz and 2kHz. 
A n optical system has been developed and characterised for a novel and 
inexpensive fiying height measurement system using compact disc player technology. 
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Glossary 
AE Acoustic Emission HDD Hard Disk Drive 
A l Aluminium ID Inner Diameter 
b Bit LDV Laser Doppler Vibrometer 
B Byte Mg Magnesium 
BIOS Basic Input Output System M R Magneto-Resistive 
CD Compact Disc Ni Nickel 
CHS Cylinder Head Sector 0 Oxygen 
CPU Central Processor Unit P Phosphorus 
CRC Cyclic redundancy check PC Personal computer 
DAQ Data Acquisition PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 
dB Decibel PES Position Error Signal 
dBm Decibel mi l l i PVC Poly Vinyl Chloride 
DC Direct Current PVDF Poly vinylidene fluoride 
D M A Direct Memory Access PZT Lead Zirconate Tilanate 
DSP Digital Signal Processing R A M Random Access Memory 
ECC Error correction code RMS Root Mean Square 
FEA Finite element analysis TA Thermal Asperity 
FFT Fast Fourier Transform T M R Track Mis-Registration 
LBA Logical Block Address 
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Summar>' 
In Chapter 1 o f this thesis, the importance o f the hard disk drive in personal 
computers is highlighted, and the very steep rate o f growth in their data storage 
capabilities is graphically presented. The operation and construction o f the drive is 
then detailed, indicating key elements o f its design that are fundamental to further 
improvements in data storage densities, data transfer speed and reliability. 
Chapter 2 delves more deeply into failure mechanisms o f the hard disk drive 
when operating in a hostile environment o f shocks and vibration. Primitive and 
known methods o f suppressing the drive from failing to transfer data are 
acknowledged. A n explanation o f the non-trivial problem of data miss-interpretation 
is given, reinforcing the significance o f the mechanical failings o f the drive. 
An overview of current f lying height measurements is given in Chapter 3. 
Each method is reviewed for its positive and negative attributes, for consideration as 
an embedded, unobtrusive, flying height measuring method. 
Piezo-electric sensors have been used as a means o f unobtrusively measuring 
suspension arm and disk edge deflections. A background explanation o f how they 
function is given in Chapter 4. The definition o f the common notation for defining the 
piezo-electric sensor-actuator's performance is given and explained. The chapter then 
goes on to explain how to optimise a piezo-electric actuator's operation for the 
specific task o f flying height variation by actuating the suspension arm. 
In Chapter 5 a complete overview o f the equipment, tasks and experiments o f 
the work reported in this thesis is given. A thorough description o f the physical 
vibration test station is given, along with an account o f how the system was 
optimised. An explanation o f the software used to aid the gathering o f results is given. 
X X I V 
with LabView for Windows construction o f a real-time FFT virtual instrument and the 
C-H- BIOS commands for data selection on the hard disk drive. The design, 
construction and application o f the novel piezo-electric sensors for fiying height and 
disk edge displacement measurement is methodically reported throughout Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 presents the results from all the experiments described throughout 
this thesis. These results start by detailing how hard disk drives perform whilst 
subjected to vibration, showing their inherent weakness to sinusoidal vibration at 
around 440Hz to 700Hz. Subsequent results presented provide insight into how the 
disk performs whilst subjected to vibration f rom different methods o f observation. 
The results from the novel piezo-electric suspension arm sensor are given over 
different frequency ranges. 
A novel optical system for measuring flying height variations and the phase 
relationship between disk and slider motion using a pair o f compact disc reader 
optical units has been developed and documented in Chapter 7. Details o f the 
underlying principles o f operation are given, and the sensor's performances are 
observed and reported. This chapter also reports the design and construction o f the 
frame mounting for the dual sensor optical system, allowing independent and 
complete freedom in all three planes. Finally, the results from experimentation using 
this novel optical system are given and the system is appraised. 
Chapter 8 presents finite element analysis modelling work undertaken to 
determine the disk's resonant frequencies. This chapter explains the logical model 
progressions made and the effects made to the frequency response o f disk. 
An analysis o f the results is given in Chapter 9, along with a thorough 
discussion o f all the presented results. The modes o f resonance for both the disk and 
X X V 
suspension arm are examined, compared to other research discoveries, and correlated 
to reinforce the findings. 
Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 10 with all the relevant discoveries and 
significant results highlighted. 
Chapter 11 is devoted to further work the author would like to direct future 
research in this area towards. 
X X V I 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Development of Personal Computers 
Personal computers (PC's) operate using digital information, data. A l l their 
processing involves either I's or O's, and a central processor unit (CPU) 
manipulates data for each task that it is required. In order for the CPU to operate it 
requires instructions to fol low a program, this is stored in memory. This memory 
tends to be short term only memory, ie all the memory is lost on power down. 
Often random access memory ( R A M ) has been used, which is very highly 
integrated discrete logic based memory. The program, throughout the history o f 
computing, has been entered into the R A M in numerous ways such as manually 
using the keyboard, or loaded in from punched tape. In later years magnetic tapes 
were used to load the data into the computers R A M . 
Typing a program is obviously very time consuming and possibly 
erroneous. Magnetic tape was a huge step forward and is still considered a 
favourable method of storing data. Early tape systems though lacked speed and 
presented restrictions when trying to store multiple programs and files onto one 
tape. Due mainly to speed, reliability, space and cost, hard disk drives have 
become the dominant means o f storing data. 
Computer data is o f a binary form. The CPU and memory process this data 
in a parallel manner to aid in processing speed and manipulation. When data is 
processed serially, one after another, a single piece o f data is called a bit. When 
data is processed in a parallel form, the number o f parallel bits processed is given 
a name to aid representation. 4 bit structures are known as NIBBLES, this is not a 
common unit for the storage industry. 8 bit structures are BYTES. This is a 
typically used notation for data storage. Therefore 8 bits (or 8b) is the same as 1 
byte (or I B ) . 
1.2 Hard Disk Drives - An Overview 
A hard disk drive, shown in Figure 1 with its case removed revealing the 
internal components, stores data magnetically on a disk, unlike R A M that stores 
data electronically in complex matrices o f capacitor and transistor cells. The 
magnetic 'cells' in hard disk drives retain their data because the magnetic medium 
is non-volatile, unlike conventional R A M . Non-volatile R A M is available but at 
greater cost. The problem with R A M is that it provides inherently small quantities 
o f memory. At the time of writing 1GB of R A M represents the same costs as a 
20GB hard disk drive. Battery backed non-volatile R A M is even more expensive. 
Currently, in environments requiring memory robust enough to withstand shock 
and vibration whilst operating, solid state battery backed R A M is used, at great 
expense and physical space. Alternatively, hard disk drives are installed in bulky 
spring-suspended cages or encapsulated in 'gel' to suppress the vibrations 
experienced by the drive. This adds bulk and weight and does not entirely 
eliminate the problem of maintaining operation in adverse physical environments. 
i 
Fig. 1. Picture of a Western Digital hard disk drive. This drive has had its lid 
removed revealing the internal components. This drive has a three disk stack. 
The data is magnetically stored as bits on the disk. A read-write head is 
used to read, write and re-write the data bits. The read-write head, operating close 
to the disk, can be simplistically described as having a small electromagnetic coil 
to switch or sense the magnetic bit orientation beneath the head on the disk. A 
change in magnetic domain orientation beneath the head induces a positive or 
negative current spike from the coil. These spikes are very small in magnitude and 
require highly sensitive, high gain, integrated circuits, for amplification, signal 
processing and error correction. A recent development has been magneto-resistive 
(MR) read heads, which IBM pioneered in 1991 to produce the 1GB 3.5- inch 
0663-E12 drive [1]. MR heads are sensitive directly to the stray field from the 
written bits, rather than the change in this field, the sensing mechanism o f the 
inductive head. 
Further to signal processing, digital processing is conducted to retrieve the 
data from the raw head signal. A positive signal spike does not simply mean a 
logical I bit. Clocking and encoding data is integrated with the raw data. In order 
to increase data reliability the data is encoded [2,3]. This reduces data storage 
densities but allows for some quite powerful error correction. The data is also 
spliced to allow for a clocking signal to monitor disk rotation speed and servo 
information to ensure the head is centrally placed over the track. A result o f all 
this additional information is that the signal received by the head bears little 
relation to the 'real' data stored on the disk. To extract the data much digital signal 
processing is required. 
1.3 Construction and Design of the Storage Media 
Hard disk drives are an economical form of mass storage. They are widely 
used as secondary memory in virtually all computer systems. Their dominance in 
the personal computer market can be attributed to their large storage capacities, 
reliability and relatively low cost. Over the years hard disk drives have grown 
rapidly in storage capacity and speed of data transfer. Figure 2 shows the progress 
in storage densities. 
Figure 3 shows a photograph o f a drive modified with the intention o f 
allowing viewing access o f the drive. The location o f all the key components 
within the drive are clearly labelled. This drive has three disks, six media surfaces 
and therefore six data heads. 
Fig. 2. This graph shows the areal densities demonstrated in research 
drives since 1990 and the National Storage Industry Consortium (NSIC) 
target for 2006. NSIC is a consortium of companies involved in the hard 
disk drive (HDD) industry, [4]. 
A hard disk drive stores data magnetically in a thin film which is deposited 
onto a disk. The disk is relatively thick and made o f a strong and rigid material, 
hence it is a hard disk. Data stored on the magnetic disk is divided into different 
sectors and tracks. Each track is a ring around the disk and a sector is a partition 
o f the disk as shown in Figure 4. There can be multiple stacked disks used within 
a hard disk drive, each offering two sides for data storage. Increasing the number 
o f disks increases the total storage capacity o f the drive at the cost o f extra bulk 
and expense. 
disks 
Fig. 3 Photograph of a Seagate drive with modified chassis to display all the 
internal components of a typical hard disk drive. 
t r a c k 
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing the segmenting of data on a hard disk. 
Normally there are many more radial tracks and sectors on the disk. 
The disks are generally made from an aluminium/magnesium alloy 
(AIMg) , they used to have a thickness o f 1.25nim but now they are typically 
0.8mm thick. Today, hard disk drives are typically sold as either 3.5" or 2.5" type 
drives with the smaller drive suffering slower data transfer rates and reduced 
storage capacity. Smaller drives are better suited in Laptop computers, where size 
is a premium. Thicker disks with reduced overall diameter wi l l naturally be stiffer 
and less prone to bending, making them more suitable in the Laptop environment 
where the computer is liable to suffer physical mishandling. The trade o f f for their 
greater rigidity is greater physical size and reduced storage capacity. Thicker disks 
wi l l increase the profile o f the drive and hence make it larger. Smaller diameter 
disks reduce the area o f data stored so subsequently require more disks for a given 
storage capacity. Multiple disks enable greater data storage capacities but increase 
drive space and power consumption. At the time of writing, commercially 
available drives operate with f lying heights o f around 5nm. The I B M Ultrasiar 
146Z10 drive stores 146GB o f data with a storage density o f 26.3GB per square 
inch [5]. 
The disk is constructed with many layers. The disk itself is a 0.8mm thick 
aluminium magnesium substrate because it favourably combines low density, 
rigidity and cost. The surface o f the disk is required lo be extremely smooth to 
give a uniform read back signal from, the low flying head. However, the 
aluminium alloy is quite soft and cannot be polished to the required finish. The 
substrate, therefore, must be modified to provide a surface capable o f being 
polished to a high degree o f smoothness and to provide a structural support for the 
thin magnetic film that stores the data. A soft disk is not desirable as it can be 
damaged should a read-write head 'crash' occur [6] . For this reason the aluminium 
alloy is nickel-phosphorus (Ni-P) plated, which provides a surface hardness o f 
approximately 550 kg/mm^ on the Brinell scale. The Ni-P surface is abrasively 
polished and textured to give a l.Onm root-mean-square (RMS) finish with 
circumferential grooves. These grooves both minimise head stiction to the disk 
and provide uniform magnetic read-back signals [7,8]. 
The thin film magnetic layer requires an underlayer to help nucleate and 
grow microstructures with appropriate magnetic properties. A chromium 
underlayer is often used as it provides a good epitaxial match with cobalt-based 
magnetic alloys, which are commonly used for the thin film magnetic layer. 
Furthermore, chromium reduces the potential for corrosion. 
The magnetic layer needs to be a ferromagnetic material and cobalt-based 
binary and ternary materials are often used because o f their high coercivity [9,10]. 
The thin film magnetic layer can easily be damaged by the head coming 
into contact with it. When the drive receives a large shock the read-write head can 
hit the disk. This can occur when the drive is in operation or not, with the disk 
spinning or stationary. Without any protection the magnetic layer would be 
permanently damaged, producing a hard error. To protect the magnetic layer an 
amorphous carbon overcoat 10 - 15nm thick is sputtered on to the disk. As disk 
development continues, this overcoat is gradually being reduced in thickness to 
allow the heads to fiy closer to the magnetic layer. 
To prevent the head being damaged by the disk spinning underneath it, 
and to reduce friction, the disk's top layer is a lubricating layer. The lubricating 
layer is a perfiuoropolyether organic polymer o f about Inm thickness [11]. 
Texturing o f the disk surface wi l l create friction between it and the head, 
which wi l l cause the head to wear. This creates micro-contamination, which 
naturally further damages the head and slider [12,13,14], accelerating the process 
of attrition. Friction, which heats the head, wi l l reduce the signal to noise ratio 
[15]. When the head parks against the disk, when the disk has slopped rotating, a 
vacuum can be created between the smooth surface o f the disk and the underside 
o f the slider (stiction) [16]. This reduces the drives reliability, hence some 
texturing is required to prevent stiction. 
When the drive is in non-operation it is necessary to 'park' the head, this 
requires resting the delicate head in a safe manner that minimises damage. When 
the drive is powered down the disk naturally slops spinning, removing the 
protective air bearing that the head relies on. The head's flying height is reduced 
as the disk slows down, eventually leading to the head making contact with the 
disk. This can cause damage. To prevent permanent damage to the stored data the 
suspension arm control system pulls the suspension arm, and head, across the disk 
to its inner circumference, which is a dedicated landing zone where no data is 
stored. A development o f this idea is to have dual texturing. The landing zone has 
a deeper texture to reduce stiction and prevent a vacuum formation. This allows 
an extremely smooth disk surface throughout the rest o f the disk, resulting in the 
potential for lower head flying heights. Another means of parking the head is to 
locale physical ramps at the inner perimeter o f the disk. The ramps are profiled 
such that when the suspension arm swings towards the centre o f the disk, the ramp 
unloads the suspension arm that pretensions the head against the disk. The ramps 
also provides a gentle means of placing the head on the rotating disk. By waiting 
for the disk to spin at normal operating speed before arcing the arm across, and 
gently lowering the head against the disk on its air bearing, the head need never 
make contact with the disk. This reduces, but does not eliminate, particulate 
contamination. The suspension arm loading/unloading against the ramp can 
generate some conlamination [17]. One clear advantage o f this method of parking 
the head is that the head is not in contact with the disk in non-operation, and is 
held in position so that no head or disk damage can occur. 
A l M g disks are not the only ones to be used. Glass disks are gaining 
popularity as a glass substrate disk offers a far smoother disk surface than its 
aluminium alloy counterpart, enabling a lower head flying height without the risk 
of the head hitting high spots, or asperities, on the disk surface. As well as 
physical damage, such asperities can cause data errors due to their heating offset 
on magneto-resistive sensors [12,18,19]. Glass disks also behave to vibration 
differently. They resonate at slightly different frequencies, ie they have a different 
modal response. This is due to their different mechanical properties such as 
Young's modulus. 
One o f the key ways to generate faster data transfer speeds and higher data 
storage densities is to reduce the flying height o f the head above the disk. When 
magnetic data is stored at greater densities on the disk it becomes more di f f icul t 
for the head to detect the data bit directly beneath it. This is because the magnetic 
bits are smaller, a graph showing storage data densities is shown in Figure 2 with 
current data bits being 0.5|am by 0.05|am [20], and have less accompanying 
magnetic field. Part o f the solution is to reduce the flying height, and Figure 5 
shows the trend for fiying height reduction. Heads must maintain a flying height, 
within a specified tolerance, and this tolerance reduces with lowered flying 
heights. However, when the flying height is reduced it becomes more critical to 
maintain the required separation or else head-disk contact can occur. The reduced 
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f lying height also poses severe problems in the experimental measurement o f the 
head-disk separation. 
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Fig. 5. Graph showing reductions in flying height over the last 12 years. These 
flying heights were achieved in research drives, and not for commercially -
available drives. 
The disk is mounted on a hub that is driven by an electric motor at speeds 
o f up to 10,000rpm on current drives: the faster the disk spins the greater the data 
transfer rate becomes as the data bits pass underneath the head quicker. As the 
disk spins it generates turbulence or windage, and because o f this the head is 
mounted in an aerodynamic slider that produces l i f t from the air stream, as shown 
in Figure 6, enabling the head to fly above the disk at its predetermined height. 
The force o f the l if t is balanced by the force provided by a pre-tensioned sprung 
cantilever; the suspension arm, and the balance between the two provides the 
required flying height [211. 
The slider is fixed to the suspension arm via a coupling that allows for 
limited movement o f the slider. This fixture is knowTi as a gimbal. I hc gimbal 
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serves to ensure that the slider cannot be twisted out o f plane with the data tracks 
beneath it. However, it provides near complete freedom to allow the slider to be 
manipulated by the aerodynamic forces. 
gimbal 
head 
suspension arm 
S l i d e r ^ airstream 
disk 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram representing the head flying over the disk. Airflow is 
used to orientate the head correctly above the disk. 
One type o f slider design is the taper flat slider, which has two straight 
rails on either side o f the slider, which are tapered at the leading edge to compress 
the incoming air lo provide l i f t . Another design is the "self-loading" or negative 
pressure slider, which differs in as much as its leading edge taper extends across 
the fu l l width o f the slider, with a "crossbar" directly behind the taper connecting 
the two rails at each side. The front taper provides the compression o f the air and 
hence l i f t , whereas the recessed pocket behind the "crossbar" creates a sub-
ambient pressure, sucking the slider nearer the disk. The recesses cross-sectional 
area reduces towards the trailing edge o f the slider to increase the air speed 
travelling through it and ftirther improve the negative pressure on the underside o f 
the rear o f slider. The downward force generated from the recess results in an air 
bearing that is stifTer and with a reduced velocity dependence on flying height. 
Figure 7 shows the difference in the designs. 
i : 
surface closest 
to disk 
leading edge 
Fig. 7. Schematic diagrams showing the design of the taper flat slider, left, and 
the "self loading" slider on the right from the underneath. 
Fhe head and suspension arm are connected to a rigid arm, as shown in 
Figure 8, that swings across the disk. This enables data to be transferred from the 
disk at various radial positions, hence accessing different tracks. The arm is 
constructed from duralumin, which is an aluminium alloy, that is both light and 
s t i f f The particular alloy used in the hard disk drive industry is 5083, an alloy o f 
4.4% magnesium, 0.7% manganese and 0.15% chromium, has a density o f 
2.66g/cm^ and a Young's modulus o f 71Gpa, [22,23]. The lighter the arm the 
more rapidly it can swing across the disk, allowing for quicker data access rates 
through improved seek times. The arm pivots on a shaft-mounted bearing and is 
driven by voice coil motor. 
(b.) 
suspension arm 
stiff duralumin arm 
slider gimbal 
Fig. 8. (a.) Photograph of a suspension arm unit and (b.) shows a close up of the 
sprung cantilever that pre-tensions the head against the disk. 
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2. The Vihratlon Problem in Hard Disk Drives 
2.1 Limitations of Hard Disk Drive 
Conventional hard drives are very reliable under normal operating 
conditions, but they can suffer from mechanically-induced failure when operated 
in hostile conditions. In areas where vibrations exist, hard disk drives can 
frequently fail catastrophically and can no longer read or write data. At best the 
data transfer rate becomes vastly inferior. 
Environments such as military and aerospace are synonymous with large 
shocks and vibrations. Ocean going craft can also encounter difficulties with hard 
drives as the engine and waves transmit vibrations through the hull. Dennis [24] 
evaluated many proposed solutions, mainly employing large vibration isolation 
cages and mountings that passively damped the vibrations. However, additional 
isolation mountings are not the ideal solution. The extra space and weight needed 
precludes this method from many key areas: adding both weight and bulk to a 
drive is hardly an improvement. Passive dampers, which are only effective over a 
limited bandwidth, are all that is used in current 'ruggedised' laptops. 
Another approach to passively damp the hard disk drive has been to 
develop laminate disks constructed from three sections [25,26,27], two normal 
disks with a damping sandwich layer between them. However, passive damping 
bandwidth limitations still exist and the disks' thickness increase, again increasing 
the drive's physical size. 
Hard disk drive manufacturers have invested a vast amount o f research in 
how and why drives can become damaged in non-operation. This is primarily not 
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to provide the end user with a more robust, reliable drive but to reduce failure 
costs. Drives can experience large shocks during transportation which may cause 
severe damage and failure during initial usage [6,28,29,30,31]. This is costly for 
the manufacturer as the drive has to be replaced, and inconvenient for the end user 
too. 
2.2 Susceptible Components within the Hard Disk Drive 
It is important to understand precisely what is happening within the drive, 
and which systems areas are failing under conditions o f shock and vibration. 
When mechanical components are vibrated they bend and distort, and this is 
further compounded when vibrated at resonant frequencies. 
There are two major mechanical components that, when excited at 
resonance, can result in data-transfer failure. Firstly, there is the suspension arm 
that pre-tensions the head against the disk to counterbalance its aerodynamic l i f t . 
This is designed to control the flying height o f the head during normal operating 
conditions. I f the flying height o f the head is such that it is outside o f its normal 
operating range, either too high or loo low, then the signal degrades ultimately 
leading to data transfer failure. In severe cases, the head w i l l crash onto the disk, 
causing irrecoverable damage to the head. Secondly, there is the hard disk (the 
data storage medium) itself. The disk is often minutely buckled and warped from 
the way it is clamped to the motor spindle, the clamping area o f the disk having a 
flatness o f Sjim or less [32,33]. This is greatly inflated by the very low flying 
heights used in current and future drives. Additionally, the windage created by the 
spinning disk [34] and rocking o f the disk pack spindle [35,36], due to 
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manufacturing tolerances, accumulate to provide a disk that flutters sufficiently to 
cause difficulties during normal operation, a typical Quantum Maverick drive 
measured 12|im peak-to-peak run-out. During periods when the disk experiences 
additional vibration, the fluttering is greatly exaggerated, causing track mis-
registration and flying height problems. These problems can be compounded by 
the fact that i f the suspension arm is resonating, the disk maybe driven into 
oscillation due to the slider pushing onto the disk and vice-versa [37,38]. 
Whilst the head maintains its correct flying height it is still possible for 
data transfer errors to occur. There are two forms of data recovery error that 
occur, one called jitter, the other track-mis-registration (TMR). 
Jitter is where the head reads the wrong data bit whilst still flying on track, 
see Figure 9. Instead o f the head following the data track, bit by bit in the normal 
sequence, the data is shuffled forcing the head to reread what it has just detected 
or jump and miss data bits. 
The other form of data error is Track Mis-Registration, where the head is 
pushed o f f track, causing loss o f signal amplitude, possibly to the point where it is 
detecting the adjacent track causing cross talk interference, see Figure 10. 
The tracking arm arcs across the disk to allow data to be transferred from 
different tracks on the drive, see Figurel 1. Therefore the angle at which the head 
intersects the data track wi l l vary slightly. This has minimal effect on how the 
head transfers data. However, the angle the suspension arm lays across the disk 
also varies, albeit through a minimal angle, but it does change the form of data 
error from induced vibration. 
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suspension arm 
Fig. 9. Depiction of jitter. The bits being read from the disk are 
observed in an incorrect order due to the head not following the 
track in a stable manner. 
track mis-
registration 
suspension arm 
Fig. 10. Diagram showing track mis-registration. 
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Fig. 11. Diagram depicting the approximate angles reached by a typical 
suspension arm within a typical hard disk drive. 
Hard disk drive manufacturers ensure that the angle variation is minimal 
through careful design o f the tracking arm and pivot position. When the head is 
located over the centre track, the slider and data track beneath the head w i l l be 
parallel. When the tracking arm is arced towards the centre or outside o f the disk 
the orientation o f the head to the track wi l l become non-parallel. However, 
because of the careful positioning o f the pivot point o f the tracking arm this angle 
change is minimised. 
The angle that the head makes with the data track beneath it dictates 
whether vibration causes jitter or TMR. The jitter and T M l l w i l l vary, as one 
increases the other decreases, depending upon the angle the head makes with the 
track. 
When the disk bends, the head, coupled through its air bearing and sprung 
suspension arm, should remain at its designed flying height. This causes the 
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suspension arm to bend to allow the head to follow the disk's movement. A typical 
sprung suspension arm, shown in Figure 12, is made from 0.2mm thick stainless 
steel that is typically 15 lo 20mm long, this is short in comparison lo the 35mm 
span o f the disk. The design includes folded edges throughout most o f its length to 
increases its torsional rigidity along the section, except for a 3 to 4mm part o f the 
suspension arm, where most o f the deformation occurs, at the base o f the 
suspension arm. To accommodate the thickness o f the slider the suspension arm is 
parallel to the disk with a gap o f the order o f !mm. 
duralumin stainless steel. 
I 
slider ^ 
Fig. 12. Diagram depicting suspension arm construction and design. The 
stainless steel arm flexes at its base where it joins the duralumin section. 
Figure 13 illustrates the significance o f the suspension arm only bending at 
its root compared lo the disk's bending. When the disk bends away from the head, 
down, the suspension arm is bending at a greater radius. This, coupled lo the fact 
that the arm's bending is constrained predominantly to the root o f the arm, means 
that the head is pulled back along the disk. When the disk bends upwards, into the 
suspension arms radius, although the head would be pulled back along the disk 
due to it bending only at its root, the fact that the arm is bending at a tighter radius 
than the disk offsets this. 
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suspension arm 
disk 
bending constrained 
to root of cantilever 
Fig. 13. Diagram representing head position when the disk is bending 
with the suspension arm at a great angle to the track orientation. This 
position is not achievable in a real drive. 
The other problem associated with the disk bending, and the suspension 
arm deforming to maintain the required f lying height is depicted in Figure 14. 
Assuming that the suspension arm is at an angle shown in Figure 14, when the 
disk bends, either up or down, the head is left reading data from a track further 
from the inner radius o f the disk. The example shown in Figure 14 would be the 
purest form o f TMR produced from disk flexure. 
Fig. 14. Diagram depicting the disk and suspension arm motion under bending 
when the arm is placed straight across the disk. The angle shown is solely for the 
purpose of demonstration. 
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Neither o f these problems exists in isolation. When the tracking arm 
moves through its normal arc o f operation the suspension arm wi l l cause both 
jitter, from the arm's bending being confined to one point, and the head to go o f f 
track. However, depending on the exact track that the head is flying over, and 
therefore the angle between the head and the data track, a combination o f jitter 
and T M R is present. 
When the head is located at the outer or innermost tracks the angle 
between the head and the data track is at its greatest. When the slider is at a great 
angle with the track, as the suspension arm bends and it pulls the head 'back' 
across the disk, extra T M R is produced. When the head is located above the centre 
track, jitter is potentially maximised, but track mis-regristration from the disk 
bending is still present. 
The variation o f track mis-registration versus jitter created from track 
position is minimal when compared to the total movement o f the disk at each 
track. At the outside edge of the disk, vibration induced motion is at a maximum, 
whereas at the centre, next to the rigid hub, disk movement is negligible. 
Therefore both jitter and T M R peak when the head is located above the outer 
track o f the disk. 
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Chanter 3. Flying Height IWcasurcmcnt Techniques for Embedded 
use in Hard Disk Drives 
When any system is under observation it is necessary to ensure that the 
* 
measuring instrument does not effect the system's performance in any way. In 
practice this can prove to be very diff icult . There are several methods currently 
used lo measure the f lying height o f the head above the disk, varying from being 
highly obtrusive to almost unobtrusive. 
This chapter outlines some o f the more common methods o f Hying height 
measurement, or hard disk drive observation methods' that can be adapted for 
head-disk interface observation: 
• Acoustic emission detection o f head-disk contact 
• Thermal detection o f head disk contact 
• Digital Signal Processing (DSP) measurement o f head positioning through 
raw signal investigation 
• Interferometer detection o f head-disk spacing 
• Laser Doppler vibrometer measurement o f head-disk separation 
• Glass disk system for head-disk separation and flying height measurement, 
• Measuring the flying height via capacitance gauges 
• Interrogating the tracking position error signal o f the drive to observe head 
positioning disturbances. 
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3.1 Acoustic Emissions ( A E ) 
The heads' flying height is extremely small, around 5nm at the time o f 
writing. Slating the head is flying is a slight misnomer, with flying heights this 
small it is actually intermittently brushing across the surface o f the disk. The 
surface o f the disk has undulations, albeit very small, typical runout being less 
than 8)am and surface roughness peaks o f less than 20nm [32,33], but when 
compared to 5nm flying height they are significant. As a head/slider brushes 
across the surface o f the disk the 'contacts' cause high frequency vibrations 
[39,40]. The localised pressure fluctuations can be detected through a piezo-
electric sensor. These sensors are generally bonded to the tracking arm assembly 
as near to the head as is practical. The high frequency vibrations are coupled 
through the tracking arm assembly to the sensor. 
The A E signal is in the 200-300MHz region and so the key to such a 
sensor method is to have a sufficiently high-speed data acquisition system. 
Through Nyquist theory [41,42] it is known that the sampling rate should be at 
least twice that o f the maximum frequency o f signal to be detected, hence 
requiring data sampling o f at least 600M samples/second. 
Data acquisition cards are commonly rated at distinct sampling speeds, the 
most appropriate would be an acquisition card with a sampling speed of 2 Giga 
samples per second. 
A limitation o f this system is it is impossible to collate direct information 
of the flying height should the head not maintain near-contact with the disk. When 
deliberately vibrating the drive, should the head be 'launched' o f f the disk due to a 
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large impulse, flying height determination would be limited to predictive methods 
through timing the contact separation period o f the slider from the disk. 
The system is completely unobtrusive. The sensor does not need to be 
bonded to any mechanically-critical component, and so the slider and air bearing 
dynamics are unaffected. The sensor would typically measure 5mm squared. 
Results from the acoustic emission reveal how the frequency o f emission 
varies with time under certain conditions; some results performed by [43] are 
shown in Figure 15. The spin-up and spin-down, with contact start-stop head 
parking mechanism sequences, typically show great acoustic activity. This 
indicates great activity and contact between the head and the disk before the head 
takes o f f and after it lands, as would be expected. It has been proposed that the 
condition o f the drive is correlated to the magnitude o f the frequency spike on 
parking [43]. Considerable ongoing research [44] is concerned with relating spin 
speed to the frequency o f acoustic emissions. It is obvious that the flying height is 
related to spin speed, due to the slider being unable to fly as high with less 
windage created by the slower spinning disk [44]. 
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Flg.15. Results from [43] showing acoustic testing on the same drive before 
(top) and after (bottom) the drive suffered from a 'crashed' head. The graphs 
show average frequency versus time. 
3.2 Thermal Detection 
In much the same way that the head produces an acoustic emission when 
grazing the surface it also generates heat. The heating o f the head causes a white 
noise level to be superimposed onto the read signal from the head. This is 
generally undesirable; hence manufacturers try to ensure close tolerances on 
surface roughness to minimise contact, thermal fluctuations and the associated 
signal-noise reduction. 
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It is possible to monitor the signal from the head and measure the noise 
floor. The principle drawback is that the signal is very small, typically the order o f 
I m V . Although the drive has onboard amplification circuits, these tend to be 
encapsulated within the encoding circuitry, restricting the ability to measure the 
raw amplified signal. Therefore the raw signal must be sensed almost straight 
from the head. This demands sophisticated measuring equipment, for example 
LeCroy oscilloscopes which are designed for this purpose. 
The system also has the same non-contact limitations as the A E system. 
Furthermore, the system wi l l be subject to ambient temperature variations to a 
small extent. Should the room temperature change, then the induced noise in the 
read-back signal wi l l change proportionally to that, although this can be accounted 
for. 
3.3 Readout Signal Analysis 
It is known that the head has to be very close to the disk to detect the data 
with optimal signal-noise ratio. To expand on this: i f the head is vertically too far 
from the disk the high frequency signal response and the signal level from the 
head diminishes [45], i f the head is moved o f f track, farther from the track centre, 
then the signal to noise ratio deteriorates. I f the head gets too close to the disk 
signal quality is also impaired due to thermal fluctuations from the head skimming 
the textured disk. 
I f the signal from the head is carefully monitored, using real-time Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques, the drives' performance can be assessed. 
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Ideally distinguishing between o f f track occurrence and flying height variations, 
which is a non-trivial feat. 
The use o f readout signal analysis, from digital signal processing 
techniques, to identify flying height variations suffers the same limitations as the 
thermal detection method, in respect o f the diff icul ty to detect the raw signal from 
the head. One other slight disadvantage is that the FFT transformation requires a 
finite processing time and therefore induces a minor delay in calculating the flying 
height, and hence a 'near real-time' system is created. 
It does have the distinct advantage that should the head leave contact with 
the disk, whereas acoustic or thermal emission detection methods are unable to 
track the heads flying height thereafter, the DSP method can still monitor the 
height. 
3.4 Intcrfcrometrv 
Interferometry is a very sensitive optical technique to absolutely measure 
the flying height o f the head. By reflecting two individual laser beams o f f o f the 
top side o f the slider and the disks' surface it is possible to determine the relative 
spacing between the two. A reflective surface must be bonded to the top side o f 
the slider in order to gain an efficient reflection o f the laser beam. The disk is 
naturally polished from the manufacturer to the extent that i l is sufficiently 
reflective. 
The associated instrumentation to reveal the flying height is both 
sophisticated, and costly, usually requiring phase-sensitive detection. 
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The system has some major limitations. There cannot be an opaque lid 
fitted to the drive, as this would block the optical path, hence the drive is no 
longer operating in its natural state. Any vibration induced into the system would 
have to be very small as any optical system would have a small linear operating 
region. To compound this further, the distance between the object measured and 
the lens has to be great as the optical system can be large and bulky and space is 
restrictive within the drive. Another problem is that the point on the disk being 
measured is not the point directly beneath the head and hence what is measured is 
not the true flying height. Also, bonding a very small mirror onto the slider affects 
the system's dynamics. A great problem is that the slider is free to rock and twist 
to allow the head to follow contours o f the disk. The central area o f the slider is 
obscured by part o f the suspension arm; hence to measure the slider movement the 
optical beam must be focused eccentrically onto the slider. Movement detected, 
therefore, is not purely vertical flying height variation but a mixture o f rocking, 
pitching and flying height movement. For a more accurate measure o f flying 
height change four optical beams would be required, lo observe three points on 
the slider, and one o f f the disk just in front o f the slider, shown in Figure 16. 
Three points on the slider would enable all the pitching, and rocking as well as the 
pure flying height change to be monitored. As a next best two points at the back 
o f the slider (and one o f f the disk), either side o f the suspension arm would be 
able to give the flying height and the rocking o f the slider. 
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disk 
laser spot reflecting off 
disk surface, provides 
for differential detection 
of flying height \ 
\ 
differential of two 
laser spots 
provide pitching 
detection of 
slider and head 
/ 
slider 
differential of two 
laser spots 
provide rocking 
detection of slider 
and head 
suspension arm 
Fig. 16. Diagram showing a possible means of detecting flying 
height using differential methods. The position of the head 
requires calculation from both pitch and rock measurements. 
3.5 Laser Dopnicr V ihrometr\ 
The laser Doppler vibrometer ( L D V ) measures the motion o f the object it 
is focused on through detecting its velocity o f movement directly towards and 
away from the sensor. 
A laser beam is focused on an object and the reflected beam monitored. 
The beam is modulated sinusoidally, for example, and detected by an optical 
sensor upon reflection from the object. The frequency o f this sine wave is 
dependent o f the motion o f the object beneath the sensor. I f the object is static the 
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detected frequency o f the sine wave should be identical to the input frequency. 
However, should the object to moving towards or away from the sensor then the 
frequency wi l l be increased or reduced, the well known Doppler shift [46]. 
The laser Doppler vibrometer output provides an instantaneous velocity 
measurement o f the disk surface as it rotates under the beam. The signal has very 
low noise and provides very accurate and repeatable readings. A single integration 
and a single differential o f the signal provide vertical runout, disk buckling from 
uneven clamping, and acceleration. 
This means o f measuring disk and slider movement is the most popular 
method used in the industry. It can therefore be concluded that LDV measuring is 
a very good method. However, it would still pose limitations for building an 
integrated measuring system to be embedded with a drive. It is too bulky and 
costly for this. 
Figure 17 shows the results from research conducted by Truong et al. The 
research used a 50% negative pressure head which was loaded and unloaded by 
moving a known ramp, which gave an effective vertical velocity o f load and 
unload o f approximately 0.3 m/s. Several Load/Unload cycles are shown in Figure 
17 with one load and unload event circled. The "Index" pulses at the bottom o f the 
graph represent every revolution o f the disk, [47]. 
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Fig. 17. Actual rampload data using LDV sensors. This experiment 
studied the transient events of a load/unload cycle. The disk used 
had known mechanical defects in the load zone, [47]. 
3.6 (Jlass Disk Optical Flyinti Height Measurement 
A bespoke hard disk drive is constructed with a glass disk installed in 
place o f the normal AIMg based disk. The glass disk is manufactured to specific 
properties to try to replicate the original A I M g disk as closely as possible with the 
exception that it is transparent, allowing optical beams to pass through it to 
observe the slider and head directly from underneath. 
The systems' main drawbacks are that the drive is left unsealed and 
therefore the air damping effect (attributed to the lid) is lost. Further to this, the 
glass disk may not have the surface texturing and grain o f the A I M g disks, 
etTecting how high the head can fly. The drive wi l l not have a tracking control 
system as there is no magnetic data stored on the glass disk, affecting the system, 
rhe mass and balance o f the glass substrate needs to be carefully checked so as 
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not to affect the hub's inherent bearing rock, known to produce dramatic flying 
height variations, [35,36]. 
3.6.1 Dual Beam Interferometer Glass Disk Optical system 
This system uses the dual beam interferometer system in a novel manner. 
The beams are focused, one on the underside o f slider by passing through the 
glass disk relatively unaffected, the other reflected o f f the disks surface. The 
second beam that is reflected o f the disk's surface to measure the flying height 
requires the disk to be reflective. Liu [48,49,50,51,52,53] has developed a system 
using a 3mm thick glass disk with surface roughness o f less than 2nm rms, 
flatness o f less than ]20nm peak to valley and an anti reflection coating, applied 
to only one surface, with a residual reflectance o f less than 0.1%. Therefore the 
second beam passes fairly unaffected through the first surface, through the glass 
substrate, and is then partly reflected o f f the second surface. This partially 
reflected beam is then detected to find the reference point for flying height 
determination, see Figure 18. 
Other methods [54,55] for flying height detection using a glass disk rely 
on using multiple points on the underside o f the slider. I f two points, one at the 
front and one at the rear o f the slider, are observed optically then the pitch o f the 
slider can be found. The true flying height o f the head remains diff icul t to obtain, 
as the head position must be predicted from the two, shown in Figure 19, as it is 
recessed within the slider due to its more vulnerable nature. 
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glass disk 
normal semi reflective 
non-reflective surface 
difference in path lengths 
detected to determine 
flying height separation 
Fig. 18. System overview for differentially measuring the flying height 
of a glass substrate hard disk drive. 
point 1J sider 
flying height point 2 
Fig. 19. Diagram showing the typical measuring points used in a conventional, 
such as a Phase Metrics Flying Height Tester, glass disk flying height 
measurement system. 
It is very diff icul t to measure directly the head positioning [56]. This is 
because the head is embedded within a very small aluminium oxide, AI2O3. thin 
f i lm at the rear o f the slider. This thin f i lm is o f the order 50^m square and house 
both the read and the write heads, requiring an optical beam smaller than 20^m in 
diameter to observe it successfully. The thin film is also near transparent, posing 
further measuring ditTiculties. 
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3.7 Capacitance Gauge 
A capacitance gauge is a sensor that measures the separation o f an object 
through the change in capacitance due to separation variations between itself and 
a reference plane. The probe has a shield built around it so thai the sensor part o f 
the probe only detects the field directly beneath it. Due to the nature o f a 
capacitor, i f the dielectric constant and area o f capacitor plate remain constant 
then the only variable that wi l l effect the capacitance is the distance between the 
plates. Hence the probe can be used a means o f measuring separation, [57]. 
These probes w i l l be required to be built into the drive's lid in order to 
measure the disk and its motion. The probes also suffer from pressure fluctuations 
and instrumentation sensitivity due to temperature changes. Often a Wheatstone 
bridge arrangement is used with a reference capacitor to help counteract these 
problems. 
3.8 Position E r r o r Signal 
The tracking error signal or position error signal (PES) can be observed to 
detect read/write head disturbances. When either the suspension arm or disk are 
vibrating the head is going lo experience o f f track motions, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. This can be detected by tracking the error signal that is fed back into 
the servo control system, which is ordinarily used predictively to put the head 
back on track. This signal has been observed and frequency sweeps o f vibrating 
the drive produced lo determine areas o f activity [25,34]. Certain modes are those 
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o f the tracking system, rocking on its bearings for example, or the lateral mode of 
the suspension. 
IVIcthod Advantages Disadvantages Hub Rocking 
Detection 
Acoustic 
Emissions 
Unobtrusive. Real-time. High freq sampling. Head 
must be in contact with disk. 
No 
Thermal 
Detection 
Unobtrusive. Real-time. 
Inexpensive. 
Small signals. Ambient 
temp changes. Head contact. 
No 
Readout Signal 
Analysis 
Unobtrusive. 
Inexpensive. 
Small signals. No 
Interferometry Real-time. Commonly 
used in industry. 
Bulky. Obtrusive. Cannot 
isolate rocking motion. 
Yes 
Laser Doppler 
Vibrometry 
Commonly used in 
industry. 
Bulky. Expensive. Yes 
Glass Disk 
Optical system 
Complete slider 
orientation knowledge. 
Bulky. Obtrusive. Art i f ic ial 
conditions. 
Yes 
Capacitance 
Gauge 
Inexpensive. Real-time. Temp and pressure 
sensitive. 
Yes 
Position 
Error Signal 
Inexpensive. Very limited direct flying 
height measurement. 
No 
Table 1. Table showing the advantages and disadvantages of potential embedded 
flying height measuring techniques. 
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Chapter 4. Pic/o-Klcctric Sensor and Actuator Ovcn icw 
4.1 Sensor and Actnator Principles 
In order to measure the small movements involved with the suspension 
arm bending and disk oscillations, extremely sensitive, light weight, flexible 
sensor elements must be used. The sensor is required to monitor vibrations 
unobtrusively, not adversely effecting the dynamics and frequency response o f the 
system being measured. 
The piezo-electric sensor-actuator is a very accurate, sensitive form o f 
measuring and controlling. Piezo-electric materials' physical dimensions increase 
when a voltage is applied to them. Expansion o f the structure is proportional to 
the voltage applied to it [58]. By stretching a piezo-electric material, the voltage 
potential across it increases. 
Natural materials such as quartz, tourmaline, Rochelle salt etc exhibit the 
piezo-electric effect, however, the effect is limited. Polycrystalline ferroelectric 
ceramic materials have been developed, such as Lead Zirconate Tiianate (PZT), 
with improved piezo-electric properties. 
Ceramic materials consist o f many crystals, and dipoles, randomly 
orientated throughout. Hence, they are naturally isotropic, and yield no piezo-
electric effects. The application o f a strong d.c. electric field to the ceramic 
material w i l l have the effect o f giving the dipoles parallel alignment with the 
electric field. This overall alignment gives the material polarisation. When the 
electric field is removed the unitary alignment o f the dipoles is reduced, but 
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retains enough alignment, whilst below its Curie temperature, to give the material 
a remnant polarisation and stress, see Figure 20. 
isotropic 
• +ve 
• +ve 
Fig. 20. Diagram indicating dipole orientation in an isotropic material, 
anisotropic polarised material from an applied electric field and the 
orientation with the electric field removed. 
Piezo-electric elements can work both as sensors and actuators. However 
different compositions have different sensor-actuator strengths. In general i f the 
piezo-eleclric has a high'd ' co-efficient it is a good actuator, and i f it has a high 'g' 
co-efficient then it is good sensor. Some consideration must be given to how 
flexible the element is, and hence its Young's modulus. Any rigid sensing 
structure w i l l provide an obtrusive presence to a flexible structure, which is 
undesirable. 
The 'd ' coefficient is the strain developed (m/m) per electric field applied 
(V/m), and hence has units of [ n W ] . The 'g' coefficient is the open circuit electric 
field developed (V/m) per applied mechanical stress (N/m^) giving it units o f 
[ V m / N ] , 
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Piezo-eleclric notation dictates that i f the element is electrically driven (or 
sensed) throughout its z plane (3) and its deformation is in its x plane (1) the 
element is described as dab where a in this case is 3 and b is 1, hence dsi. Figure 
21 shows a 3-dimensional representation for piezo-electric notation. 
x(1) 
Fig. 21. Diagrammatic representation of piezo-electric structure and 
orientation of planes. 
Piezo-electric elements for sensing and actuating are available in many 
physical and geometric forms, but only those o f 'plate' form are considered here 
for the use in hard disk drives. Typical dimensions would be 1 - 2mm square. The 
thickness would be < 0.2mm, depending upon the material itself, ie whether it is 
ceramic or polymer. 
A plate piezo-eleclric sensor-actuator is extremely thin and therefore not 
as obtrusive as the other forms of piezo-eleclric sensors and actuators. It makes 
for an efficient sensor, being greatly thinner in the z plane (3) than its x (1) or y 
(1) planes. This provides the piezo-electric with good (3,1) and (3,2) 
characteristics. Hence, i f the piezo-eleclric element is being used as a sensor then 
deformation throughout its width or length, ie when it is bent, w i l l yield a high 
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output voltage on its (3) surface, through the sensor measuring the average 
induced strain. This is perfect for sensing cantilever bending, as the cantilever is 
deformed the structure w i l l be bent throughout its x or _v axis providing a 
measurable voltage variation. Normally, providing the plate is geometrically 
symmetrical in form, the plate wi l l have equal 31 and 32 properties. Therefore 
orientation o f the sensor is not critical, but it must be parallel to the cantilever and 
located at the point o f maximum strain. 
Tubes and cylinders are tuneable in length. The cylinder is extended, by 
virtue o f the electrodes being mounted on the cylinder's circumference. In essence 
the cylinders' z extension is related to the voltage applied radially. This makes 
tubes better as actuators then sensors. 
Stacks are in essence multilayer structures created from the overlaying o f 
plates together. This creates a 'thicker' structure than a plate. The form o f the 
stacked piezo-electric device is cuboid, to varying extents o f 'squareness'. The 
stack is created from layers o f plates to achieve a thicker z dimension. This allows 
for much superior actuation by virtue o f the multiple plates being coupled to 
multiply their actuation properties. For this reason it is possible to use a slack with 
a far lower supply voltage then that o f a single actuator, o f identical proportions, 
for a given level o f actuation. The stack has good dsi and d32 properties but poor 
sensing properties compared to the plate, due to the obtrusive nature o f the 
increased stiffness from multiple layers. Actuating the piezo-electric layers proves 
dif f icul t in practise due to the conductive layers being obscured by the 
overlapping layer. 
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Poly vinylidene flouride PVDF was chosen for the task o f sensing 
suspension arm and disk movement because o f its excellent induced voltage to 
deformation properties, g3i and g32 vvhich are in excess o f twenty times greater 
than that o f ceramic elements and because o f its low Young's modulus. The plate 
configuration, being the optimal sensing structure for cantilever deformation 
bending, was hence chosen for this task. 
4.2 Pie/o-Elcctric Actuation of Suspension Arm 
A lead zirconate titanate, PZT, plate was chosen for actuating the 
suspension arm. PZT plates make good actuators having good dai and d32 
properties. The PZT plate actuator has a higher Young's modulus than the PVDF 
plate. 
When a voltage is applied to a piezo-electric actuator it deforms in a 
known way. This can be used to actively distort the suspension arm so as to alter 
and control the flying height o f the read/write head for a hard disk drive. I f the 
suspension arm is vibrating, ideally the actuator can be driven 180° out o f phase 
with the suspension arm motion to suppress the effects o f vibration, a form o f 
active damping [59,60] 
4.2.1 Actuator Location for Optimal Control 
Where the piezo-electric actuator is bonded to the cantilever to be 
controlled is critical. It has been found by Crawley and Luis [61] that the most 
A T O F I N A Chemicals Inc.'s K Y N A R ® P V D F , http://vvvvw.atorinachemicals.com/kynarglobal/ 
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effective location for the pie/.o-electric actuator is near the root o f the cantilever, 
the first quarter o f it. At this point the deflection at the tip becomes optimal, 
shown in Figure 22. 
1 c 
Fig. 22. Diagram showing how the position of the piezo-electric actuator on the 
cantilever is critical for maximum head control. 
As the actuator bends the arm is deformed in an arc, this causes the tip o f 
the arm to be displaced. The llirthcr the actuator is f rom the tip o f the arm the 
greater the resultant displacement wi l l be. The arm's deformation due to the 
actuator's growth induces a moment in the arm, such that any force applied to the 
tip o f the arm wi l l create a torque counteracting the actuator's motion. The un-
actuated section o f the arm acts as a lever, amplifying both the motion o f ihc 
actuator and the load it is subjected to. 
It has also been found [62] that there is an optimal actuator/cantilever 
thickness ratio. This is related to the Young's modulus o f the materials being used. 
The piezo-electric actuator requires a reasonably rigid base (cantilever) to operate 
on to provide good purchase for deforming the beam. Experimentation [63] with 
cantilever thickness has shown that i f the cantilever is too thin and flexible, the 
actuator deforms without pressing the tip o f the cantilever down. 
fhe bonding layer between the actuator and the cantilever is also 
important to the systems performance. It has been found that to optimise the 
system the bonding layer needs to be as thin and as rigid as possible [64]. 
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To put all o f this into a practical context, the suspension arms fitted as 
standard to most hard disk drives, and used in this research, are constructed to be 
rigid throughout their entire length except the first quarter. This is near to perfect 
in the respect for applying a piezo-electric actuator to it. The suspension arm used 
was constructed from 0.1mm thick sprung stainless steel. Stainless steel 
cantilevers have been found to work best, with single sided piezo-electric 
actuators, when the actuator's thickness is 80% of the cantilever's. This dictates 
that an optimal actuator would be 0.08mm thick. In practise, [63], it has been 
found that having an actuator with greater cross sectional area is far more efficient 
than one loo thin. Hence an actuator 0.08mm or greater wi l l be useable. Figure 20 
shows a diagram o f a typical suspension and tracking arms. It can be seen that the 
fiexible root o f the suspension arm is 0.1mm thick, 2.35mm long and about 4mm 
wide. The rigid part o f the suspension arm is a further 13.7mm long with a 0.4mm 
lip at either edge. This creates a cantilever with a total length o f about 15mm with 
the first 2.35mm being flexible. This means that the piezo-electric actuator must 
be mounted on the first 2.35mm. This is not quite at the quarter o f the cantilever's 
length, but is a good approximation. 
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Duralumin rigid tracking arm 
1.7mm 0.7mm 
2 5mm mounting hole 
12.5mni 
1 5mm 
7 2mm 
• 8mm 
Top View 
4 8mm 
2 5mm 
1 6mm 
2 3mm 
8 3mm 
46 5mm 
0 4mm 
Side View 
0 1mm 
^ 0 8mm 
19mm 
• 2 25mm 
0 5mm Sprung stainless steel suspension 
4 35mm 4.75mm 
J 9hfT1 
Top View 2 5m 
1 25mm 2 5mm 
•4 —•» 
2.35mm 
Side View 
0 4mm 
mounting hole 
5mm 
0 1mm 
13.7mm 
Fig. 23. Diagram showing the dimensions of typical tracking and suspension arms for a 3.5" 
disk drive. The suspension arm is attached to the servo via a rivet through the mounting hole. 
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Chapter 5. Vibration Testing Equipment 
5.1 The Electrodvnamic Shaker 
A test facility has been constructed by previous students to allow the hard 
disk drive to be vibrated over a lOkHz bandwidth at accelerations o f up to 50g 
(where g is the unit for acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 Ims"^) [65,66,67], this is 
depicted in Figure 24. The hard disk drive is rigidly clamped to an aluminium 
plate and is vibrated by an electro-dynamic shaker, Environmental Equipments 
Ltd type 1501. The axis o f vibration is arranged to be through the spindle o f the 
drive so as to resemble, closely, a drive mounted in a desktop PC experiencing 
vibration, and to exaggerate the suspension arm's and disk's fundamental modes o f 
resonance. A piezo-electric accelerometer sensor mounted to the plate, see Figure 
25, monitors vibrations experienced by the drive, and also provides a feedback 
signal, which is amplified. It is therefore critical to ensure that the disk drive is 
solidly mounted to the plate, and in turn the plate to the shaker. It is also 
extremely important for meaningful results that vibrations detected by the 
accelerometer match closely with those experienced by the drive. For this reason 
an improved design o f plate and mountings were constructed, since it was 
suspected that the previous design was not optimum in this respect. 
The shaker drives the plate from the centre with the accelerometer 
mounted at one o f the edges and the drive in the centre. With the initial design o f 
plate and mounting, the signal from the accelerometer proved diff icul t to recover 
due to the large amount o f noise. The noise was reduced somewhat by damping 
the plate with an adhesive visco-elastic damping sheet and a low pressure gas 
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damper, which significantly improved the signal-to-noise ratio. It was found that 
additional noise was induced into the system due to deformation o f the mounting 
plaic. The accelerometer was re-mounted closer to the drive and this was found to 
improve significantly the signal-to-noise ratio. Fherefore it was deduced that the 
accelerometer was experiencing a different displacement to that o f the drive, due 
to the plate flexing, depending on the positioning o f the acceleromcter. 
oscilloscope 
Diezo-electric 
:cel^rome 
vibration 
signal 
conditioning 
power amp 
knain controllerl 
Fig. 24. Block diagram depicting the overall system used to test disk drive 
performance wtiilst subjecting the drive to various schedules of vibration. 
'U' channel clamps 
hard disk drive 
piezo-electric 
accelerometer 35mm 
aluminium 
plate 
250mm 
6mm diameter threaded studs 
< • 
250mm 
Fig. 25. Diagram detailing the original test system hard disk drive 
mounting. 
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To counteract this a number o f modifications were made to the plate, as 
detailed in Figure 26. Firstly, the plate was made a lot smaller, only slightly 
bigger than the drive. I his also has the benefit o f reducing the load on the shaker. 
The accelerometer was then mounted as close to the drive as possible. Finally, a 
new mounting system was devised that held the drive more rigidly. The drive was 
mounted in such a way that its body is used to reinforce the plate rather than being 
'sandwiched' in a vice like clamp. Finally, the data bus and power leads were re-
routed to avoid them making contact with the plate, reducing any external 
interference to the plate. 
bolts 
6.35mm 
aluminium 
plate 
piezo-electric 
accelerometer 
3.2mm aluminium 
right angle clamps 
hard disk drive 
( f t [ f t 
^ . ^ 165mm 
150mm 
hard disk dnve 
® 
-
1 plate 1 
f 1 ^ 
4 bolts 
Fig. 26. Diagram showing the revised hard disk drive mounting 
plate for the vibration test rig. 
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5.2 Shaker Control System 
A block diagram of the system used to test hard disk drives under 
vibration is shown in Figure 24. The whole apparatus is located in a laminar air 
flow bench, a Laminar flow systems Ltd Lamarflo, that provides a positive 
pressure, filtered air source. This ensures that the local environment is free o f 
contaminates that could potentially damage any drive operating without its l id. A 
personal computer (PC) is used to control the sweeps o f vibration and acceleration 
that the drive receives. 
Whilst the drive is vibrated, the control PC is able to transfer data with it, 
whilst simultaneously monitoring the time taken for the data to be correctly 
transferred. Software, developed by Jepson [67], enables the control PC to transfer 
a file comprising solely o f ' I ' s , 'O's or a pseudo random file to the drive under test. 
Another facet o f the software is its ability to allow selection o f the data transfer 
direction. The performance o f the drive can be accessed whilst data is either read 
directly from the drive, or written to the drive. In the case o f the latter, the data 
must then read back to confirm that the data was correctly written. As w i l l be 
detailed later, the transfer rate of a drive is found to be dependent on the 
frequency and acceleration at which it is being vibrated. As the magnitude o f 
vibration increases the drivers transfer rate slows down, eventually leading to total 
data transfer failure. This is the result o f the error-correction system being 
progressively defeated, and calling for increasingly more track re-reads. 
The Environmental Equipments Ltd 1531 power oscillator is used as a 
final stage amplifier that is capable o f providing a driving source for the shaker o f 
frequencies o f up to lOkHz and sinusoidal accelerations o f up to 50g. The power 
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amplifier can accept an external input or provide sinusoidal waveforms. It has 
been discovered, [68], that sinusoidal waveform sweeps for testing are: 
• Time consuming 
• Prone to over-stress mechanical components due to resonance 
• Not an accurate reproduction o f vibration conditions 
A white noise generator, Marconi Instruments LTD TF2091B, with a 
bandwidth far in excess o f that o f the shaker, was used as an external input for the 
power amplifier that drove the shaker. This allowed for quick testing o f the hard 
disk drive, and reproduced the more random nature o f vibration that the drive 
would experience in its normal operating environment. 
Software, written using the basic input/output system (BIOS) commands, 
controls which sector, track and head is used to read or write data. The software 
was written using C and created a powerful analysis tool. It enabled the drive to 
be tested with the head positioned at different circumferential points on the disk. 
Without the ability to do this, data would be simply transferred to the disk at 
indeterminate places, reducing the validity o f any results. 
The software makes use o f the PC's interrupt routines, in this case the 13FI 
disk commands, see Table 2. These commands allow direct control o f the drive 
such as reading or writing to a given sector and track on the disk. This method of 
drive control is known as cylinder-head-sector, CHS, newer systems use the 
logical block address, L B A , system. A cylinder is a given track on each side o f the 
disk, and for every disk in the drive. Once the head has been chosen, a given, 
individual, track on the drive can be observed. 
To test the drive's operation under vibration, a chosen track and sector was 
written to with a known pattern o f data. That track and sector was read back 
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repeatedly, whilst the drive endured vibration sweeps, with the read back data 
buffered in R A M and displayed on the monitor. The chosen read/write commands 
performed were devoid o f error correction routines, other than that of the drive's 
on-board hardware, and returned a generated error correction code (ECC). This 
code is used by the PC's drive controller for error correction, but was used in these 
tests to observe the performance o f the system. Any change in this code would 
indicate a data transfer error. The read back data pattern, generated error 
correction code and the returned drive status flag were observed lhrt>ughout the 
vibration sweeps. When the drive failed to transfer correctly data, indicated by 
specific error correction codes, the drive status flag returns a code number 
identifying the reason for failure, as shown in Table 3. 
OOH Reset Disk System OCH Seek 
OIH Get Disk System Status ODH Reset Fixed Disk System 
02H Read Sector OEH Read Sector Buffer 
03H Write Sector OFH Write Sector Buffer 
04H Verify Sector 1011 Get Drive Status 
05H I'ornial Track I I H Recalibrate Drive 
06H Format Bad Track 12H Controller R A M Diagnostic 
07H Format Drive 13H Controller I ) r i \ c Diagnostic 
08H Get Drive Parameters 14H Controller Int. Diagnostic 
09H Initialise Fixed Disk Characteristics 15H Gel Disk Tx pc 
OAH Read Sector Long 16H Get Disk Change Status 
OBH Write Sector Long 1711 Set Disk Type 
Table 2. Table of PC BIOS commands for the disk control interrupt 
routines. 
OOH No error ODH Invalid no. o f sectors on format (M) 
01H Invalid command OEH Com. data address mark detected (Fl) 
02H Address mark not found OFH D M A arbitration level out o f range 
03H Disk write-protected (F) lOH Uncorrectable CRC' or ECC^ error 
04H Sector not found I I H ECC corrected data error (H) 
05 H Reset failed (H) 20H Controller failure 
06H Floppy drive removed 40H Seek failed 
07H Bad parameter table (H) 80H Disk limedout (failed to respond) 
08 H D M A overrun (F) A A H Drive not ready (H) 
09H D M A exceeded 64ICB BBH Undefined error (I-l) 
OAH Bad sector flag (H) CCH Write fault (H) 
OBH Bad track flag (H) EOH Status register error (Fl) 
OCH Media type not found (F) FFH Sense operation failed (Fi) 
Table 3. Drive status return codes from disk control interrupt routine 
commands. (H) Hard disk drive, (F) Floppy disk drive. 
^ Cyclic Redundancy Check code 
^ Error Checking and Correcting code 
5.3.1 Measuring Suspension Arm IMovemcnt using a P V D F Strain Gauge 
A l l systems, when subjected lo vibration, can go into resonance and hard 
disk drives are no exception. Therefore it is necessary to characterise ful ly data-
transfer failure mechanisms. In order to do this, sensors have been incorporated 
within the hard drive housing to try to gain a more complete understanding o f 
mechanical movements. However, it is important that the sensor system utilised is 
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unobtrusive. Hard disk drives are hermetically sealed to prevent dust 
contamination damage and this dictates that the working environment must be 
retained when applying sensors. Measuring the drive's internal components with 
the cover removed effects the drive's performance, [69]. With the cover secured 
an air cushion is created changing the natural frequencies o f the components being 
measured, through damping. With the cover removed this damping is lost. 
To measure the bending o f the suspension arm a thin (110 ^im) sheet o f 
Poly Vinylidene Fluoride, PVDF, piezo-electric polymer sensor was bonded to the 
suspension arm to measure the average induced strain. The PVDF polymer 
membrane used was supplied by Precision Acoustics Ltd* with gold electrodes 
deposited on both sides. The sensor was cut from the sheet in the required shape, 
Figure 27, using a sharp scalpel. To ensure that a sort circuit between the two gold 
electrodes was not produced from the incisions, the electrical resistance between 
the electrodes was measured using an ohmmeter, and checked to maintain a 
resistance in excess o f 20MQ. The sensor was bonded to the suspension arm using 
a layer o f Electrolube's silver conductive paint type number SCP03B, with a 
surface resistivity o f 0.03Q/square. This electrically connected the negative 
electrode o f the sensor to the suspension arm and provided a flexible, thin and 
strong bond. After bonding the electrical resistance was checked to ensure that a 
short circuit was not present. I f the silver conductive paint was found to have 
bridged the sensor's two gold electrodes then the electrical bridge was removed 
using a sharp scalpel. Finally the positive electrode o f the sensor was connected to 
a signal wire connected to the data acquisition card. Co-axial wire, RS single core 
screened wire (part number 367-202) was used throughout for the hard disk 
Precision Acoustics Ltd, Poundbury House, Dorchester, Dorset, England. D T I 2PG 
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drive's novel internal sensors to minimise induced noise transmitted from the 
drive's control electronics. The co-axial wire has a conductor comprising 7 strands 
of 0.1 mm plain copper, it is poly vinyl chloride (PVC) insulated, lap screened 
and sheathed overall with PVC. It has a core to screen capacitance o f 80 pF/m and 
a core to core capacitance of 83 pF/m. Where the signal wire connects to the 
sensor the wire was stripped 10mm of its outer sheath. The co-axial wires were 
twisted and bonded to the relevant sensor or ground point. The inner sheath was 
stripped 6mm and the multi-strand signal wire was cut to leave just one strand o f 
wire. This wire was then bonded to the sensor, again using silver conductive paint. 
Using just one copper wire, o f 0.1mm diameter, incurred a minimum obtrusion to 
the sensor and sensed structure, due to its minimal rigidity. To aid noise 
cancellation, an extra signal wire was carefully routed into the drive to replicate 
the signal wires connected to the sensors. The extra wire is subjected to the same 
noise environment as the signal wires, allowing for noise reduction through 
differentially measuring this and the signal wire. 
2.5mm 
3.0mm 
2.0mm 
5.0mm 
Fig. 27. Diagram showing the shape and dimensions of the 
PVDF suspension arm deformation sensor. 
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In order to mount both a sensor, and for future work an actuator, to the 
suspension it was necessary to bond the sensor and actuator to the bottom and top 
side respectively o f the suspension arm. Bonding to the bottom side o f the 
suspension arm proved to be impossible with the physical restrictions o f the disk 
obscuring the underside. Therefore it was necessary to remove the suspension arm 
pack to allow unhindered access. When handling the suspension arm pack every 
care was taken to ensure that no contamination o f the heads or arms is 
encountered through dust particles in the air. The laminar air flow bench was the 
source o f contaminate-free air for working on the drive. 
Another problem involved with removing the suspension arm assembly is 
created by the suspension arm's spring nature and the thickness o f the disk. To 
remove the assembly it must be twisted to allow the heads to approach the edge o f 
the disks. I f the heads are pushed o f f the edge of the disk then the spring pressure 
from the suspension arm is great enough to force the heads together violently in a 
destructive manner. To prevent any damage a special tool was fabricated, see 
Figure 28. It was made from fibreglass, which is soft enough .not to abrade the 
suspension arm and create micro-contamination. The tool is specially shaped such 
that it slots onto the disk and when the heads are pushed o f f the edge o f the disk, 
uses the suspension arm to ramp the heads gently o f f the disk. 
The coaxial wire, which was connected to the sensor, was bonded to the 
suspension arm allowing it to pivot at the same point as the arm pivots, as 
depicted in Figure 29. This prevents the problem of the voice coil motor not 
having enough torque to allow the suspension arm to track correctly across the 
disk. 
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Fibreglass tool 
constructed for use in 
sensor application to 
the suspension arm 
PVDF sensor 
located on the 
upper-side of 
the suspension 
arm 
Co-axial wire 
with single 
strand bond€ 
Fig. 28. Pictures of the fibregiass tool specially constructed to aid 
sensor application. 
Since it is intended to extend this work to include active control o f the 
head's flying height, see Chapter 11.3 Further Work, a tlirther piezo-clectric 
actuator was also mounted on the top o f the suspension arm. Figure 30 shows the 
suspension arm with the actuator and sensor bonded to it. Tests show that the 
actuator has a minimal influence on the arm's mechanical characteristics. 
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Fig. 29. Diagrams representing sensor positions in the hard disk drive. 
sensor co-axial wire 
Fig. 30. Inside a modified hard disk drive. The piezo-electric element bonded to the top 
surface of the suspension arm is used for actuation (see text). On the lower side of the 
arm is the PVDF sensor. 
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5.3.2 Measuring Disk Movement Unobtrusively using P V D F Cantilevers 
Measuring the disk movement is somewhat diff icul t as the rotating disk 
has many modes o f resonance, both radial and circumferential. 
It is necessary to measure the disk displacement and its spectral content to 
isolate disk and suspension arm movement. This wi l l further the understanding o f 
data-transfer failure mechanisms. The sensor located on the suspension arm wi l l 
identify when it is moving, however movement due to tracking the disk resonance 
wi l l need to be determined. Therefore a sensor need only measure the 
displacement o f the disk in the region where the head is positioned above the disk. 
Using software that utilises BIOS commands it is possible for the head and 
suspension arm to read data from any chosen track on the disk. The BIOS 
commands enable the data to be transferred from the drive at a chosen cylinder, 
head and sector. Therefore, the head was placed at the outer edge of the disk to be 
positioned at the position most sensitive to disk fluctuations. 
A further PVDF sensor was created, from the same material as the sensor 
discussed in 5.3.1, and used to measure the edge displacement o f the disk due to 
flutter. This time the sensor used was in a cantilever configuration, with one end 
rigidly bonded to the drive chassis in a manner that pre-tensioned the cantilever 
against the disk, as shown in Figure 31. Any movement o f the disk would change 
the strain induced in the cantilever. By pre-tensioning the cantilever a constant 
strain is induced, yielding a static dc offset. As the disk moves up or down then 
this voltage changes synchronously, enabling direction and displacement to be 
determined. 
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Fig. 31. A PVDF thin film HO^m polymer sheet has been bonded to the 
drive in a manner such that It is pretensioned. Note that it is positioned 
at the outer edge of the disk. 
The bonding o f the sensor to the drive's chassis needed to provide a rigid 
base for the sensor and locate the sensor near the head for meaningful results. 
Failure to position the disk sensor near the head would result in out-of-phase 
measurement o f the head-disk variations. Failure to provide a rigid base for the 
cantilever would reduce signal strength and add noise due to its base resonating. 
One o f the mounting posts for the lid is located close (4.0mm) to the slider and 
represents the greatest cross-sectional area o f the chassis. The cantilever therefore 
required a minimum o f 4.0mm span. However, due to the requirement o f pre-
tcnsioning the sensor the overall length is greater, 7.0mm, and is 4.0mm wide and 
rectangular in section. 
The bonding medium used is Araldite Professional epoxy resin. I his 
adhesive has resistance greater than 20MQ and therefore does not electrically 
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connect, significantly, the sensor to the drive and hence does not earth the 
negative electrode o f the sensor. This demands two wires to be connected to the 
sensor, one to the negative electrode and one to the positive electrode, in the same 
way as for the suspension arm sensor. The other end o f the cantilever is in 
constant contact with the disk, but is not bonded in any way. The disk's surface is 
lubricated and finely finished to allow rotational freedom for the disk motor to 
spin the disks. The wear on the sensor proved insignificant throughout the tests 
undertaken. The negative electrode is therefore left in contact, both physically and 
electrically, with the disk. The resistance between the disk and earth was found to 
be approximately 3kQ, due to the disk coatings and electrical resistance through 
the disk pack motor and spindle. Therefore the gold thin film negative electrode o f 
the sensor was removed in the region o f contact with the disk, and checked to give 
a total resistance in excess o f 20MQ. 
5.4 Small Signal Measurement 
A virtual instrument has been designed and implemented using National 
Instruments LabView for Windows software [70]. LabView for Windows is an 
industry standard software environment designed to allow virtual instrument to be 
graphically built using its G language [71]. The software has been designed to 
monitor one channel, using a differential input to reduce noise, and display it in 
the time domain. The software also enables a simultaneous real-time Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) sweep to display the spectral response in the frequency domain. 
Figures 32 and 33 shows the front-end virtual instrument created and the software 
behind it, a fu l l size diagram of the front-end and code are included in the 
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Appendices. To reduce noise and build up a complete understanding o f the 
frequency response o f the component being measured, several FFT sweeps are 
undertaken to produce an average. Upon completion o f using the software a 
snapshot o f the last displayed FFT frame is saved so that the results can be 
recorded. The data is streamed ofTin a suitable form to allow Microsoft's Excel to 
reproduce the results easily in a manageable graphical form. 
Fig. 32. Screenshots of the virtual instrument created from LabView for Windows. 
The text refers to the numbered regions. 
The time domain trace, obtained in real-time, is displayed ( I ) on the screen 
and can be quickly scaled to allow for greater detailing o f signal for accurate 
measurement or to give more insight to any dc offsets. The time domain signal is 
transformed and displayed as a frequency sweep (2). This graph is capable o f 
scale adjustment enabling areas o f interest to be 'zoomed' in, revealing greater 
frequency detail o f the signal. 
The sampling rate o f the signal can be chosen (3). This dictates the 
maximum frequency o f observed FFT signal, Nyquisi theory stating that the 
required sampling frequency must be at least twice that o f the highest frequency 
of interest. Shown in this example, Figure 32, the sampling rate is 6000Hz and the 
highest displayed FFT frequency is 2976.9Hz. The greater the frequency the less 
the accuracy for a given number o f samples. The number o f samples taken (4) can 
be adjusted to gain accuracy, at the expense o f computational time. A number o f 
FFT sweeps can be averaged for a more accurate review o f the system's frequency 
sweep (5). The negative aspect o f this is increased computational time and 
reduced refresh. This detracts from the system's real-time capabilities. 
The FFT sweep graph can be filtered in a number o f ways (6), including 
Hamming and Hann windows [42]. The^- axis o f the FFT graph (7) can also be 
scaled accordingly, such options are: Vrms, Vmean, Vrms^, Vmean^. Vrms^ was 
used extensively as it exaggerated any resonant peaks allowing easier 
determination from the noise floor. The_v axis o f the graph can also be scaled (8) 
either linear, dB or dBm. Linear was used in general, as this further enhanced the 
resonant peaks. 
The input can be configured lo accept either single signal output sensors, 
differential output sensors and earthed connectors. The correct input configuration 
(9) was chosen depending on the sensor used. The signal level can be defined 
(10) . The DAQ has an internal signal amplifier, the level o f amplification depends 
on the signal range entered, +/-10V, +/-5V, +/-500mV and +/-50mV. The signals 
detected were in the 50mV range and limited the system to a resolution o f 
24.4 I j i V . 
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Fig. 33. Diagram used to generate the LabView instrument front end panel. 
One disadvantage o f this form o f analysis is that the values recorded 
cannot be easily related to physical displacement. This means that any peaks in 
activity are relative to each other but their displacement is unknown. 
A 12-bit data acquisition board (National Instruments PCI 6024E), capable 
o f sampling the signal at up to 200 kHz, with a resolution o f 24.41 ^ V , was used 
in conjunction with the LabView software to enable up to 8 differential analogue 
inputs to be monitored. The board also incorporates digital inputs and outputs as 
well as analogue outputs. 
In order to optimise the system the signal-to-noise ratio must be 
maximised through the reduction o f noise in the system. The data acquisition 
(DAQ) card is designed to work with the peripheral component interconnect (PCI) 
bus commonly used in PCs. The DAQ card is subjected to noise from its internal 
location within the PC, the card's noise level is known to be sensitive to its 
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position, [72]. In order to help minimise the noise the data acquisition card was 
mounted in the PC in a slot at least one slot away from any adjacent boards. As a 
matter o f course the card was mounted in all the motherboard slots lo confirm that 
the chosen one minimised measured noise. The change in noise level associated in 
motherboard slot position was not found to be greatly significant. The lead trailing 
from the back o f the data acquisition card to the connector board was also 
shielded. A fine mesh shield was used to wrap the lead along its entire length 
from the back o f the PC lo the break out board. The mesh used was Warih 
International Lid's Zemrex shielding strip*. The earth point on the break out board 
was then used as the central earth location and all earth connections were routed 
in a star configuration from this point. Hence, the shield along the lead was 
connected to earth at the break out board's earth point. This was found lo 
minimise noise. 
There are two PCs in this system, one controlling the hard disk drive under 
test, the other used to monitor the drive, as shown in Figure 34. Both o f these 
contribute to noise generation. The PC controlling the drive powers the drive via 
+ I2V, +5V and earth. Therefore, the drive under test is connected lo the electrical 
earth via a different source than from the monitoring PC. The drive chassis is 
directly connected to the electrical earth o f the control PC, as are the embedded 
sensors. The DAQ card is electrically connected to earth via the monitoring PC. It 
was empirically found that the variation in voltage between the sensors' and DAQ 
card contributed to noise and was minimised through connecting the drive and 
shaker plate to the electrical earth point on the break-out board, adding to the star 
network at the break-out board. Care was taken to minimise the earth loop, with 
Warth International Ltd, Birches Industrial Estate, East Grinstead, West Susse,\. RHI9 IXH 
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all hardware connected to one electrical supply point via a multiple terminal 
adapter. 
One serious problem with the apparatus was its susceptibility to external 
noise. The greatest source was in fact from the PCs themselves. To minimise the 
noise induced into the system it was found that re-positioning and turning olTthe 
visual display units (monitors) suppressed noise to a reasonable degree. Iwen the 
lead from the monitor to the PC was found to be critical. 
shielded DAQ 
PCI DAQ card parallel bus lead 
PC video card 
power supply 
PC for FFT 
analysis of 
sensor signal 
Drive controller 
and speed 
testing PC 
PC dnve tj^eak out board 
controller shielded 
sensor co-
axial v^res 
hard disk drive 
under test 
Fig. 34. Block diagram of the test and data acquisition 
5.5 Measurement Methodolotiv 
To discover the frequency response o f the disk, several tests were 
conducted. Initially, to determine the disk's natural frequencies, a typical 1.25mm 
thick disk was tested using a manually-controlled impact hammer with a small 
piezo-electric accelerometer mounted to the disk. Briiel & Kjasr vibration analysis 
equipment was used for determining the frequency response o f the disks 
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throughout these tests. For the next test, the disk was mounted to the shaker, with 
a clamp o f similar dimensions to that used in a real hard disk drive, and driven 
with a white noise signal lo obtain the disk's frequency response. The tests were 
carried out with two disks o f identical manufacture lo discover i f manufacturing 
tolerances are significant. The disks were mounted as they would be in a real hard 
disk drive. A clamp was constructed with identical dimensions to the one used 
inside the drive. 
To check the validity o f the results obtained from using the accelerometer, 
an optical system developed by Katsikis, [73], was adopted to measure the disk's 
natural frequencies, see Figure 35. An optical sensor as previously used for a 
microphone was adapted for the task. The optical microphone comprises two 
optical fibres mounted at a critical angle and separation. A laser diode generates a 
beam that is transmitted through one o f the fibres. This beam reflects o f f the 
surface o f the microphone membrane, in this case the disk surface, back into the 
other optical fibre, which is monitored by a photo diode. I f the disk's surface is 
placed at the optimum separation from the sensor nearly all o f the optical power is 
coupled into the receiving fibre; however, i f the separation changes the coupled 
optical power reduces. The static displacement between the disk under 
observation and the optical sensor was set lo be exactly half way between 
maximum and minimum coupling. This allowed direction o f displacement lo be 
observed, and operation in the most 'linear' region. When the sensor was 
positioned at its optimum coupling position, the dynamic range of measurement is 
doubled because the coupled signal is reduced when the disk is brought both 
closer or further away. However, this provided no easy means o f identifying 
direction, as the disk moved away from the maximum the signal reduced. 
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Furthermore, around the maximum coupling position, the measured response was 
found to be extremely non-linear. This was found to be the system's principal 
l i m i t a l i o f i . 
The system's response was found to be l .56mV/^m. The optical 
microphone's limiting resolution was found to be 2^m. Proving the system to be 
very sensitive to small displacements, confirming its high suitability for its 
designed task, but due to its non-linearity was not chosen for further hard disk 
drive sensing. 
micrometer x-y 
sliding table 
optical 
fibres 
optical 
microph( 
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V bench 
clamp 
V bench 
clamp V bench rail 
Fig. 35. Diagram showing the optical microphone test apparatus 
constructed from V bench equipment. 
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5.6 Picxo-Electric Actuation of Suspension Arm 
In order to control the f lying height the suspension arm must be actively 
moved by an additional actuator, other than the air coupling between the disk and 
slider. To do this a piezo-electric actuator, a 0.2mm thick, 4mm square A C L 4045 
PZT plate, is bonded with Electrolube's silver conductive paint at the root o f the 
arm in such that any movement created by the actuator is mechanically amplified 
through the arm's cantilever length. In order for the actuator to drive the 
suspension arm it must be efficiently coupled. As the actuator extends / contracts 
in its X axis, along the suspension arm which is comparatively unable to stretch in 
length, the arm tends to bend. This is analogous to the principle o f operation o f a 
bi-metallic strip. I f the actuator increases in length then the suspension bends 
downwards, as it becomes the inner radius o f the structure. I f the actuator 
contracts then the head is lifted up, away from the disk as the suspension arm 
becomes the outer radius. Figure 36 shows this in more detail. 
The suspension arm is attached at one end to a comparatively rigid 
duralumin structure, which can be considered to be both rigid and fixed. The other 
end has the aerodynamic slider attached to it. There is a boundary layer o f air in 
contact with the disk, and as the disk spins round this layer o f air spins with the 
disk, which creates a How of air spinning under the slider. The slider is designed 
to use this airflow as a means o f generating l i f t and the suspension arm pre-
tension counteracts this. The air cushion therefore is in effect a pseudo-rigid 
second point for the suspension arm. In order for the piezo-electric actuator to 
effect the flying height o f the head it must overcome the aerodynamic force 
exerted on the slider. See Figure 37 for a simple system force diagram. 
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stainle^ks steel duralumin 
slider 
piezo-electric actuator 
cement suspension arm 
Fig. 36. Piezo-electric actuation of arm. The piezo-electric actuator Is bonded to the 
top surface of the suspension arm/cantilever. The suspension arm is fixed in length 
and therefore if the actuator increases in length the suspension arm bends in a way 
that makes it the inner radius and if the actuator contracts the arm becomes the outer 
radius. 
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Fig. 37. Figure showing the forces involved when the disk is spinning, 
transforming the cantilever's characteristics. 
To test the system initially, a signal generator was connected to the 
actuator. Sine waves of up to 20V peak-to-peak were used to drive the actuator, 
whilst the PVDF sensor output was monitored using a storage oscilloscope, 
comparing the input and output signals. Signal transference from actuator to 
sensor was minimal. This is attributed to the cantilever being effectively fixed at 
both ends, one at the tracking arm, the other at the air bearing. 
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C haDtcr6. Vibration I cstinti Results 
6.1 Vibration I csting of Hard Disk Drives 
As the drive is vibrated its transfer rate slows down. The greater the 
acceleration with which it is shaken the greater the drive is aflected and, in 
general, slower the drive transfers data. Figure 38. This is because the head fails 
to transfer data correctly in one, or even multiple, sectors. This forces the drive to 
wait for one full rotation of the disk to gain access to the sectors of data that were 
corrupted to re-attempt to transfer data. Ultimately, i f the acceleration is great 
enough, data transfer fails on every re-attempt and the drive is forced to halt 
further operation after a pre-set time, set by the manufacturer of the hard disk 
drive. 
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Fig. 38. Graph showing the decrease in data transfer rate speeds when the degree of 
vibration increases. 
A number of tests were made to determine if drive failure was sensitive to 
the data pattern being written and read. The drive was vibrated sinusoidally at a 
given frequency, for each of three data patterns (all Ts, all 'O's, and a random 
mixture), and the severity of vibration was increased until the drive completely 
failed to transfer data. The level of vibration was recorded and the test was 
conducted at the next chosen frequency. The test was conducted in a frequency 
band at which it was known from previous tests that the drive would experience 
dilTiculties. The results from these experiments, shown in Figure 39, show that 
any differences are small, +/- 0.5g, and are largely attributed to experimental 
tolerances. 
Failure to operate correctly 
Random 
Correct operation I 1 Random 
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Fig. 39. 3D chart showing the performance of a 3.5" Quantum 230MB hard disk drive 
whilst transferring data files solely consisting of '1*s, 'O's or random in content. 
Hard disk drives from ditTerent manufacturers were vibrated, whilst 
transferring data, at frequencies of up to I kHz. The drive is capable of transferring 
data, albeit after many re-tries, successfully until the amplitude of vibration is so 
great that the drive is rendered incapable of transferring data. It is this amplitude 
7(1 
of vibration that is recorded. When the drive tails it invariably returns an error 
flag to the PC's drive controller, outlined in Section 5.2. The value of this flag has 
predominantly been 04H, indicating sector not found. 
Some interesting characteristics of the typical 3.5" drive's performance is 
its inability to transfer data at acceleration levels greater than Ig in a 400 Hz - 600 
Hz bandwidth, and yet the drive is resilient to about 45g of vibration at lower 
frequencies. These characteristics can be clearly seen in Figures 40 and 41. 
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Fig. 40. Effect of vibration on a 3.5", 1GB, Seagate hard disk drive's operations, 
showing particularly poor data transfer in the 450-600 Hz region. 
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Fig. 41. Effect of vibration on a 3.5", 270MB, Quantum 270S hard disk 
drive's operations. This older drive exhibits inferior vibration performance 
than newer drives. 
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In these tests the drives were tested in their writing mode as this is a more 
arduous test, having data written to the drive and then read back to confirm 
correct writing. Reading from the drive involves having a file pre-wrilten to the 
drive, and the drive read from whilst under test conditions. 
It was found that all 3.5" hard disk drives tested, from a variety of 
manufacturers, showed poor performance under conditions of vibration at 
frequencies between 450 Hz and 700 Hz. These included: Quantum Seafury 
230MB (x2X Quantum Lightning 350MB (x2), Seagate ST352A 1GB and the 
Quantum 270S Maverick 270MB. 
The 1GB Seagate hard disk drive was driven at three, fixed frequencies 
500Hz, 550Hz and 600Hz, where the drive is particularly susceptible to errors. 
The track from which the head was reading data was varied, using software 
described in Section 5.2, across the disk to see i f the drive's performance varied. 
The results from these tests, in Figure 42, show that generally the drive performed 
much better with the head located near the inner diameter (ID) of the disk, where 
the disk displacement is at a minimum due to the clamp securing the disk. 
Hard Drivo Vibration Immunity. 
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Fig. 42. Graph showing the drive's performance whilst being vibrated at 
three different, susceptible, frequencies with the head positioned at 
various points across the disk. 
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6.2 Frequency Response Testing of the Hard Disk 
The results from impacting the disk, described in Chapter 5.5, with a 
piezo-electric accelerometer mounted to it, show that the 1.25mm thick disk's 
major natural frequency was at 564Hz. The disk also has another, lesser, mode at 
660Hz. The tests were carried out with two disks of identical manufacture, as 
shown in Figure 43, and are in good agreement. 
To confirm the major natural frequency of the disk, the disk was 
monitored optically with Katsikis' [73] 'optical microphone' and excited with an 
impulse shock. The natural frequency was measured on a digital oscilloscope to 
be at 570Hz, giving good agreement. The small difference can be attributed to the 
mounting of the piezo-electric accelerometer to the disk. Mounting the 
accelerometer to the disk will change its characteristics; also the mounting itself 
will not be perfect so the response of the accelerometer will be slightly different to 
that of the disk. Likewise, the means of mounting the disk to a sliding table 
micrometer is also likely to affect its frequency response, ie. it is an obtrusive 
technique, albeit minimal. 
Results from white noise vibration testing the disk requires further 
analysis to extrapolate meaningful data. The principle modes are at 488Hz, 810Hz 
and 922Hz are shown in more detail in Figure 44. The 'signal' below 400Hz is 
predominantly attributed to DC noise and can be ignored. 
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Fig. 43. Graphs showing the frequency FFT response from the disk 
mounted piezo-electric accelerometer, of two impulse excited 1.25mm 
thick, 3.5" diameter hard disks. 
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Fig. 44. Resonant frequency response of the same pair of 3.5" diameter, 
1.25mm thick disks. This time clamped as in a real hard disk drive. 
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6.3 Pie/o-elcctric Strain Gauge Measurement of the Suspension Arm and 
Disk Flutter 
In order to validate the system, and enhance the understanding of the 
components being measured, some tests were undertaken to replicate other work 
[34,69,74]. These tests were designed to interpret the resonance frequencies of the 
disk. The drive was run with its lid on so as to conform to its normal working 
condition. The disk was then excited through shocks transmitted to it from 
impacting. The shocks were delivered in such a way as to excite all of its 
prominent modes of resonance and the frequency response calculated by FFT. 
Many identical tests were repeated to build up the picture of all the modes 
experienced and to average out noise in the system. 
The first tests were performed to discover the resonant modes of the 
components whilst the drive was inoperative, as shown in Figures 45 & 47. This 
has the effect of testing the system without the air bearing. Then the same tests 
were repealed but with the drive running, Figures 46 & 48. In both cases the 
measured displacement of the arm will be combined to some degree with disk 
flexure. Many of the peaks on Figure 46 can be attributed to noise created from 
the electronics within the drive. However, new peaks were observed, as well as 
peaks frequency shifted due to the rotation of the disk. 
In Figures 47 & 48 the frequency responses of the disk itself, as measured 
by the PVDF sensor described in Section 5.3.2, whilst it is static and whilst 
spinning can be seen. The responses show many characteristic changes. For 
example, the peaks detected during rotation are far sharper, showing a system 
with less damping. 
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Fig. 45. Graph showing the frequency response of the suspension arm over a 10kHz 
range, as detected by the PVDF sensor, whilst the drive Is in a state of non-operation 
with the disk pack not spinning. 
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Fig. 46. Graph showing the frequency response of the suspension arm over a 
10kHz range, as detected by the PVDF sensor, whilst the drive operational, 
with a rotating disk pack. 
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Fig. 47. Frequency plot of the PVDF sensor monitoring the disk, spanning over 
3kHz. The drive was in a non-operational state, with a static disk pack. 
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Fig. 48. Frequency plot of the PVDF sensor monitoring the disk, spanning 
over 3kHz. The drive was in a normal operating condition and ttie disk pack 
was rotating. 
In the experiments undertaken, the main area of concentration has been in 
the lower frequency range, sub 3kH2, as these are the frequencies that drives are 
mostly subjected to in their normal operating environment and prevalently fail at. 
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The results shown in Figure 49 highlight the higher frequency activity of the 
suspension arm. At the lower frequency end, sub 3k:Hz, normal activity was 
detected. There is a dead-band between 3kHz and around 5kHz and then at 
approximately 6.5kHz, 8.25kHz, 10.5kHz, 11.75kHz and 14.25kHz large peaks 
were observed. 
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Fig. 49 A graph showing the frequency response of the suspension arm, as 
measured by the PVDF sensor, over a 15kHz range. 
To discover which systems are resonating a direct comparison of the disk 
and suspension arm over the same frequency range is required. The lest results 
shown in Figures 50 and 51 are restricted to evaluating drive performance at less 
than 3kHz. Above 3kHz very little activity occurs, and the drive is typically 
comparably vibration resilient at these higher frequencies. Therefore by sampling 
at 6kHz, giving a 3kHz frequency response from the Nyquist theorem, more 
processing power can be devoted to improving resolution, through increasing the 
number of samples taken. 
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Fig. 50. Graph showing the frequency response of the disk, as measured 
by the PVDF sensor, alone when subjected to white noise excitation. 
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Fig. 51. Graph representing the frequency response of the 
suspension arm, obtained from the PVDF sensor, from the same 
drive in operation when subjected to white noise excitation. 
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6.4 Tracking Error Monitoring 
A further means of identifying the components going into resonance is to 
monitor the off track movement of the head. 
In order to reinforce the understanding of existing results a measure of 
tracking servo error was obtained. The drive was vibrated, from 50Hz to 3kl-lz, 
whilst the tracking servo signal was observed. The magnitude of this signal 
corresponds to the degree of track mis-registration. From Figure 52 it can be seen 
that large radial displacements were observed around 1775Hz and 1875l-lz. This is 
probably attributed to the suspension arm going into resonance and causing the 
tracking servo to compensate for this 'apparent' misalignment. The peak observed 
at 575Hz is attributed to disk resonance. Displacements, although comparatively 
small, were repeatedly observed around 2225Hz. 
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Fig. 52. Tracking servo error synchronous with applied drive vibration 
whilst the head followed the outside track. 
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Chanter 7. Compact Disk Optical System for Disk Vihrntion 
Response Characterisation 
7.1 Compact Disc Player Optical System Overview 
An alternative optical system was sought for measurement of the hard disk 
drive's internal components that provided ideally a linear response, was 
inexpensive, and could unobtrusively observe the head-disk interface and operate 
in the hostile vibration testing environment. 
Compact disc (CD) players utilise a laser and photodiodes to read data 
from the disc. When the disc spins in a CD player it often has runout due to the 
disc not being absolutely flat. Therefore the laser has to move in two planes, 
horizontal and vertical, to maintain focus and tracking and hence correct data 
retrieval. The ability to move up and down, maintaining its focal distance from the 
disc, is of interest to this research. I f reverse engineered, rather than applying a 
voltage to the voice coil to lift the focusing lens, the signal that would be going to 
the voice coil could be monitored to allow the distance from the disc to be found. 
The photo detector comprises four sensors. When the laser is focused on 
the disc surface the reflected beam off the disc will be centrally located on the 
four sensors. The spot will then move either left or right to cover one pair of spots 
depending on the lens-disk distance, [75]. 
Figure 53 shows a diagram of one version of a CD head design of the type 
used in this research. The laser diode light passes through the prism and through 
the objective lens, focusing the beam onto the disc. The objective lens can be 
brought closer to or further from the disc to focus the light on the disc's surface. 
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The focused beam width is slightly larger than the data bits embedded on the 
compact disc, which are 0.5|xm in width. From this it can be deduced that the spot 
size when focused is between 0.5|im and 1.0|im in diameter, Calimetrics CD 
ROM spot beam size being 0.87|im [76]. 
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Fig. 53. Diagram of one type of CD optical head system. This is a 
quad-detector beam-splitting system. 
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When the disc-lens separation is such that the beam is perfectly focused, 
the hght intensity from the beam splitter equally covers all the detectors, as shown 
in the centre example of Figure 54 (b.). 
I f the disc is too close to the objective lens then the beam will be reflected 
before its optimal focal distance. This means the reflected beam, when it passes 
through the beam splitter will focus the light intensity on the 'inner' pair of 
photodiodes. This is shown in the left-hand example of Figure 54 (a.). 
When the disc is too far from the objective lens for perfect focusing the 
emerging beams from the beam splitter prism direct the majority of light intensity 
on the outer pair of photo-detectors, as shown in the right hand example of Figure 
54 (c.) 
lens too 
close to disc 
a.) 
lens at perfect 
D1 focal distance 
b.) 
lens too far 
from disc 
c.) 
D1 
D2 
D3 
Fig. 54. Diagram highlighting the optical path's deformation due 
to focal distance changes and how the sensors observe these 
focal distance variations. 
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The second sensor of the pair of sensors used lo measure differentially the 
flying height changes was of a later design. This design is called the critical angle 
prism, as shown in Figure 55. The prism is set at angle of around 42 degrees and 
any mis-focusing will have the effect of centralising the beam over one pair of the 
detectors. 
quadrant detectors 
compact disc 
critical angle 
prism 
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light/prism 
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L c V l D 4 L c 
Fig. 55. Critical angle prism optical method of measuring focus distance. This 
diagram also shows the typical summing methods used to maximise signal 
detection, i and ii would typically connect as two inputs to a differential 
amplifier, however for the optical system developed here, they would connect 
to the differential inputs on the DAQ card. 
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7.2 System Appraisal 
The CD heads were individually mounted to a micrometer-controlled 
sliding table and aligned so as to reflect off the disk from a hard disk drive. The 
reflected beam v^as monitored with an oscilloscope from one of the photo diode 
segments. By electrically adding together the outputs from the relevant pairs of 
the quadrant photodetector and observing the difference from the two pairs the 
system response is optimal, giving a signal four times greater then that observed 
from just the one segment. 
When the 20mW laser diode driven four element photo diode array optical 
system was tested, it was observed that the peak voltage was achieved when the 
lens was 2.80mm away from the disk's surface, with an output from one detector 
segment of 30mV. The signal from the detector is the raw signal and is not 
amplified in any way. Linear response was observed when the disk was moved 
both closer to the lens and further away from it. There were 20mV swings 
observed when the lens was moved 200|am both closer to and away from the disk, 
giving a total linear region of 400|im. In order to ascertain direction the lens was 
mounted exactly halfway between the maximum and minimum points in the linear 
region, as shown in Figure 56, this means that a displacement of 200|jm brought 
about a change of 20mV, giving a response of O.ImV/|im. The single element 
sensor has a noise floor of 8mV, giving the response of 0.1mV/|im means the 
sensor has a limiting resolution of SOjam. 
Similar results were obtained from the critical angle prism optical sensor 
with a 30mW laser diode. The peak distance was found to be 2.91mm, with a 
sensed voltage on one of the photo detectors of lOOmV. The relationship between 
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distance and voltage was found to be 40[im to 80mV, hence giving a response of 
2mV/|im for a single detector and 8mV/|im once the four elements have been 
appropriately manipulated. This sensor has a noise floor of 20mV, with a response 
of 2mV/|im, the single element sensor therefore has a resolution of lOjim. The 
sensors were observed to show no significant signal degradation over the 
maximum sweep range of the vibration equipment, IHz to lOkHz. 
2,ft 2.05 2.7 2.75 2.5 2.85 2.9 2.95 3 3.05 3,1 
Fig. 56. Graph showing the voltage response from the quad-detector beam-splitting 
optical sensor as a function of distance from disk surface. Region of operation is 
7.3 Test Apparatus Design 
An optical system comprising two sensors has been used for monitoring 
both disk and flying height variation. The task of monitoring the hard disk drive 
whilst it is vibrating in the vertical plane is complex. The mounting of the optical 
system to the vibrating plate is precluded because the mass of any optical system 
would prove to be beyond the shaker's design parameters. Also structural rigidity 
would be compromised, creating spurious vibrations, and it would be impossible 
to know whether measured results were due to disk vibrating or the movement of 
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the optical system itself. For these reasons any optical system must be mounted 
externally to the vibrating hard disk drive. 
Two optical sensors are required: one to measure the disk drive (i.e. 
chassis) movement as a reference, and one to measure the movement of the disk 
or the suspension arm. The difference between these measured signals gives the 
relative movement of the arm or the disk. Using two sensors enables the 
displacement of the disk and arm to be monitored synchronously with respect to 
each other. This enables an understanding of interactions between the two when 
one goes into resonance, and insight into the phase relationship between head and 
disk response. Since the sensors have to be mounted externally to the hard disk 
drive whilst the drive is moving and being vertically vibrated, they must be able to 
monitor small displacements from a relatively large distance or offset. The CD 
optical system is well suited to this application. 
To produce the most meaningful results the sensors ideally need to be 
located to observe slider motion and disk motion directly beneath the slider. Since 
it is virtually impossible with this method of measurement lo observe directly 
beneath the slider, every effort must be made to ensure that the sensors is 
observing the disk directly in front of and as close to the slider as is physically 
possible. 
Other optical equipment used in this research laboratory [48,77] has been 
constructed using Spindler and Hoyer* Microbench components. These systems 
supported on from cradles forming a structure from four 6mm silver steel rods. 
This arrangement creates a very solid structure. However, it is very intensive on 
* Spindler & Hoyer UK Ltd., 2 Drakes Mews, Crownhill, Millon Keynes, Buckinghamshire. 
hup://www.spindeIrhoyer.co.uk 
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materials, labour intensive for component positioning and comparatively large in 
physical size for use in these experiments. 
A similar system to the Spindler and Hoyer Microbench was developed. 
However, only two rods were used instead of the four. With careful alignment of 
the rods it was possible to maintain strength and rigidity in the plane of vibration, 
yet minimise physical space taken by the equipment, as depicted in Figure 57. 
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rigidity 
reducea 
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Fig. 57. Diagram representing the structural overview of the 
optical frame design. 
The frame must allow the sensors to be moved independently across the 
drive to enable them to be correctly positioned above their respective components 
that are being observed. To achieve this separate sliding blocks have been created 
that allow for both movement in height, see Figure 58 and the other two planes 
across the drive, see Figure 59. 
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The rods and their separation are arranged with a hierarchy such that the 
blocks closest to the mounting bases house the rods furthest apart, offering 
maximum stiffness. 3mm grub screws have been used throughout in a way that 
when slack the sliding blocks move fi-eely to allow repositioning, but when 
tightened they serve to clamp the blocks rigidly to their 6mm rods. This allows for 
an easily adjustable platform as well as a very rigid one. 
grubscrews to 
clamp blocks 
at required 
height silver steel 
6mm rods 
mounting holes 
for securing 
frame to the 
desk 
Fig. 58. Diagram showing how the vertical positioning of the dual optical 
sensor system can be adjusted. 
The finalised frame for housing the two optical sensors is shown in Figure 
60, and the quad-detector beam-splitting sensor, which is mounted to the frame 
(sensor 1), is shown on its own in Figure 61. The frame is secured to the desktop 
surrounding the shaker and plate with the four bases bolted down. 
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sensor mounted here  
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Fig. 59. Diagram showing the sensor 's freedom in two planes. 
Fig. 60. Frame for housing the pair of optical heads for differential measurement 
of the head and disk within a hard disk drive. The optical heads are mounted to 
the two centre blocks allowing freedom of movement. The drive is mounted to 
the shaker plate beneath and is connected to a PC to control data transfer. 
20mm 
20mm 
Fig. 61. Photograph of the smaller, quad-detector beam-
splitting, sensor and its approximate dimensions. 
7.4 Optical Measuring System Devclonmint 
I hc system was built initially with a hard disk drive fitted without a lid. 
but protected from dust by the laminar flow clean-air bench surrounding the 
system. Although this affects the drive's performance it still enabled the optical 
system to be developed and evaluated, fhe fundamental mode of resonance was 
found to be at 540Hz, which is the disk's fundamental mode without the lid fitted, 
the slight change in frequency can be attributed to the lid's damping effect. The 
optical heads were positioned at the appropriate distance from the surface of the 
object that they were intended to measure. To aid positioning for reading data 
from a compact disc, the lens is mounted on a flexible mounting driven by 
solenoids to move the lens to and from the disc and left and right to keep on track. 
These solenoids were used to good cO'ect to position the lenses where required. 
The drive was vibrated at 540Hz and the signals measured using a Tektronix TDS 
3052, two channel digital phosphor oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 500MHz 
and capable of sampling 5,000,000 samples per second, are shown in Figure 62. 
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The drive was driven sinusoidally with a peak-to-peak amplitude within the 
sensors' range, ie 0.2mm. i f driven too hard overflow errors occur. 
The drive lid was then modified to include scope for optical measurement 
of the disk and suspension arm. Figures 63 and 64. The lid was carefully 
constructed to allow the CD lens to be positioned at its optimal distance from the 
object of concern, a distance of 2.9mm, this prohibited the use of an optically and 
physically thick 'window' material. The lid was modified by removing a section, 
of aluminium, and replacing it with 1.0mm thick Perspex. The Perspex screen was 
bonded to the lid, as a replacement of the aluminium section, using Araldite 
professional epoxy resin. Within the screen a recess, again made from 1.0mm 
Perspex, had to be created to allow the disk motion sensor to locate closer to the 
disk. As has been discovered, the lid acts as an air damper for any disk excitation 
and hence any change in the lid's material will change its characteristics. The 
inserts in the window also alter the aerodynamic conditions within the drive and 
possibly alter the slider's flying conditions. 
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Fig. 62. Graph showing the measured response from the optical detectors. The sensors 
were measuring slider and disk motion whilst the drive was excited at 540Hz. This 
frequency represented the peak in resonant activity of the disk with the drive lid removed. 
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Fig. 63. Modified hard disk drive with clear Perspex screen to enable optical 
measurement of suspension arm and disk. Two PVDF sensors can be seen, the 
one on the suspension measures arm deformation and the other is a 
development version of an acoustic emissions sensor. 
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Fig. 64. Diagram showing the dimensions of the 1mm Perspex 
section of the modified lid and the indents allowing physical 
access for the optical sensors. 
7.5 System Overview 
In order to allow the optical system to measure and characterise head-disk 
interface performance whilst the drive is in operation the optical sensors were 
positioned to measure the motion of the slider and the disk directly in front of the 
slider. 
The head units are relatively bulky, limiting how close to each other they 
can be located. The part of the disk observed is not directly underneath the head 
and therefore a phase delay, determined by disk speed and spacing, is induced into 
the system due to physical spacing. The beam separation, from slider to disk, is 
approximately 15mm. At a disk speed of 4500rpm, assuming a radial point, 45mm 
from the disk's centre, the disk beneath the sensor will be travelling at 21.2 ms"'. 
Therefore the disk will lake 0.71ms to travel from the disk sensor to the slider 
sensor. 
The results, shown in Figure 62, have some 50Hz electrical mains pickup 
present. A future improvement would be to include a high pass filter in the 
system, suppressing this 50Hz signal. The period of the signals was 1.85ms, 
measured from the Tektronix oscilloscope. The disk on the drive under lest spun 
anti-clockwise, looking from above, such that a fixed point on the disk would pass 
the slider sensor position before the disk sensor. The lime delay between the 
measured peak displacements of the slider and disk was approximately 0.75ms. 
This figure is very close to the expected 0.71ms and indicates that liule phase 
difference is present. However, the difference in phase is suspected to be very 
small due to the small head-disk separation. The signals' restricted resolution limit 
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the accuracy of phase measurement to currently prevent accurate head-disk phase 
behaviour measurements. 
The lens of the head unit must be positioned 2.9mm away from the 
reflection surface. This imposes physical obtrusions on the system. To construct a 
transparent window to observe the operation requires a large indent to get the 
head units close enough. Also the window itself must not behave as a diaphragm 
when vibrated, as this will make the measurement system obtrusive. It is for this 
reason the profile of the window is restricted. The indent in the window has the 
effect of altering the aerodynamic influence of the slider. The fact that the lens 
must be very close to the surface being measured, and the unit is physically large 
compared to the slider, makes it very difficult to align the system. 
The operating range of the standard compact disc read optical system is 
only 0.2mm. This limits the level of magnitude that the hard disk can be vibrated 
to just less than 0.2mm. This has been found to limit the severity of resonance 
peaks experienced. 
However, despite the above drawbacks, the compact disc reader optical 
system represents a very economical means of measuring displacement with 
potentially great sensitivity. 
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Chapter 8, Finite Element Analysis 
8.1 3D Modelling of the Disk Using Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element analysis software from PTC, located in Needham, 
Massachusetts, USA, has been used to model the resonant characteristics of hard 
disks. Pro Engineer V20 was used to develop the physical structure of the models and 
Pro Mechanica motion was used to simulate the models' behaviour when vibrated. 
Models were created to determine the modal response for both free and clamped 
disks. In order to model the disk it is necessary to know both the material and 
geometric properties as parameters of the model. 
When the disk resonates, the standing wave created differs in form depending 
on the mode of resonance at which it is excited. The waves either travel from the 
inner diameter of the disk to the outer diameter, radially around the disk or 
combinations of both. Common notation [34] has defined these modes as having m 
nodal circles and n nodal diameters, designated as (m,n). Figure 65 From McAllister 
shows modes (0,0) to (0,3). 
(Q.l)tnoflo 
(0.0) motlc-
(0.2) modfi C0.3) mod*-
Fig. 65. Graphical representation of the modal designation of the 
hard disk, as presented by McAllister [34]. 
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When modelling an object some thought must be given to the intricacy of the 
model. I f the model is too complex it will take excessive time to simulate its 
behaviour. If the model is too simple the results will not be accurate enough to predict 
the measured results. Therefore a compromise must be made. It was found that the 
assumptions used here in the modelling had only a minimal effect on the outcome. 
IDEMA* standards for hard disk drive substrates dictate that the disk edge 
should be chamfered for 0.178mm at an angle of 25 or 45 degrees [32,33]. However, 
to simplify the model the disk was assumed to be rectangular in cross section. 
Another limitation of finite element modelling, incurred by the finite element mesh 
size, prevents the disk from being a totally accurate circular model. 
It is known that [34,78,79] the disk's resonant frequencies will be slightly 
altered due lo the gyroscopic effect of the disk spinning. Further to this, it is also 
understood that due to the static position of the PVDF sensor and the nature of the 
disk's resonant undulations, a condition is created where the sensor detects two modes 
instead of the one static resonant frequency. These resonant peaks are detected at the 
static resonant frequency, modulated by the disks' rotational speed. The only mode 
that does not suffer from this effect is the 'umbrella' mode, where the entire outer 
circumference oscillates. 
The first models were devised to discover whether different aluminium alloys 
significantly affected the disks' performance. Two disks of identical dimensions, 
1.25mm thick with internal holes of 25mm diameter and total diameter of 95mm, one 
*Thc International Disk Drive Equipment and Materials Association (IDEMA) is an international not-
for-profit trade association that represents the HDD industry and its infrastructure. Founded in 1986, 
IDEMA provides more than 500 corporate and individual members worldwide with trade shows, 
technical conferences, symposia, education classes, networking events, and an active international 
standards program. It has an Executive Advisory Council (EAC) comprised of top industry executives: 
Bill Watkins (Seagate), Mike Cannon (Maxtor), Matt Massengill (Western Digital), Ichiro Komura 
(Fujitsu), Wayne Fortun (Hutchinson Technology), Ed Braun (Veeco Instruments) and John Dean 
(Salomon Smith Barney), www.idema.org 
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made of AlMg and the other pure aluminium were modelled. The resuhs are shown in 
Table 5. The disks were meshed with 5 radial lines and 24 intersecting sections, 
shown in Figure 66. 
95mm diameter 
5 radial 
intersectu 
24 divisions 
Fig. 66. Diagram showing meshing for the model of disk. 
Model Diameter ID Thickness Density Young's Modulus 
a 95mm 25mm 1.25mm 2.66g/cm^ 71GPa 
b 95mm 25mm 1.25mm 2.70g/cm^ 70GPa 
c 95mm 25mm 1.25mm 2.66g/cm^ 71GPa 
d 95mm 27mm 1.25mm 2 66g/cm^^ 71GPa 
e 95mm 33mm 1.25mm 2.66g/cm^ 71GPa 
f 95mm 25mm 0.8mm 2.66g/cm^ 71GPa 
Table 4. Definition of the physical properties of the disks modelled 
throughout this chapter. 
a.) AIMg b.) Aluminium 
Mode Frequency/Hz Frequency/Hz 
1 427 423 
2 427 423 
3 465 461 
4 792 784 
5 792 784 
6 1707 1690 
7 1707 1690 
Table 5. Table of results from finite element analysis of identical disks 
constructed from AIMg alloy and pure aluminium. 
This test demonstrated that the mixture o f aluminium alloy did not 
significantly effect the resonant modes o f the disk. This is due to the Young's 
modulus properties o f aluminium alloys not being greatly different, around 70Gpa 
[22,23]. 
The next test was undertaken to discover the effect o f changing the diameter 
o f the inner hole, the results are shown in Table 6. These models are a first step 
towards modelling the clamped disk on a real hub. The clamp used in a real hard disk 
drive has an outside diameter o f 33mm, shown in Figure 68, and hence was one i f the 
inner diameters for the disk chosen. An intermediate disk, with an inner diameter o f 
27mm was also modelled. The disk modelled was again a 1.25mm disk with an 
overall diameter o f 95mm and made from A I M g . 
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c.) 25mm ID d.) 27mm ID e.; 33mm ID 
Mode Frequency/Hz Frequency/Hz Frequency/Hz 
1 427 442 485 
2 427 442 490 
3 465 469 490 
4 792 805 853 
5 792 805 853 
6 1707 1711 1731 
7 1707 1711 1731 
Table 6. Results from Pro-Mechanica showing the resonant modes for disks with 
differing Internal diameter holes. 
The clamped disk has been modelled in three stages. Initially the disk alone is 
modelled. The second stage involved perfectly bonding the aluminium disk spacer to 
the under side o f the disk. The spacer is used to separate the disks in the disk pack, 
creating physical spacing o f the disks, and therefore is in contact with one surface o f 
the disk. Finally the steel clamping plate was added to the model, as depicted in 
Figure 67 with dimensions shown in Figure 68. The results shown in Table 7 illustrate 
that the plate had little influence on the system once the spacer had been introduced, 
accounting for only minor changes in the disk's frequency response. 
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Disk - free 
Disk + spacer 
Disk completely clamped 
Fig. 67. Profiles of three disk and clamp variations used in the 
finite element analysis modelling. 
Disk - Free /Hz Disk + Spacer /Hz Disk completely clamped /Hz 
431 687 687 
468 1165 1165 
799 1694 1694 
1719 2595 2595 
Table 7. Results obtained from finite element analysis modelling of a 1.25mm thick 
disk, varying clamp configurations, showing the different modal frequencies. 
The model was then applied lo the 0.8mm disk. As expected the modal 
frequencies were lower for the more flexible 0.8mm disk, shown in Table 8. 
f . ) Disk /Hz Disk completely clamped /Hz 
277 440 
298 742 
512 1082 
1097 1672 
Table 8. Results obtained from modelling a 0.8mm thick disk, for both clamped and 
undamped configurations, showing the different resonant frequencies. 
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95mm 
Disk material: 
AIMq 
Density: 2.66 g/cm''3 
E=71GPa 
25mm 
1.25mm 21mm 
2.5mm 
Spacer and Hub material: 
Aluminium 
Spacer 
33mm 
16.5mm 
P ate 
Oj J i . 3 m m 
33mm 
Hub 
>3.95mm 
16.5mm 
25mm 
2.7mm 
Plate material: 
Steel 
1.3mm 25mm 
disk 
Ensure that top surface of 
disk is level with lip of hub 
and bottom surface is in 
contact with spacer, ie. 
spacer is located 1.25mm 
down from lip of hub. 
spacer 
hub 
Fig. 68. Diagram outlining the key dimension and materials used for modelling the 
disk using ProMechanica Finite Element Analysis software. 
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8.2 Discussion of Finite Element Analysi.s Results 
Several modes were observed in the frequency range o f lOHz to lOkMz, some 
maybe less significant than others. The lower order modes have been found to be 
those most destructive to data-transfer. A variety o f different modes are shown in 
Figure 69, the potentially most troublesome 'umbrella' mode being shown in (a) and 
(b). 
The modal frequencies o f the free disk alone were slightly lower compared to 
the clamped disk. The clamp sandwiches the disk with a steel plate screwed into the 
aluminium hub, an aluminium spacer supports the disk from the other side. This has 
the effect o f reducing the disk's span, stiffening it and raising the disk's resonant 
frequencies. 
The thicker 1.25mm disk's resonant frequencies are higher than those o f the 
thinner, 0.8mm disk. This has the effect o f extending the drive's operational 
bandwidth under conditions o f vibration from 440Hz to 690Hz. 
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Displacement Mag 
Deformed Original Model 
Max Disp+1.0000E+00 
Scale 9.5000E-03 
Mode 10. +3.9826E+03 
a.) 
y - x 
I 
"window2" - anlys2 - anlys2 
Displacement Mag 
Deformed Original Model 
Max Disp+I.OOOOE-fOO 
Scale 9.5000E-03 
Mode 10. +3.9425E+03 
b.) 
"windowl" - aniysl - aniysl 
Displacement Mag 
Deformed Original Model 
Scale 1.0082E-03 
Mode Combination 
c. ) 
Displacement Mag 
Deformed Original Model 
Max Disp+1.0000E+00 
Scale 9.5000E-03 
Mode 8. +2.9811 E+Oi 
d.) 
"windowl" - aniysl - aniysl "window2" - anlys2 - anlys2 
e.) 
Displacement Mag 
Deformed Original Mode 
Max Disp+I.OOOOE+OO 
Scale 9.5000E-03 
Mode 6. +1.7030E+03 
X "windowl"-anlysl - aniysl 
Fig. 69. Results from Pro-Mechanica showing the resonant modes: the upper two 
show the "Umbrella" mode. 
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9. Results and Discussion 
It has been observed for all the hard disk drives tested that there are 
prevalent problems at frequencies around 450 Hz to 700 Hz. This is largely a 
feature o f 0.8mm thick A I M g disks, it has been observed, shown in Figures 40 
and 41 in Section 6.1, with most drives that a mere 0.5g o f acceleration at key 
frequencies; 475, 525, 575 Hz, is enough to render the disk unable to transfer 
data. 
The magnetic state o f data has not been found to effect significantly the 
drive's performance. Figure 39, Section 6.1, shows only minor changes in data 
transfer performance o f the drive whilst suffering induced vibration, which are 
attributed to limitations in accuracy from the piezo-electric accelerometer and the 
noise it experiences, explained in Section 5.1. 
The drive, when tested at three individual frequencies; 500Hz, 550Hz and 
600Hz, showed a tendency to be more immune to vibration when the head was 
positioned closest to the hub o f the disk, shown in Figure 42, Section 6.1. 
The tracking servo requires information to determine where to move the 
head to keep it on track. The servo information is stored on the disk at fixed points 
around the disk, between each sector. When the head is running at its outermost 
perimeter the physical distance between the servo data is greater. This means that 
the head has a greater distance to follow the track without servo information and 
hence has a greater chance o f going o f f track, even though the time between servo 
data points is always equal, due to the rotational speed of the disk being constant. 
Therefore it is likely that the drive is more prone to transfer failures when the 
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head is reading the outer diameter o f the disk, although this is not a factor greatly 
contributing to drive unreliability. 
The greatest influence on drive performance operating under hostile 
conditions has been found to be disk flexing, both radial and circumferential, with 
disk displacement being greatest at its outer edge, shown in the results from finite 
element analysis modelling o f the disk, clearly seen in Figure 69 a.) and b.), 
Section 8.2. 
Figure 42 shows that the drive was not affected at 550Hz by the head's 
radial position. This is due to the disk not being the sole contributing factor, at this 
frequency, towards limiting drive performance under conditions o f vibration. The 
drive's poor performance at this frequency is attributed to the suspension arm 
moving, observed in Figure 51, and the hub rocking through bearing tolerances 
[35,36]. 
The results from driving the disk with white noise with an accelerometer 
attached to the disk's edge, see Figure 36, showed an interesting fact. It can be 
seen that the disk, even though clamped, was still driven in its undamped form to 
resonance due to an imperfect clamp. This was discovered from finite element 
analysis undertaken for the 1.25mm thick disk. The disk's (undamped) resonant 
frequencies were found to be at 431 Hz and 468Hz from the finite element analysis 
modelling. Section 8.1, Table 7, and are in good agreement with the experimental 
results, with the measured results being at 450Hz and 490Hz. It can be deduced 
from these facts that the disks within the hard disk drive are driven at their 
undamped resonant frequencies as well as their damped frequencies. 
Considerable work has been undertaken by Billner and Shen to produce 
waterfall plots o f characteristic disk behaviour under vibration [69]. Table 9 
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shows their work with the measured harmonics o f the disk when rotating at 
4500rpm. Their results are compared with the results obtained from the piezo-
electric strain gauge, Figures 50 and 51, Section 6.3. 
It should be noted that the experiments performed by Bittner and Shen 
were carried out with the cover o f the hard disk drive removed. This would effect 
the results slightly because the cover seals the drive with the air between the disk 
and the drive l id behaving as a damper. 
Mode of Resonance 
Frequency / Hz Measured 
by Bittner and 
Shen [69] 
Frequency / Hz Results 
obtained in this work from 
the piezo-electric sensor 
1 '^ bending 550 515 
2"** bending 585 590 
Diaphragm (umbrella) 640 630 
1^ ^ bending 680 660 
2"'' bending 850 855 
3^*^  bending 920 940 
3^** bending 1350 1375 
4'" bending 1600 1600 
Table 9. List of results obtained empirically from other work compared to results 
obtained with novel piezo-electric strain gauge cantilever. 
McAllister, [34], describes how when vibrations are "measured with a 
stationary probe, the observed amplitude w i l l be modulated by the rotation 
frequency times the number o f nodal diameters." This explains why there are two 
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distinct frequencies for each mode o f resonance shown in Table 9, one with the 
rotational speed of the disk (75Hz) added to the resonant wave o f the disk, the 
other subtracted. 
The combination o f the results obtained from measuring both the disk and 
suspension arm movement reveal some interesting facts, as shown in Figures 50 
and 51, Section 6.3. The first observation was confirmation o f the disk's rotation 
speed. From the spectral response o f disk movement it can be seen that the disk's 
rotation speed is 4500rpm, found from the peak at 15Hz, Figure 50. The disk is 
slightly buckled when clamped onto the hub, and this causes vertical runout that 
the sensor is detecting. The subsequent peaks at 150Hz, 225Hz, 300Hz and 375Hz 
are harmonics o f the 75Hz fundamental. 
The results, from impacting the hard disk drive, show the disk to be driven 
into large excitation at 440 Hz. Disk movement at this frequency is so great that 
its displacement is coupled to the suspension arm. This is observed in the results 
for the suspension arm measurement, Figure 51, Section 6.3. The 440Hz 
resonance is the clamped disk's first mode o f resonance, as confirmed through 
finite element analysis. Table 8, Section 8.2. It is at this frequency that the hard 
disk drive's data transfer performance, Figures 40 and 41 , is most susceptible to 
vibration. In both cases 4401-lz being the most sensitive frequency, proving that 
the disk's bending is the greatest contributing factor to drive data transfer 
performance under conditions o f vibration. There is a lot o f modal disk activity 
between 590Hz and 740Hz. This disk movement is mimicked by the suspension 
arm as the head and slider try to maintain a correct flying height. 
A t IkHz the suspension arm clearly goes into resonance. However, there is 
very little movement in the disk at this frequency, which means the flying height 
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is fluctuating, ultimately leading to the head crashing into the disk. In fact the 
only time a hard disk drive being tested suffered from permanent damage was 
when it was vibrated at IkHz. The suspension arm then goes into resonance once 
again at 1290Hz, 1450Hz, 2000Hz, 2250Hz, 2525Hz and 2870Hz. The suspension 
arm going into resonance was in fact large enough to cause the disk to bend at 
around IkHz and 1290Hz. Not all o f these modes are in the vertical, f ly ing height, 
plane. Some w i l l cause the tracking problems through arm twisting [79]. Others 
are from the suspension arm rocking, simply tilting the head. Figure 52, Section 
6.4, identifies major tracking problems that occur between I750Hz and 2000Hz. 
This reinforces the theory that the suspension arm activity at 2kHz is attributed to 
the tracking plane resonance of the suspension arm. Further evidence is the lack o f 
disk flexing at these frequencies. 
Figure 70 shows the results from the white noise vibration o f the hard disk 
drive, observed by the PVDF sensors. The top graph shows the response of the 
disk, with all the significant peaks highlighted, and the bottom graph shows the 
frequency response o f the suspension arm, again, with all the significant peaks 
highlighted. These peaks are cross-referenced with each other and the results 
gained from the finite element analysis modelling and shown in Table 10. 
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Fig. 70. Graphs showing the frequency response of the hard disk (above) and the 
suspension arm (below) with the resonant peaks highlighted. 
High-
lighted 
peak 
Frequency 
o f peak in 
Fig. 70 
Resonant Component Observed through 
1 75 Buckled disk 
2 150 Uneven disk clamp 
3 225 Uneven disk clamp 
4 440 Clamped disk first mode Finite element analysis 
5 515 Undamped disk first mode Finite element analysis 
6 590 Disk motion Mimicked in suspension arm motion 
generating tracking error problems 
7 630 Disk motion Mimicked in suspension arm motion 
8 660 Disk motion Mimicked in suspension arm motion 
9 740 Clamped resonant mode FEA, generates minor tracking problems 
10 855 Disk motion 
11 890 Disk motion 
12 1000 Suspension arm resonance 
13 1290 Suspension arm resonance Coupled to disk motion, generates minor 
tracking problems 
14 1375 Disk motion 
15 1450 Suspension arm motion 
16 1600 Disk motion 
17 1940 Suspension arm motion Generates tracking problems 
18 2000 Suspension arm motion 
19 2250 Suspension arm motion Coupled to disk motion 
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20 2575 Suspension arm motion 
21 2870 Suspension arm motion Coupled to disk motion 
Table 10. Table of resonant peaks, shown in Figure 70, detected using PVDF sensors. 
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10. Conclusions 
A test system has been developed which enables hard disk drives to be 
vibrated, at varying levels o f amplitude, whilst the data transfer is limed and 
recorded. The data can be written to the disk, and then read back to confirm it has 
been correctly written, or just read from the disk. The data file can be comprised 
solely o f 'I 's, 'O's or o f a pseudo random string. The magnetic state o f the data, 
either 'I 's, 'O's or a random string, has been found to be insignificant to the 
performance o f the drive whilst being vibrated. 
Data loss was found to be most significant at vibration frequencies 
between 440Hz and 700Hz. At other frequencies hard disk drives are able lo 
transfer data reliably whilst subjected to as much as 45g o f vibration. However, 
between 440Hz and 700Hz they may fail to transfer data at as little as Ig. These 
data failures can be attributed to two key components: the suspension arm and the 
hard disk. 
The work performed is the first to measure disk and suspension arm 
motion in a hard disk drive that is both in operation and performing under its 
normal environment, with its lid on. This is an important contribution to 
knowledge, providing a clearer understanding o f disk and suspension arm activity. 
The work performed is also solely providing excitation externally to the drive, as 
it would experience in normal operation. Previously published work has provided 
results from exciting the disk via impacting the disk itself by dropping either 
miniature hammers or ball bearings from a known height. 
A CD ROM-based optical system has been successfully adapted to 
measure differentially suspension arm and disk movements. Two individual 
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sensors o f different type have been used for this to test their suitability. One, the 
critical angle prism type, was found to have a response approximately eight times 
greater than that o f the o f the other, quad-detector beam-splitting type. This is 
more than can be accounted for by the fact that the former has a more powerful 
30m W laser diode. Both have a peak operating distance o f approximately 2.9mm, 
and are highly linear in operation. 
PVDF sensors have been used to measure unobtrusively the suspension 
arm and the disk in a novel way. A virtual instrument created using LabView for 
Windows is capable o f monitoring the signals in real-time and can perform FFT 
frequency sweeps. This rapidly provides the frequency response o f the component 
under observation. The virtual instrument is capable o f averaging multiple scans 
to reduce the noise level, varying the number o f samples taken and the frequency 
of the FFT window to adjust the resolution o f the FFT sweep. 
Using BIOS commands, software, developed in C, has been developed 
which allows for the cylinder, head and sector o f the disk to be individually 
selected when transferring data to and from the hard disk drive. This allows the 
position o f the head to be controlled as well as observing any error flags returned 
by the drive should the drive's error correction be overcome by the vibrations. 
From this it was discovered that the drive predominantly failed for one reason. 
When the drive completely failed to transfer data due to vibration it was 
registering tracking errors. The drive was tested with the head positioned at radial 
locations across the disk from the inside o f the disk to the outside, and this 
showed the drive's prevalent weakness to transfer data with the head located at the 
outer edge of the disk. 
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Finite element analysis software, Pro Mechanica Motion, has been used to 
model the disk and simulate its resonant activity. The models were created in Pro 
Engineer V20 and also included a clamp o f identical materials and dimensions to 
that o f the clamp used in real drives. The disk was modelled with and without the 
perfectly bonded clamp. The results show that the disk's first mode o f resonance 
changed from 217Hz to 440Hz when clamped, proving that the clamp acts to 
stiffen the disk significantly. 
The PVDF sensor detected the disk's vertical run-out, and through the FFT 
sweep performed by the LabView software the disk's rotational speed has been 
confirmed as 75Hz, 4500rpm. Harmonics o f this have been detected at 150Hz and 
225Hz, caused by buckling from the disk's clamp. Further resonant peaks have 
been detected at 440Hz and 5I5Hz. These modes have been confirmed from finite 
element analysis to be the disk's first mode o f resonance when perfectly clamped 
and its third mode when undamped. Therefore the disk is resonating at both its 
clamped and undamped frequencies, indicating that the disk is not perfectly 
clamped. 
It was found, experimentally, that when the disk goes into resonance the 
movement is such that the disk and suspension, coupled via the air bearing, move 
synchronously together. However, there is an initial lag between disk motion and 
arm motion. This creates a variation in the flying height, a major contributing 
factor to data transfer errors. The air bearing is acting as a damper for the coupled 
movement, which has a further effect on the head's flying height. Suspension arm 
displacement has been observed to peak at IkHz. The disk, however, does not 
experience a similar movement. This indicates that there is a flying height 
variation at this frequency and hence a potential weakness in drive operation. 
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This information gained through this work wi l l help enable future hard 
disk drives to operate under wider conditions o f shock and vibration then at 
present. Critical frequencies have been discovered and, by using a combination o f 
novel sensors, the failure mechanisms identified. Future drives wi l l almost 
certainly at some stage include active control o f the suspension arm through use, 
probably, o f a piezo-electric actuator as described in this thesis. Knowing the 
frequencies, amplitudes and modes o f resonance also aids the design o f the 
control system, which w i l l be used to regulate the f lying height o f such a head. 
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11. Further Work 
11,1 Optical Measurement Techniques 
An optical system that has a reasonably large dynamic range and great 
sensitivity is required for the type o f measurements made during this work. A CD 
ROM-based optical system has been developed to achieve this and used as a first step 
towards differentially measuring f lying height variations. This system has been found 
to be lacking in dynamic range and the limited focal distance forcing restrictions on 
the system. The two CD optical units used are o f slightly different types, although 
they both use quadrant detectors for focusing; one uses the critical angle prism 
method and the other a beam splitting prism. 
There are a few ways o f altering the beam splitting prism focal distance, and 
hence range in this application. One would be to move the quadrant detector array 
closer to the beam splitting prism. This would have the effect o f moving the laser 
spots, from their previously too great a focus distance position, towards the middle o f 
the detectors, restoring their 'null ' position, as shown in Figure 71. 
Another method would to be to change the objective lens to another one o f 
different focal length, thus focusing the beam to a point much further away. 
Alternatively a second lens could be fitted to achieve this. Changing the lens, or 
adding lenses is not a preferred method as it does add cost, complexity and potentially 
adds bulk to the system. 
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Fig. 71. Diagram showing proposed revision to quadrant sensor position 
to increase focal and working distance for the beam splitting prism type 
of CD optical unit. 
To increase the operating distance the critical angle prism would need to have 
the prism twisted slightly to make the emitted beam closer to orthogonal with the 
surface being observed. This would allow a greater distance between the surface and 
the prism for a given optical path, refer to Figure 55 in Chapter 7 to see how this is 
illustrated. 
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11.2 Tracking Motion Disturbances 
When the drive is in operation the data is stored on the magnetic disk in 
catalogued tragmcnis throughout the disk. The location o f data is not necessarily 
uniform and constant throughout. Naturally the obvious means o f storing data is to 
stream one file or program after the other around the disk. However, when one file is 
deleted an 'empty' area is left on the disk. The next file that might be required to be 
stored on the disk may be too big to fit into the space left by the previous file. Hence 
this file w i l l be either split up to fit into multiple 'gaps' or wi l l be stored elsewhere 
where more file space is available, shown in Figure 72 for a simple representation. 
track 
Fig. 72. Diagram showing a simple representation of data allocation on a 
disk. The magenta cells represent a file that has been split and placed in 
gaps in data created through file removal. 
By virtue o f having files ft-agmented throughout the disk, when reading just 
one file the head might be required to scan across the disks in many steps. To do this 
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the tracking arm traverses the head across the disk as quickly as it can. Due to the fact 
that the head, suspension arm and slider all have mass, they exhibit momentum and do 
not settle to their new position instantly. Even when the tracking servo stops, the head 
and suspension arm etc wi l l try to continue beyond the predicted position. This 
system, largely made from spring steel, has little in the way of natural damping. The 
air bearing wi l l act as the principle damper to this system, but acts predominantly in 
the vertical, f ly ing height, plane. As a result, a lot o f overshoot is present, as has been 
widely discovered [80]. The proposed passively damped drive mounts have been 
evaluated to counteract this phenomenon [81] but bulky mounting mechanisms are 
not the ideal solution. This overshoot in the tracking system causes poor data transfer 
through the system due to erroneous signal detection caused from o f f track cross-
signals. 
Therefore when the head arcs across the disk there is a finite period o f tracking 
oscillation. This oscillation is largely due to the suspension arm bending in its lateral 
plane, or rocking, as shown in Figure 73. 
Rocking o f the slider, from suspension arm rocking, wi l l have the affect o f 
reducing the head and slider area directly above the data bit. As the head is twisted it 
rotates out o f the plane that it is designed to operate in, potentially reducing the 
thickness and stability o f the air bearing. Since the slider's design is optimised for 
fiying with zero twist, rocking o f the slider wi l l impair its aerodynamic thrust (be it 
positive or negative thrust) and render the head more susceptible to flying height 
variations due to vibration. The slider w i l l eventually stabilise this, since it is designed 
to self-stabilise aerodynamically. However, there w i l l still be a finite time for 
complete stabilisation. 
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suspension arm 
tracking pivot slider 
tracking servo coil 
suspension arm 
slider 
Fig. 73. Diagrams representing the main forms of suspension arm 
deformation during rapid tracking changes. 
The piezo-electric sensor mounted on the root o f the suspension arm can be 
used to detect the lateral modes o f resonance. These lateral modes exist in the sensor's 
least efficient mode o f operation, its g33 mode. 
I he rocking motion encountered by the sensor can be averaged out over the 
whole sensor area. This is due to piezo-electric sensors measuring the average 
induced strain. Over the entire area o f the sensor in its g3i and g32 modes the net strain 
wi l l be zero when the arm is purely rocking. To overcome this the sensor can be split 
down the centre, as shown in Figure 74. This creates two individual sensors, hence 
requiring two channels to monitor, but capable o f measuring the motions o f the arm 
from side to side. Polarity sensitivity would provide essential information. I f both 
sensors were o f the same polarity the arm would therefore have to be bending 
uniformly up or down. If, however, the two signals were not o f the same magnitude or 
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taken to an extreme, different polarities, then the arm would therefore be rocking with 
or without a coupled bending deformation. 
I f the sensor were to be split it would be very important that both sections are 
o f identical area. Failure to achieve this would result in unequal voltage 
measurements from side to side. This can be accounted for, i f the differential response 
o f the two sensors is known, however it would be impractical to account for any 
'zigzagging' o f the division caused by machining tolerances. 
PVDF sensor suspension arm 
slider 
inc s o n 
o 
Fig. 74. Diagram representing the PVDF sensor and how it is positioned on 
the suspension arm, and how it could be modified by separating it into two 
equal sensors to observe rocking motions. 
11.3 Pie/o-Elcctric Control of Suspension Arm 
One of the major obstacles to overcome when trying to control the head in this 
manner is the problem that the actuator is operating at the base of the cantilever. 
Therefore it is operating very close to the fulcrum and whilst any motion it provides is 
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magnified through the cantilever's length, any force present at the head, located at the 
end o f the cantilever/suspension arm wi l l also be magnified. This means that the 
actuator, although providing sufficient motion for the head is lacking the driving force 
to move the head should a significant load be present. 
The force generated from the air bearing o f a typical sub-ambient tri-pad slider 
has been found, experimentally by Khurshudov and Talke, to be between I m N and 
2.5mN [82]. The I m N to 2.5mN force generated from the air bearing represents less 
than 10% of the typical suspension arm load. For example, a suspension arm could be 
pretensioned against the disk with a 3mg load suspension arm, see Figure 37, Chapter 
5. 
2 .5mN/9.81 = 0.255mg 
Whilst this air bearing force is not large in comparison to that o f the 
suspension arm it has been found to be significant towards defeating the actuator's 
control o f the head. 
It has already been discussed in Chapter 1 how the take-off procedure for the 
head is mechanical and very crude. The head literally scrapes across the disk whilst 
the disk increases its rotational speed until enough airflow is created to allow the 
slider to fly o f f the disk. To reduce the mechanical wear between the head and the 
disk, the piezo-electric actuator on the arm could be driven to l i f t the head physically 
o f f the disk just prior to the disk spinning up. This way any scraping between the head 
and the disk due to disk start-up can be eliminated. I f the drive is o f the ramp variety, 
such that it parks the heads up on a ramp in non-operation, there is still friction and 
scraping between the suspension arm and the ramp. Whilst this scraping does not 
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wear the head or disk it still creates micro-contamination [12,13,14] contributing to 
long term drive failures. In the same way that the piezo-electric actuator can be used 
to l i f t the head o f f the disk it is possible to l i f t the suspension arm o f f the ramp, to an 
extent. 
I f the head system is to be optimised for use with a piezo-electric actuator to 
control l i f t - o f f and parking then the aerodynamics o f the slider wi l l need to be 
adjusted to match that o f the new system. The slider w i l l probably need to generate a 
slightly lower total operational force because the piezo-electric actuator w i l l be 
contributing to add and to detract from this force to control flying height variations. 
The low disk speed aerodynamic characteristics wi l l also need to be altered to account 
for the piezo-electric actuator l i f t ing the head up o f f the disk on start-up and gently 
placing the head back down on power down. 
11.4 Sensor-Actuator Integration 
The piezo-electric elements work as both sensors and actuators, as described 
previously in Chapter 4. The extent o f how well they work as either is predetermined 
through their structure and material. A piezo-electric actuator, through its very nature, 
w i l l work as a sensor, albeit at a reduced performance to that o f a dedicated sensor. It 
is therefore possible to multiplex the piezo-electric transducer's tasks to include both 
sensing and actuation. 
Integrated sensor-actuators have been developed already in research. The main 
advantages o f using an integrated sensor-actuator is that it reduces the cost, 
complexity, mass and total size o f the system. 
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13. Appendices 
13.1 Software Written in C for Reading Data from a Hard Disk Drive at a 
Chosen Cylinder Head Block 
#include <conio.h> 
^include <stdio.h> 
#include <dos.h> // for int86(), R E G S 
#define F U N C T I 0 N 2 // service no 
#define I N T E R 0x13 // Disk BIOS interrupt number 
void main (int argc, char*argv[], long address) 
{ 
union R E G S regs; 
long start, end; 
if (argc !=3) 
{ 
printf ("Example usage: O R E A D 147 209"); 
exit 0 ; 
} 
_ E S = 0; 
start=atoi(argv[l]); 
end=atoi(argv[2]); 
regs.h.ch=(long)start; 
regs.h.cl=(long)end; 
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} 
regs.h.dh=l; 
regs.h.dl=129; 
regs.h.bh=4; 
regs.h.bl=208; 
regs.h.al=I; 
regs.h.ah=FUNCTION; //service number 
int86(INTER,&regs,&regs); //call interrupt 
printf("Status (O=good, 4=sector not found) %d,",regs.h.al); 
for (address=0x4CF; address<0x6D7; address++) 
{ 
printf("%x",peek (0,address)); 
} 
exit 0 ; 
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13.2 Results from Finite Element Analysis Modelling of a O.Smm Thick Disk 
Mode Free C k i m p c d 
I 277 440 
2 277 440 
3 298 742 
4 512 1082 
5 512 1082 
6 1097 1672 
7 1097 1682 
8 1916 1913 
9 1916 1913 
10 2555 2938 
n 2816 2939 
12 2816 2984 
13 2939 2987 
14 2939 4037 
15 3602 4157 
16 3602 4157 
17 4158 4598 
18 4158 4601 
19 4882 4759 
20 4882 4922 
21 5569 4990 
22 5569 5327 
23 6568 5327 
24 6569 5568 
25 7169 5568 
26 7172 6464 
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27 8209 6468 
28 8510 6959 
29 8510 6995 
30 8569 7168 
31 8569 7168 
32 8634 7593 
33 8963 7593 
34 8963 8536 
35 9420 8539 
36 9420 8546 
13.3 Results from Finite KIcment Analysis Modellint; of a l.25mni Ihiek Disk 
Mode 1 t i l Parti;ill> ( h i m p i d Full> Clamped 
1 431 677 690 
2 431 677 692 
3 IhS 1147 1166 
4 799 1669 1751 
5 800 1669 1751 
6 1719 2561 2651 
7 1719 2561 2651 
8 3002 2952 3194 
9 3003 2952 3802 
10 4004 4533 4742 
I I 4405 4533 4890 
12 4405 4585 4911 
13 4605 4585 4911 
14 4605 6364 6340 
15 5624 6416 6340 
1 ^ ' 
16 5625 6432 6515 
17 6518 7062 7918 
18 6538 7062 7918 
19 7622 7675 8086 
20 7622 7675 8086 
21 8681 8669 9615 
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13.4 \ irtual Instrument I scd for Anahsiniz Signal from I nihedded Pie/o-elcctric Sensors 
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Abstract 
The aieal {surface area density of bits) storage density of 
magnetic hard disks is continually increasing with typical 
available commercia] storage densities being around 
lOGbitsTin'. It is predcted that densities in excess of 
40Gbitsfin^ will be possible before the year 2003. A 
number of key issues arise from this development, such as 
the need to determine and control accurately the dynamic 
flying height (^axis) of the read-write head which is 
aflected by the apparent distortion of the dsk surface due 
to rotation-induced (fisk resonance. As a result of the 
increasing storage density the positional control of the 
head in the plane of the disk (jf-y plane) also becomes 
more critical. This paper deals generally, but with a 
particular emphasis on optical and piezoelectric sensors 
used in our laboratory for characterisation of storage 
metfia and systems. 
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Introduction 
There is a vast array of sensors available to us 
at present Sensors are selected according to 
the particular measurand and in many cases, 
the particular application, e.g. interfacing to a 
control system. Sensors are generally required 
to w o i * in parallel wi th signal conditioning 
electronics, and may then be either used as a 
stand-alone measurement system or 
incorporated into a control system for real-
time sensory feedback. 
Depending on the measurand there is a vast 
array of sensors that can be used for surface 
and textural characterisation. One of the 
standard methods for investigating the surface 
profile is to use a profi lometer[ l ] . A 
profilometer utilises a stylus much in the same 
way as a record player follows the variations 
along the track o f a record, the main 
difiference being that the profilometer uses 
optical sensing to determine the attitude of 
the stylus. I n a record player the stylus 
generates a signal by electromagnetic 
induction (moving coil or moving magnet). 
The potential disadvantage of the stylus-
based systems is modification of the surface, 
due to contact being made by the stylus. 
However, the use of optical based 
profilometiy is able to circumvent this, and a 
number of systems have been developed so 
far. Abou-Zeid and Wiese developed a 
compact interference profilometer that uses a 
wavelength-tunable diode laser as an optical 
stylus, with a measurement uncertainty of 
around 10nm[2]. A number of profilometry 
systems based on interferemetry have also 
been reported[3,43. Cuthbert and Huynh[5] 
have designed an optical system for fast non-
contact measurement of surface texture, 
based on the optical Fourier transform 
pattern o f the surface, which is correlated with 
the surface roughness obtained using a stylus 
based instnmient. 
Moving into the new milletuiium we are 
faced with the increasing demands of hard 
disk drive technology. Data storage density 
continues to increase, necessitating that the 
head flies even closer to the disk surface: 
state-of-the-art flying heights currently being 
around 15nm. H i i s is coupled with the 
increasing demand for faster track access, 
which means that the disk drive is required to 
operate at increasingly higher speed. This 
represents a challenge for PCs operating in 
the office environment, but presents more 
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serious difficulties for computers working in 
conditions where they are subjected to shock 
and vibration. This is of particular interest to 
military and aerospace applications; and to a 
lesser extent wil l also affect users of laptop 
computers. 
This paper looks at a variety of sensor 
systems used in the CRIST research 
laboratory for the characterisation o f 
magnetic media and data storage systems, 
namely: scanning laser microscopy, magnetic 
force microscopy, dual beam polarisation 
interfcromctry, C D - R O M optics and thick 
film piezoelectric sensors. I 'inally, there is a 
brief look at a complete sensor-control-
actuator system, which includes optical beam 
deflection for displacement (or topography) 
sensing, which is currently being investigated 
for the improved operation of hard disk 
drives. 
A. Dynamic scanning laser microscopy 
Scanning laser microscopes are extremely 
useful tools for high-resolution point-by-point 
imaging of sample surfaces. The most 
common configuration employs a stationary 
laser beam, which can have either continuous 
or modulated (intensity or polarisation) 
output. The laser is brought to a focus using a 
microscope objective to yield a diffraction-
Umited spot, which is typically around 1mm 
on the sample surface. The sample can then 
he micro-positioned, with a motorised x-y 
stage, with respect to the sample and the 
reflected light collected by one or more 
detectors. A n alternative configuration 
employs a pair of scan mirrors to move the 
spot on the sample surface, l i t i s set-up is 
significantly more complex as it requires auto 
focusing to maintain the same size spot at all 
points of the scan, and there is a trade-off 
between scan area and resolution. For 
example a 5mm x 5mm area can be scanned 
wi th a resolution of around 30mm[6). 
However, the two systems are of^en 
combined: scan mirrors (high speed 
scanning) and x-y stage O^^c area scan). The 
use of different detectors and polarisation 
sensitive/insensitive optics enables different 
information to be acquired. 
I n our laboratory a scanning laser 
microscope has been designed and built to 
observe the dynamic behaviour of domain 
switching during the thcrmo-magnetic write 
process and the subsequent magnetisation 
state (domain orientation) in thin-films and 
dcvices[7-9). I t can also be used to write to 
magneto-optic disk material thermo-
magneticalty prior to imaging. Images are 
derived from the longitudinal and polar 
magneto-optic Kerr effects, which are 
wavelength dependent. 
The microscope system has been made 
modular, which enables the imaging system to 
be flexible and allows further functionality to 
be added as required. An overview of the 
system is shown in Mgure 1. ' I l i e scanning 
laser microscope is constructed around the 
basic frame of a Leitz Mctalloplan optical 
microscope, mounted on optical breadboard 
along with other optical and mechanical 
components, as shown in Plate 1. 
The various modes of operation of the S L M 
are as follows: 
XY table scanmng mode. In the X Y scan 
mode a sample is raster scanned beneath 
the laser spot via a Burleigh X Y Worm 
Table, with a resolution of 4nm. The 
Ftgure 1 Blodc diagram of SIM cofnpooent paits 
riHical PMhway 
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magnetic or intensity (pseudo-
topographic) information is then 
extracted by sampling all the photo-
detector outputs using the computer I/O 
board, then applying the required 
algorithm to the data. Plate 2 shows 
bubble memory magnetic domain 
patterns using the polar Kerr effect (scan 
area 32/im y 4 0 ^ ) . The reflected light 
intensity is a function of the sample 
magnetisation (domain orientation), and 
Lab View enables the reflected intensity to 
be represented by a grey scale image. The 
change in intensity represented here is 
typically less than I per cent. 
Galvanometer xanning mode. In the 
galvanometer scan mode the sample is 
held stationary whilst the laser spot is 
raster scanned over it via the scanning 
mirrors. The galvanometer position is 
controlled using the computer I/O board 
voltage outputs. Again the computer 
processes magnetic or topographic 
information after it is sampled to create 
an image. Plate 3 shows a pseudo-
topographic (reflected intensity) image of 
an integrated circuit layout (galvanometer 
scan area lOO/tm^). 
Dye puise taser. A further imaging mode of 
the S L M utilises a dye pulse laser. Thh 
requires the software to trigger a 
Hate 2 BubUe memory magnebc domain patterns 
using Kerr effect static lasei XY table scan 32/im x 
40/im 
Plate 3 Integrated circuit layout pseudo-lopography 
Ontemity) using gaivanometef scan - lOO/im' 
waveform generator, and at a set time 
period later trigger the laser. Finally, at 
some point in time after this, data arc 
acquired from the photo-detectors. Each 
of these time periods must be accurately 
related to the others. The magnetic image 
is retrieved fmm the quadrant photo-
detectors as for other modes of operation. 
C C D camera image acquisition. Another 
mode of image acquisition uses a super-
cooled C C D camera, triggered after a 
pulse of light has illuminated a sample. 
'Ilic camera is supplied with a set of 
functions in the form of a Windows 
dynamic link library ( D L L ) , also known 
as an application program interface 
(API). 'ITiesc functions cover all that is 
required to operate the camera. 
B. Magnetic force miaoscopy 
The magnetic force microscope ( M F M ) is 
based on the atomic force microscope 
(AFM)[I0 ] . In the AVM a small probe, a 
silicon cantilever with an atomicalty sharp tip, 
is brought into contact with a sample surface, 
and raster scarmed across it. The resultant 
deflection of the tip is recorded and used lo 
create an image of the surface topography. l a 
magnetic force imaging the tip is coated in a 
ferromagnetic material, and moved away frnm 
the surface several tens of nanometres. It is 
then raster scanned, and the interaction 
between the magnetic flcid of the sample and 
the tip recorded to create an image of the 
magnetic forces. 
The development of our M F M , shown in 
Plate 4, is based on a versatile, modular form, 
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Hate A The magrietic force microscope 
enabling easy access to the ^Kdmcn and easy 
change of tips/cantilevcis[l 1]. It uses optical 
beam deflection to sense cantilever movement 
and is designed to operate in either topographic 
or magr>ctic force imagirtg modes. ' I ^ s system 
is also designed to work in low vacuum (or in a 
helium atmosphere). The benefits of vacuum 
(and helium) operation are significant, since 
the removal of much of the normal viscous air 
damping enables a significant trKTcase in the 
cantilever's effective Q-valuc, as operation 
moves into the molecular damping region 
(independent collisions of non-interacting air 
molecules). 'I'his in turn results in better 
resolution of images produced by resonant 
techniques. Plate 5 shows an image of the 
topography of a hard disk surface (scan area 
1/im X 1/im), showing granular structure of 
sur&cc and diagonal grooves fiDm texturing 
process. 
Hate S Hard (fcsk topogi^phy. Ifim x l/im surface scaa showing 
grwulv siradim d swface and dagonai grooves fcom teK^^ 
A variety of scarming modes exist for the 
M h M . The "static" scan, as described above, 
is the simplest; however, this requires samples 
with relatively powerful magnetic fields. 
Resonant scarming is a standard mode of 
operation, where the cantilever is resonated, 
and the effects of the sample's fields on that 
resonance arc monitored in different ways to 
create an image. In recent years LiftMode 
has being recognised as a very useful mode of 
operation[12]. In this case the topography of 
the sample is mapped out with an initial scan, 
from which the data are used to control the 
height of the M I ' M probe, in resonant mode, 
to do a second magnetic scan. I'his results in 
removal of topographic efTects horn the 
resulting magnetic image. 
'Ilic design and function of the probe used 
to interact with the stray fields from a 
magnetic sample are a maior MI 'M research 
subject. The standard ferromagnetic design 
has several inherent problems. The tip 
magnetisation can suffer from hysteresis over 
time, together with wear and damage during 
its useful life. 'I'he magnetic properties of 
different samples, i.e. if the sample is 
magnetically "hard" or "soft", mean that a 
range of different designs and coatings need 
to be employed. Therefore, an instrument 
must be reconfigured each time a new type of 
sample is imaged, furthermore, these 
imperfections may have serious consequences 
in the acquisition of useful, quantifiable data. 
We are currently investigating a new type of 
M F M probe that uses an electromagneiically 
induced field as a replacement for the 
standard probe's stray field. Although 
electromagnetic M F M probes have been 
described before, this design is unique [13]. 
The field is induced around a micro-
fabricated aperture using a controlled current. 
The aperture would be situated near the end 
of a standard cantilever that has been coated 
in a conductive material, e.g. gold, l l i i s 
design has the advantage that the specimen 
interaction is variable, giving controllable field 
intensity, and as such the results would be 
repcatablc. The new probe has been 
theoretically simulated to create images of 
magnetic domain patterns, and it is 
anticipated that work on the fabrication of 
these new and innovative probes will begin 
soon. The practical issues of using the probe 
in our MI*M instrument are also undergoing 
analysis. 
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C Dual beam polarisation 
interferometry 
Optical interferometiv is a well established 
technique for precise and non-contact 
measurement. Various types of interferomeiry, 
such as heterodyne inicrferometiy[14), 
sinusoidal phase modulating 
interferometiytlS], and phase-shifting 
interferomeiiy[16], have been developed to 
make high resolution measurement of small 
displacements. However, apart from the 
complexity o f the system construction, diese 
adsring methods are generally feasible only for 
low-speed measurement applications. When a 
high-speed measurement is needed, it is 
difficult to f ind a suitable technique i f the 
measurement accuracy requirement is high. 
The speed limitation in these displacement 
measurement interferometers is mainly due to 
the use of slow modulation or scanning 
techniques. I n the CRIST loboratoiy, a dual 
beam polarisation interferometer has been 
constructed, which can be used for high-speed 
measurement o f dynamic morphology/ 
topography, and in our case for the complex 
measurement dynamic disk head flying 
height[l7,18]. 
The polarisation interferometer 
configuration utilises two orthogonally-
polarized light beams to remove die directional 
ambiguity o f the displacement, and is shown 
schemadcolly in Figure 2. The main part o f the 
interferometer utilises a polarising beam 
splitter P B S l , two quaner-wave plates Q W l 
and QW2, two mirrors M l and M 2 , and a 
non-polarising beam splitter NPBSl as both a 
beam spfitter and phase shifter. 
Employing a polorising beam splitter PBSl 
makes the best use of the loser beam and 
figure 2 DuaM)eam polarisation interfHometef 
laterftramctric receiver 
PDI PBS2 
pn3 
PBS3 
I 0W3 r(PBS2 
PBSl 
PD2 
QWl I 
Signal processing 
and Interface . 
Power 
amplKIer 
La«r diode 
IPelarter 
iQWl 
PC with I/O Board 
M l ^ 
U r . 
M 3 _ ^ N P B S I 
Sample 
PZT2 
prevents the returning beam from feeding 
back into die laser diode. The mirror M 2 is 
driven by a piezoelectric translator ( P Z T l ) , 
which can be used to perform system 
calibration. Mir ror M 3 is used as a reference 
plane when single point displacement is 
measured. When the system is used to 
measure the relative displacement of two 
adjacent points, such as the vertical 
movement of the hard-disk read/write head 
relative to the disk surface, M 3 is removed 
and the reference beam is extracted by 
N P B S l to the second measurement point. 
Mir ro r M 2 can also be micro-positioned 
manually to adjust the spacing o f the two 
measurement points. A 670nm wavelength 
laser diode is used as the light source. The 
laser beam passes through the polariser and 
enters the polarising beam splitter P B S l . 
Then the s-polarised component is coupled 
out and reflected by mirror M l and focused 
on die measurement point on the sample. 
The p-polarised component passes 
through and is focused on to the reference 
mirror or another measurement point. 
The returning beam enters the 
interferometric receiver, which is used to 
measure the intensity and phase difiierence 
between the two polarised beams. The 
interferometric receiver consists of a non-
polarising beam splitter NPBS2, two 
polarising beam splitters PBS2 and 
PBS3, a quarter^wave plate QW3 and four 
photo-detectors. The detected voltage 
signals are amplified and equalised, then 
sampled in by the computer through a 12-bit 
A / D converter board. The sampling rate of 
the A / D converter wi l l determine the 
measurement speed o f the system. The A / D 
converter board with a sampling rate of 
20MS/S is commercially available at present. 
The computer, through a 12-bit D /A 
converter board and a high voltage (150V) 
amplifier also controls the piezoelectric 
translators. 
We take the electric field of the two 
orthogonally polarised beams to be of the 
standard form: 
Ep = ApCxp{i{ut)) (1) 
(2) 
where ut is the angular frequency of the 
radiation, Ap and Aj are the amplitudes of Ep 
and Et respectively, and 
^ = 47r(<f + Ad) /A . (3) 
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I n equation (3), A is the wavelength of the 
laser beam^ d is the static optical path 
difference between the two polarised beams 
and is the displacement to be measured. 
The wave intensity being received by each o f 
the four photo-detectors (Ppoi to P P I M ) is 
proportional to the square of the electric field, 
and by simple signal conditioning and 
processing quadrature signals 
/ ^ D 2 - Ppnih/bi and / ^ D 3 - PpDib^/bi are 
obtained. The computer samples these signals 
wi th two diannels of the A / D converter 
board. The displacement Ad is then 
determined by phase evaluation and 
imwrapping[19]. 
T o test the ability and effectiveness of this 
interferometer, several experiments have been 
conducted. A 12-bit D / A converter, with a 0-
lOV voltage output, drives another 
piezoelectric translator, PZT2, to move the 
sample. One of the measurement results is 
shown in Figure 3, in which PZT2 moves the 
sample in a saw-wave form wi th amplitude of 
about 8.5nm. 
The dual beam polarisation laser 
interferometer can be used for accurate high-
speed measurement o f small displacements, 
vibration, and disk flying height. 
Theoretically, a 12-bit A / D converter can 
provide a measurement resolution higher than 
A/4,096. However, because of the system 
noise, especially the electrical noise, the 
system in its present configuration has a 
general measurement resolution o f about 
0.5nm. The dual beam polarisation 
interferometer in its first version has been 
demonstrated to work effectively in our 
application. However, there are a number of 
issues to be addressed in order to realise its 
true potential. The interferometer wi l l be 
Figure 3 Measurement result for (fisplacement amplitutle of about aSnm 
9-138 
ft 137 
developed f rom its present state to include a 
frequency stable He-Ne laser and the 
interferometer itself wi l l be made to be 
compaa and f rom thermally stable materials 
Cinvar as opposed to aluminium). These 
improvements wi l l significantly improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio available, enabling more 
precise measurements of small displacements 
to be made. Choosing a higher sampling rate 
A / D board can olso increase the system's 
measurement bandwidth. 
D. CD-ROM optics 
The interaction between the read-write head 
and the disc surface causes the flying height of 
the head above the surface to change, and so 
the dynamic morphology of the rotating 
disk(s) is ortrcmely important. As the head 
moves outside its operating margin data-
transfer becomes a problem, eventually 
leading to data-transfer enx)r, as shown in 
Figure 4. As the disk (aluminium-
magnesium, coated with a thin magnetic layer 
and thin lubrication layer) rotates at speeds of 
up to 10,000ipm the disk flexes radially and 
circumferentially and the C D - R O M optics 
wi l l be utilised to measure these rotation-
induced effects. 
A C D - R O M drive utilises a laser with 
photodiodes to read data f rom the disk. The 
photo detector comprises four sensors and 
when tiie disk is perfectly focused the laser 
spot reflected of f the disk wi l l be centrally 
placed on the four sensors. The spot wi l l then 
move either left or right to cover one pair of 
spots depending on the distance of the disk. 
figure 4 Effect of vibration on disk drive operations: 3.5" hard disk 
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'ITie C D head is mounted to a micrometer 
controlled sliding table and aligned so as to 
reflect of f of a typical hard disk drive disk. I n 
normal operation two of the segments are 
summed and the difference from the other 
two segments is compared, to yield a signal 
four times greater than that observed from 
just the one segment. 
Using an oscilloscope to monitor the signal 
on one of the photodiodcs it was recorded 
that a peak voltage of 30mV was measured 
when the lens was 2.80mm away from the 
disks' surface. The response from the 
detectors is linear with distance, with a 
change of ± 0.2mm yielding a change in 
output of 1 20mV, a response therefore of 
0.1mV//im. After signal conditioning, the 
response becomes 0.4mV//im. Work in this 
area is part of ongoing research. 
SmsorReviffw 
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E. Piezoelectric sensors 
A n alternative means of characterising 
hard disk flutter is to use a thick film 
piezoelectric sensor, in this case 
polyvinylidene di-fluoride (PVdF). The 
sensor, in the form of a 110/im sheet, was 
used as a cantilever. When a piezoelectric 
material is deformed the potential difference 
across its electrodes is proportional to the 
average induced strain. The fixed end of the 
sensor was bonded to the drive's chassis such 
that the cantilever is pre-tensioned against the 
disk. Any movement of the disk would 
therefore bend the cantilever from its static 
position. Because the cantilever is pre-
tensioned, when the disk is static there is 
always a D C voltage. I f the disc causes the 
cantilever to move from its static position 
there wil l be a change in the cantilever's 
induced stress; the output voltage wi l l 
increase as the strain increases and vice-versa. 
The end of the cantilever rests on the edge of 
the disk to sense maximum displacement. 
Figure 5 shows the results obtained using 
this sensor arrangement, for a 3.5" hard disk 
drive rotating at 4,500rpm. The first peak (at 
75Hz) corresponds to disk rotation (disk 
clamping and spindle bearing), the second 
peak at around 500Hz corresponds to 
disk fluner, as predicted by finite element 
analysis, and the peaks at higher frequencies 
arc attributed to disk-suspension arm 
interaction. 
Rgure 5 Response from piezoelectric sensor showing the effect of disk 
flutter. Inset shows the actual sensor at the edge of the disk 
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F. Hard disk drive control system 
I t is appropriate now to look at the control 
system that is being developed for active 
control of the read-write head for both track 
following and flying height[20]. Current hard 
disk drives utilise a voice coil motor for 
positioning the head wi th respect to the data 
tracks, and design the head suspension system 
such that air flow, due to the rapidly rotating 
disk, " l i f t s" the head to the desired height 
above the disk surface. The system developed 
in the CRIST laboratory wi l l still use the 
voice coil motor for coarse track following, 
but fine positioning and flying height control 
wi l l be affected using piezoelectric stack 
actuators, as shown in Plate 6. Stack actuators 
offer advantages of useful actuation at low 
voltage (< 3V) and wide bandwidth 
operation. 
The attitude of the head is monitored using 
optical beam deflection (OBD) , whereby a 
laser beam is deflected by a small mirror 
above "tfie head" on to a position sensing 
quadrant photo detector, capable of 
simultaneously measuring displacements in 
the horizontal and vertical planes. The output 
of the detector, which is linear for small 
displacements, and has spatial resolution 
comparable with interferometers (i.e. sub 
nm) , is applied to the DSP implemented 
proportional integral and derivative (PID) 
controller for real time active control of the 
head suspension system. The suspension arm 
is set into resonance by applying bursts of 
band-limited white noise to the piezoelectric 
stacks and the resonant modes are sensed 
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Mate 6 Suspension arm incorporating stack actuators 
for simultaneous head positioning and flying height 
control 
Smsor fttvi«w 
optically, for both data tracking and flying 
height control. However, actuation in one 
plane can induce resonance effects in the 
orthogonal plane, and vice versa. 
Modif ied P I D controllers have been 
implemented to control and position the 
suspension arm with adequate bandwidth and 
stability. Bode plots show that the P ID servo 
system's control loop for the tracking stage 
can be closed wi th a 25.6kH2 gain cross-over 
frequency and phase and gain margins of 54" 
and infituty respectively. I'he flying height 
control stage is closed with a gain cross-over 
frequency of 2.33kHz and phase and gain 
margins of 51° and infinity respectively. 
Figure 6 shows the experimental opwn 
loop response and the theoretical closed loop 
response for track following, with the response 
for the flying height control similar to that for 
track following. 
In an actual hard disk drive, position 
sensing would be achieved via the rcadAvrite 
head for flying height and from the tracking 
servo for track positioning. I f data are read 
back from the disk, then according to the 
Wallace spacing loss equation[21], the 
amplitude of the read-back signal wil l be 
modulated by the spacing variations between 
the head and the disk due to the surface 
irregularities of the disk. 'I'he read-back signal 
f rom the magnetic head reflects the surface 
Volime 20 • Numbef 4 2000 • 307-315 
Figure 6 Open and ck)sed loop response for track positioning 
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topography of the disk, and wil l provide a 
feedback signal for the control system. 
Conclusion 
In the CRIST laboratory a number of sensor 
systems have been developed for the 
charaaerisation of magnetic media and data 
storage systems. An S L M , with dynamic read-
write capability, and an M F M have 
principally been developed for the 
characterisation of magnetic and magneto-
optical thin films. By utilising the intensity 
imaging mode, the SLAl is able to 
characterise the surface reflectivity with a 
spatial resolution of around 1/im. The M F M 
operates with the probe at constant height 
and so a prerequisite is that the surface 
topography is known. This is determined 
from a pre-imaging scan in AF^M mode, 
whereby the probe tip is brought into contact 
with a sample surface, and raster scanned 
across it. ' I l i e resultant deflection of the tip is 
recorded and used to create an image of the 
surface topography. The dual beam 
interferometer, for measuring head flying 
height, is so far able to measure dynamic 
surface topography of a rotating hard disk, 
with sub-nanometre resolution. Current 
instrument development is focused towards 
the simultaneous measurement of the head 
position, to realise the determination of its 
actual height above the disk surface in real 
time. 
In parallel with this is work on the dynamic 
characterisation of disk drives for ruggedised 
operations, such as in seismic data logging. 
Two experimental systems have been 
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developed for this based on C D - R O M optics 
and thick f i l m piezoelectric sensors to 
measure the topography of the rotating disk 
drive under hostile operating conditions. 
Measurements of data-transfer to and from 
die disk wi l l be used to further the 
understanding o f data-transfer failure 
mechanisms under hostile operating 
conditions. 
Operation of hard disk drives relies on the 
head-to-disk flying height being maintained at 
a constant height. A sensor-controlleiv 
actuator system has been developed to enable 
both the flying height and the track position 
to be maintamed. Optica] sensing is used at 
present to determine the attitude of the head 
and the response used to drive two 
independent actuators via a DSP ' 
implemented P I D controller. Future 
developments of this system wil l include the 
replacement of the optical sensor by a direct 
measurement of the head's position f rom the 
actual head readout signal itself. This wi l l 
form the basis of a realisable system diat wil l 
be developed commercially i n partnership 
wi th our collaborators, the Data Storage 
Institute, Singapore. 
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Head-Media Interface Instability Under Hostile 
Operating Conditions 
Glen Tuns ta l l Senior Member, IEEE, Warwick Clegg, David F. L . Jenkins, and Chibesa Chi lumbu 
Abstract—In the office envlroninent, compoters reliably 
transfer data to and from the bard disk drive and data transfer 
errors are extremely rare. However, when even "ruggedlzed" 
computers are operated In hostile conditions, valuable data con 
be lost as a result of read-write error due to either shock or 
vibration, seriously Impairing drive performance. For this work, 
drives have been vibrated over large frequency ranges In order to 
characterize their data-transfer performance. In order to ol}ser\-e 
the cause of (be problems, a drive has been modified with Integral 
sensors to Identify Internal system failures and the results of these 
Investigations are presented. These sensors have enabled the first 
unobtrusKe tests of the drives* mechanical frequency response 
while the drive Is In operation wllh sensors that can be easily and 
Inexpensively embedded within a hard disk drive for nse In a 
generic, smart, vibration resilient drive. 
Index Terms—Hard disk drive, PVdF, sensor, vibration. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
ET A R D disk drives are an economical fonn of mass storage, . widely used as secondary memory in virtually all com-
puter systems. Conventional hard drives are very reliable under 
normal operating conditions, but they can suffer from mechan-
ically induced failure when operated in hostile conditions. In 
areas where vibrations exist, hard disk drives can and do fail 
and no longer read or write data. A t best, the data transfer rate 
becomes vastiy inferior. 
Environments such as the military and aerospace arc synony-
mous with lai^c shocks and vibrations. Ocean-going craf\ can 
also encounter difTtculUes with hard drives as the engine and 
waves transmit vibrations through the hull. Dennis [1] evaluated 
many proposed solutions, though mainly large vibration isola-
tion cages and mountings that damped the vibrations. However, 
additional isolation mountings are not the ideal solution. The 
extra space and weight needed preclude this method from many 
key areas: adding both weight and bulk to a drive is hardly an 
improvement Passive dampers, which are only effective over a 
limited bandwidth, arc all that are used in current "ruggcdized" 
laptops. 
n . DISK DRIVE FUNDAMENTALS 
It is important to understand precisely what is happening 
within the drive and which system areas are failing under 
conditions o f vibration. When mechanical components are 
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vibrated, they bend and distort and this is further compounded 
when vibrated at resonant frequencies. 
There are two major mechanical components that, when ex-
cited at resonance, can result in data transfer failure. First, there 
is the suspension arm that prc-tensions the head against the disk 
to counterbalance its aerodynamic upthrust. This is designed 
to control Ihe flying height o f the head during normal oper-
ating conditions. I f the flying height o f the head is such tiiat 
it is outside o f its normal operating range, then the signal de-
grades and ultimately can lead to data transfer failure. In severe 
cases, the head wi l l crash down onto the disk and cause irrecov-
erable damage. Second, there is the hard disk (the data storage 
medium) itself. The disk can be driven such that it flutters up 
and down, causing tracking (or mis-registration) problems [2 ] . 
The problem can be compounded by the fact that i f the suspen-
sion arm is resonating, and, therefore, the head, the disk can be 
driven into oscillation due to the head pushing onto the disk and 
vice-versa [3] , [4J. 
Hard disk drives predominantiy use 3.5-in disks. These disks 
are all made to identical standards by a few din*crcnt manu-
facturers. It is fair to say that there are negligible variations in 
their construction. Therefore, all modes excited by the disk are 
common to all drives using 0.8 mm thick, 3.S-in diameter disks. 
m . E X P E R I M E N T A L 
A test rig has been constructed to allow the hard drive to be 
vibrated at accelerations of up to 50 g [7] . The hard drive is 
rigidly clamped to a plate that is vibrated by an electro-dynamic 
shaker. In these experiments, the drive is mounted so that it is 
excited in the plane through its spindle. Vibrating the drive in 
this manner closely simulates vibrations experienced when the 
drive is in its normal operating environment Excitations in this 
plane maximize any resonant effects o f the disk and suspension 
arm. Vibrating the drive in other planes w i l l still excite the same 
modes but to a lesser degree. I f the drive were to be excited 
in another plane, different effects and resonant modes wi l l also 
be experienced, like the lateral bending o f the suspension arm. 
The test rig allows the drive to be mounted in distinct, differcnl 
orientations. 
A piezoelectric sensor mounted to the plate enables measure-
ment o f the vibrations experienced by the drive and provides a 
feedback signal for the signal amplifler. A PC is used to control 
the sweeps o f vibration and acceleration that the drive receives. 
While the drive is being vibrated, the computer can write and 
read data to and from it , monitoring the time taken for the data to 
be correctly transferred. As the amplitude o f vibration increases, 
the drive's transfer rate slows down, eventually leading to the 
drive completely failing to transfer data. 
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Some interesting characteristics o f a typical 3.5-in drivers 
performance are its inability to transfer data at vibration levels 
greater than 1 g at 450 H/. and 600 Hz and yet the drive is re-
silient to about 45 g o f vibration below 400 Hz. These charac-
teristics can be cleariy seen in Fig. I . 
It was found that all 3.5-in hard disk drives tested, from a 
variety o f manufacturers, showed poor performance under con-
ditions o f vibration at frequencies an)und 450 Hz to 700 Hz. 
A l l systents, when subjected to vibration, can go into reso-
nance. It is evident that hard disk drives suffer from this phe-
nomenon. The fact that the drives operate poorly at certain fre-
quencies is indicative o f this. However, it is necessary to ascer-
tain which component or system is failing. 
To do this, sensors have been incorporated within the hard 
drive housing to try to gain an UTKlcrstanding of what is occur-
ring. However, the environment that the drive operates in must 
at all tinnes be undisturbed by the sensors. Hard disk drives arc 
hermetically scaled to prevent dust contamination damage and 
this dictates that when applying sensors to a Hv^rJbn^ hard dnve 
a sealed environment must be retained. In addition to this, the 
sensors included arc both iiKxpcnsivc and integrated within the 
drive. This enables the opportunity to develop a drive that can 
actively detect vibration, resonant rrKxlcs, and drive the sus-
pension arm accordingly, via rcal-tinK food back into a con-
trol system using piezo-electric actuators, to cancel such activity 
and create the "ruggedizcd" drive. While other nrjcasuring tech-
niques, typically intcrferon»eters or laser Dop)pler vibrometers, 
exist that can measure the disk and arm motion, they require 
external comporxints adckxl to the system that arc bulky, expen-
sive, aiKl complex. This is not wholly practical in, for example, 
a laptop. 
To n^easure the bending of the suspension arm, a thin (28 
/ i m ) sheet o f poly vinylldine flouride, PVdF, piezo material was 
bonded to the suspension arm to measure the average strain, as 
shown in Fig. 2. It is extremely important to use as fine a con-
i>ecting wire and as thin a layer o f cement as F>ossible so as not 
to disturb the system. The coaxial wire, which was conrKcted 
to the sensor, was botKlod to the suspension ami, allowing it 
to pivot at the same point as the arm pivots. This prevents the 
problem o f the voice coil motor nol having enough power to 
allow the suspension arm to track correctly across the disk. 
Fig- 2. Picture showing the insiik of the ntodificd hard disk drive. The piczo 
ekineni bonded to the top sur&cc of the su<fx3ision aim is an actuator (sec text). 
Or the lower side of the ann is the PVdF sensor. 
Fig- 3- A PVdF thin-film sheet has been bonded to the drive in a manner such 
thai M IS prc-tcnsioncd. Note that it is posibonod al Ihc outer edge of the disk. 
Measuring the disk movement is rather more difficult since 
the rotating disk has many modes o f rcsonarKC. 
The purpose o f measuring the disk displacement is to isolate 
disk and suspension arm movement to further our understanding 
about which is going into resoriance and at what frequencies. 
The sensor on the suspension arm wil l be able to identify when 
the suspension arm is moving, but the suspension arm might be 
moving because the disk has gone into resonance and the arm is 
following it, as it is designed to. Therefore, a sensor needs only 
to rrieasurc the displaccirxait o f the disk in the region where the 
head is positioned above the disk. Using software that utilizes 
BIOS commands, it is possible for the head and suspension arm 
to read data from any chosen track on the disk. Therefore, the 
head was placed at the outer edge of the disk to provide the most 
sensitivity to disk fluctuations and easier disk measurement. 
Another PVdF sensor was used to measure the disk's dis-
placement. This time, the sensor used was a cantilever that only 
introduces subtle changes to the system, with one end rigidly 
bonded to the drive's chassis in a maimer that prc-tensions the 
cantilever against the disk, as shown in Fig. 3. Any movenKmt 
of the disk would, therefore, bend the cantilever from its static 
position. The cantilever is bonded to the chassis at its most rigid 
point, closest to where the drive is nrwuntcd m a PC cage or on 
the test rig. This virtually eliminates any possibility o f the can-
tilever being falsely driven into resonance by its mounting. This 
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does not preclude the drive's chassis from flexing. This wi l l be 
detected by the disk moving and hence recorded by the sensor. It 
is fair to say though that chassis and bearing flex is detrimental 
to flying height stability and as a result needs to be recorded, 
which this sensor does. 
The magnitude o f the signal level was predicted to be very 
small, so every attention to reducing noise had to be incoipo-
rated. The coaxial wires running from the sensors embedded 
within the drive were further shielded with a fine mesh sleeve. 
To record the signals from the sensors, they were connected 
to a 12-bit data acquisition board, capable o f sampling the signal 
at up to 200 kHz. The system resolution is more than adequate 
to observe arm and disk movement attributed to external distur-
bances. 
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I V . FiNiTB E L E M E N T ANALYSIS 
Finite element analysis software was undertaken using Pro 
Mcchanica to model the resonant characteristics o f the disk and 
the results are shown in Fig. 4. Models were created to determine 
the resonant modes for both fi^e and clamped disks. To sim-
p l i fy the model the disk was assumed to be rectangular in cross 
section. The final model is outlined in Fig. 5. The disk cannot 
be modeled as completely circular, since the model is limited 
by the finite element mesh size. A reasonable number o f points 
defining the radii were chosen. In this case, the disk was defmed 
as having five inner rings and 24 dissecting lines, as shown in 
Fig. 6, Simulations were also made with a far greater number 
o f points and the effects on the predicted resonant modes were 
minor. I t was found that when clamped, the disk's fiist predicted 
mode o f resonance is at 440 Hz and this was confirmed by prac-
tical tests. 
It is known that the disk's resonant frequencies wi l l be 
slightly changed due to the gyroscopic effect o f the disk 
spinning. Further to this, it is also understood that due to the 
static position o f the sensor and the nature o f the disk's resonant 
undulations, a condition is created where the sensor detects 
two modes instead o f the one static resonant frequency. These 
resonant peaks are detected at the static resonant frequency, 
modulated by the disk's rotational speed The only mode that 
does not suffer from this effect is the "umbrella" mode, where 
the entire outer circumference diaphragms. 
Finite element analysis clearly demonstrated the difference 
in resonant fircquencies between a clamped and unclamped 
disk. Due to the mechanical nature o f the disk's clamp, perfect 
clamping does not occur and this results in both clamped and 
unclamped modes being excited. 
Fig. 5. Diagram outlining the key dimension and mnlcrials used nlicn 
modeling the disk using Pro-Mcchanicn Finite Element Analysis software. 
V . R E S U L T S 
Since we wish to extend this work to include active control 
o f the head's flying height, a piezoelectric actuator was also 
mounted on the top o f the suspension arm. Ultimately, an active 
ami wi l l use the piezo actuator to drive the ami, counteracting 
any resonant modes and the sensor element is used to record 
overall response. Tests have shown that the piezo actuator makes 
only minor changes to the ami's mechanical characteristics. 
In order to validate the system and enhance our understanding 
o f the components being measured, tests were undertaken that 
could easily be related to other work [2] , [ 4 H 6 ] . but being fun-
damentally different in the respect that these tests are the first 
unobtrusive tests while the drive is in operation. These tests were 
designed to interpret the frequencies o f resonance o f the disk. 
The drive was run with its l id on so as to emulate its normal 
working condition. The disk was then excited through impulse 
shocks transmitted to it in the form o f a mass dropped onto the 
chassis. The shocks were delivered repeatedly in such a way as 
to excite all o f its prominent modes o f resonance and the fre-
quency response was calculated by FFT. Once built up, the re-
sults gave great insight into all the accessible modes o f both the 
disk and suspension arm, confirming many o f the modes ob-
served in other papers, shown here in Figs. 7 and 8. 
The peaks at 75 Hz. 150 Hz, and 225 Hz are due to disk 
warpage and uneven clamping. This creates a degree o f disk 
runout and hence peaks at the disk speed and its harmonics are 
observed. In this cas, the disk is spinning at 75 Hz or 4500 rpm. 
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Fig. 6 . Results from Pro-Mechanica showing ihc rcsonimt modes: the upper two show the "umbrella" motlc. 
The suspension arm has major resonances at I kHz, 1.29 kHz, 
1.45 kHz, 2 kHz, and 2.22 kHz. The suspension arm is observed 
to be bending at 440 Hz and between 590 and 855 Hz. This 
is because the disk is bernling. seen as large peaks in Fig. 7, 
and the suspension arm is following the disk, maintaining tJie 
correct flying height for the head [3J, [4] . It was also noticed 
that, in some cases, where the suspension arm went into reso-
nance, the force o f its nwvcment was enough to bend the disk. 
For example, the suspension arm experiences modes at around 
1.29 kHz and 1.45 kHz which are coupled and seen in Fig. 6, 
as movement in the disk at these frequencies. I f this interaction 
were to become loo great, it would be possible for the head to 
actually crash into the disk. 
The modes measured unobtrusively with the PVdF sensors 
arc in good agreement with those measured by others [2] , 
[4] [6J. There are, however, subtle differences attributed to the 
l id that acts as an air damper and so suppresses disk movement. 
The disk flexes up and down, the so-called "umbrella" mode, 
when the entirety of its circumference is in phase. The pocket 
o f sealed air between the disk and lid limits its movement; the 
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flying on the disk. 
l id in effect acts as a damper. The air bearing's performance is 
also slighUy adjusted when operated with the l id on. The slider 
relies upon air flow created by the spinning disk. With the lid 
removed the local air velocity is going to be affected, hence 
affecting the air bearing's characteristics. 
In order to reinforce our understanding o f existing results, a 
nrcasurc o f the tracking error was obtained. The drive was v i -
brated, from 50 Hz to 3 kHz, while the U^cking servo signal 
was observed. The magnitude o f this signal corresponds to the 
degree of track displacement, or how far the head has moved 
away from its desired position in the center o f the data track. 
This is known as \hc tracking error From Fig. 9 it can be seen 
thai large radial displacements were observed around 1775 Hz 
and 1875 Hz. This is probably due to the suspension arm going 
into resonance and causing the tracking servo to compensate for 
this apparent misalignnwnt. The peak observed at 575 Hz is at-
tributed to disk resonance. Displacements, although compara-
tively small, were repeatedly observed around 2225 Hz. The two 
modes at around 1.9 kHz and 2.22 kHz correspond with the ac-
tivity, detected by the PVdF sensor, o f the arm at arourxl 2 kHz 
and at 2.22 kHz. 
V I . C O N C L U S I O N 
Data loss was found to be significant at frequencies between 
450 and 700 Hz. The disk's first resonant mode was found ex-
perimentally to be at 440 Hz and validated through finite ele-
ment analysis simulations. It was found that when the disk goes 
into resonance, the movement was great errough for disk and 
suspension, coupled via the air bearing, to move synchronously 
together. This has been observed through modes being detected 
by both PVdF sensors at cxactiy the same frequencies. How-
ever, there is an initial phase lag between disk motion and arm 
motion, the exact nature of which has yet to be experimentally 
verified. This creates a variation in the flying height, a major 
contributing factor to data transfer errors. 
Disk and aim movement has been found to increase tracking 
errors, seriously degrading the drive's performance to transfer 
data. This is particularly evident at frequencies where the arm 
and disk arc coupled and suflcring from a resonant force. 
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M aM storage deitsrties at present are 3 Gbits/m and 
It IS pre*cted that densities n eicess af 40 GbrtsAin" wil 
bt possible before the year 2003 Alonij with this devel-
opment IS the requirement for the accuracy of head 
fMiliMMii ta a m bcyMi that provided by prtstil 
l idar i i | ) ( brill • i m B d 1^ pMiiHHii far trai±^ 
iKHiM and raxis ptsitioninf for (tymg heifht control. 
Tbt toaiis M bead ptsjUiwig CMU-tl are eves more 
i i B i i i i l wlwi the bard disk drnre is operated M^er 
hostile conditions of shock and vihratMn. This paper 
considers the problem of read write error assKiated 
with hard disk drnres operatmg under adverse condi-
tions and looks at how current actuator technology 
may be used to circumvent the problem. 
P«»4 ' V r ^ r<*tl N i l 
INTRODUCTI0II 
As WP nMAT towards ttie m-vs luillnmmtii u f .in- f.u «"<l 
with the increasing demands of hard disk drive 
mrlmokjf^. Data storage chiisity (tNitinues to increase. 
%vhlch means that the head must fly even ckiser to the 
disk surtee: stale of the art flylfig lieighlsarecumnitly 
around 15 nm. This is coupled with the increasing 
demand for faster trai k arress. which means that the 
di.sk drive is re<|uired to operate at increasingly 
higher speed. This represents a challenge for PCs 
< • ( ) « • [ . I I in the ofli i r ruvironinriit. fiut pr«-srnls 
mme serious (itfTkuMes for compuhrs working in condi-
tions where itiey are subjected to shock and vibration. 
Uns IS (if |>.irTj( nl.ii mfrn-si f«) niili(-irA .uid .M-rnsfi.M »• 
applk3tions: and to a lesser extent will also affect ifiers 
of l.i|>i<i|> < orn|nifrrs 
I l i r i isr of | I H / IM1«M ln« rn . i l rn . i l - , li.is r( (ri\« (| 
conriderable attention because of their light weight, 
fast response, low cost, high stiffness and avail 
ability in different sizes. Piezoelectric materials are 
wnfrlN us4 <f . I S si iisnrs .uid .i< tii.itois in . I | ) | I I M .ilioiis 
such as: active vftiration control 111. noise reductkxi 
| 2 | . sliape control | 3 | and damage avsessment | 4 | . 
Piezoelectric materials, such as lead zirconate 
litaiiate (PZT), are commonly available as bulk 
ceramkrs and in thick and thin film form. Recent 
advances in the design and manufacturing o f 
arnis |>iHe .uid . j iUniiMHivr systi ins l i . ivr rxteiHl*^! ff ir 
use of piezoelectric fibre-reinforced composite 
materials, owing to ttieir high s t i f f n t ^ to weig^ and 
strength-to weight ratios. As a result, research 
efforts concerning the use of piezoelectric fibre-
reinforced composite stnxrtures, both for continuinis 
and dLstriliuted structures, have been on the hicrcase. 
Chandrashekhara and Donthireddy | 5 | presented a 
mathematical m(Klel to demonstrate the dynamic 
response of pk7x>-composite lieams. The independc^it 
beliaviour of tfie sensor and actuator was Investigtted 
and numerical results were presented to demonstrate 
the ability of tiie closed loop system to actively 
control the vibratton of laminated beams. The aim 
of the work presented In this paper is to slmw 
progress towards the fabrication of a stiff, light 
weight active composite 'smart' arm. fabricated 
from glass or (arhon fibn* ninfiirted co^1pnsite^ wtiirh 
would be used in a dual-actuation mechanism In 
advanced computer liard cilsk drives. This wfiukf enahk' 
both pf>sltioniiig control of the liead flying height (z 
axis) above the disk and high resolution tracking 
(y-axis). capable of sub-nanornefre positk>ning. 
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HARD DISK DIIVE CNARACTERISATION 
A I I U I H I M T of issiM's arr being ackinrvMnl in this work to 
(liiiriM trris«' disk «lrivr iM'rformaiMv lUMkr mndition& 
of sluick aiid vibration: 
• Rrad write data transfer. 
• Dynamk: rliarac teris;itlon of flM* liead. 
• I )vniuni( < hiira( trrisiition of tin* disk 
A vtiratkm test rig has been ccnstructpd to f k i l u i i r i i K 
ttM* (TNiditions under which a given disk drive (hard or 
floppy) fails. The test system consists of an ekctmdy 
namic shaker driven via a power osdllator controll«"<l 
by a PC'-operate<l fun<ti<Ni generator. The software 
use<l Is able to generate sinusoidal frequency sweeps or 
rafMlnm frpqumcy / ampllude les^ The d k k drive under 
investigation is rigidly rlamped to tiie top plate of tin* 
dectrodynamic siiaker and tiie disk Is vibrated whilst 
(Lii.i IS Ix-iiijM'jrtMi I V . M I friHiHM w i i t t n i to I I H ' disk I 
written to the disk can be either a 1 or 0. or a raiMitNn 
mixture of both. Tlie arrangement used Is shown 
sciiematically in Flgun' 1 Tin* data R«>nerate<l is inter 
preted to generate a pk>t of the Working Area a in l 
I iilhin- Arra as a function of firequetv^ aivl acoeleratinn. 
Figures 2 and 3 show typical resuilsfa-a 1 (;Bhanl<iKk 
and a 3 ' / ; ' fkippy (Isk (hive. Iberr fi^fjn?* S ^ M V ihp tvffiMr* 
of ( i i m t t o[N'rati4Ni aiMl faihin* It S I M N I W I IM* iM)ted diat 
all regions above the line cnrrespiNMl to ^h i re . wtM*reas 
at any pniif hek^ ttie Hir read wrtti' of iratiiai are pnvtibli-. 
but pcrfcrmarvr cif^-aries as tJie b i M i i ^ is appnMiliitl 
I jooldng at Figures 2 and 3 It can be seen tfiat fkippy 
di-sk drives are considerably worse at transferring data 
iiMkT (xmditions of vibration at MO Hz or kss compared 
tf) liard disk drives, and the situatkm reverses at higher 
fnqumties. For lisrl ffek tklves we (ilvffTV^ t i l t the d r v ^ 
h partkiilarly siiMiiitiliie to faikMV in ttie firei|uency regiiHi 
400 Hz to 800 Hz. and this has been true for al l hard 
tirives tested in our laboratory. 
HEAD-DISK INTERFACE CHARACTERISATION 
In order to improve tlH* data transfer of liard disk 
<lrives urMier adverse conditions. It Is n«rcessary to 
(fctermine liow tlw n'lativi' motNtri of iln- IM-JHI a in l disk 
correlates with tin* ((MHlitions uiMler wl i i rh failure 
(M (iirs. Tliis work falls into a number of areas: 
• [ i M i f i ' c l < M i M i i l .m.il \Nis.)f I I M - d \ ii.miu inotplMilojvs 
of rotating disks. 
• Disk vibratkMi nieasurenKMits using arrek«n>nM' 
ters. 
• FjcpiTirmnfal nnvisun'onnt of disk viljratkMi diarac 
teristics. 
• Heiid flying height nM'asunMiM iifs 
The mrxlelling of ttie liard disk lias been carried (Nit 
itsin; Imifi- r l i i m i i l .iinK-sis Iln-dtsk is iiiidi'lfc'd t()(kiir 
mine the modal frr(|ijencies of vilratkii . This simws tint 
the lesonant frequencies an? 470 Hz anti 800 Hz. To check 
\Mjikn) and latkMC. far a 1 G8 hand cink dmc 
f iguc 3 fimfafcj 
VMvtung ^  MUC «Das far a 3'//floppy ( M (»nc 
fKjitv 4 (txmomt 
Rcsonaft tcxfjcncy al hard cksk 
7 2 d a t a 
rxfufiim-fitaliy. initial wtMk lias Ixt ii uiMk-rtakm iisliig 
a niiiiiatiin' actTkrometir attached to the perimeter of 
tl«' disk H M - tltspbtjaiiaM of the <fck was reninted over 
a frequency range, after an initial excitation. This 
shows that the fiMtdunental frequency was 5 6 4 Hz 
aiKi that ttie resonant frequency was 4 8 8 Hz. H I R I M T 
modes, with oarresponiling^ ntlutti anifilitixles. at 8 0 0 
H? arwl QTiO Hz. are also observed. Th«"se results are In 
af^mnrnt with McAllister | 6 | and Filwarck | 7 ) . Flguns 
4 antl 5 sIvMV the natural anti r i - n m lesfnne nf a typkal 
lianl disk drive respectively 
ACTUATOIS 
Till' an-al ntonlins dtusitic-s (if niii^mtk luinl disk (hivi-s 
(HDIK) l»avi« (kMjbled every 1 8 mondis in n-cmt years 
SeagMe recendy set a tiew areal density benchtnark of 
1 6 . 3 GB/ln2 |81. Within tfils same development, a 
flying height of 1 5 nm has been set and a new lienc h 
rvmk far tracic ckiisity ( 4 3 0 0 0 tpi) has lieeii <-stal)lbiM'd 
The cumiit pn-dictkm b that If this trend of gniwth 
rcMitiiuics. wf" S IMMIICI rxiM-^ t an-al (k-nsitM-s of hard 
drives to he around 4 0 GB/ki' by die year 2 0 0 2 . and die 
hrad flying '"^it to he aniund 1 0 nm in order toaciilew? 
such high areal densities, very narrow data tracks will 
be re(|ulred. WM\ current technology, which uses a 
ccNiventional vokre-coil motor. It will became liicreas-
in^ly (iMirr d i f i u wit to |Mr«itiofi a tiiH i^H tM I N - . N I on top 
of a narrow data track with the high accuracy and 
precision recyjfced. This has been attributed pwtly to the 
hysteresis of the actuator's pivot bearing and the 
actuatir's smjitural n i^crant nixkrv v^ucii limit t l v tiatk 
ftiiliMving servo's kw-fiecjuency error n^"ctkMi atteiHs<kii 
and bandwklth | 9 | . One method diat couW circumvent 
diis K the tfie of a dual stage ariuatkm mechanism This 
involves (lie of a fiiM' li^^i iKiiMlwkldi inkroiM tiuitor 
for very fine data tracking and head flying lielght 
aNitn>l. Most rescrarc li into dual-stage actuators has 
involved t lw U M - of t\w nik nw< tiwtor f«>r (Lu;i ir.M k i i i j i 
only 1 9 1 2 ) . 
However, amdier need has also been kientified to be 
able to control the head flying helglit. The microactu-
ator. In conjunction with appropriHe podttoning control 
a^gcridans. win be able to control the suspenskm arm 
MH l i tint riM- tlviti); lin>«lit < .in \ti-.Hl|iisfMl 10111.11111.1111 
ilu" liead at tlie correct height above the rotating 
rii.i)-!H fH disk Maintiiininj'f»M-1 o m t t llyinj^ iM ij'.lii is 
\nt (Hiiiii)' IIM o'.isiiijjK iiM>n' i[ii|MHr.inl .is llvinj- iH i^ .tits 
are reduced even fiather to realise greater an*al stora^-
dnnitirs k i n u ^ r t i r cfrics. In t t i s bhrvativy. three ptKJnk' 
l^^ ltf^  Iwv^-\ntt\kli-iMitMil to divi kni iutuirtcrs rliHt w m l d 
enalik' actlvr* flying iM-iglit contn)! to In- in lik'vcd as wi*II 
as prcrvkling fine ciata tracking. 
• ri<ni(k"d pic/iM'li i tri< .i( tii.ifors 
• RmbecWed ptezoelectric actuators 
• CompcKite plezoefcKtric arms. 
BONDED PIEZOILECTIIC ACTUATOIS 
Ptezoekxtric bulk ceramk^  etment sudi as k^ ad zimiuttj* 
tllanare (PZT) can be attached ckise to the root of tlw-
knd Ix-am suspensiivi arm to cither pcKition ttie arm up 
or down cv to suppress Induced motion within tltc 
arm ai n-sonait frequencies 113| . When operated in this 
way. the actuator thickness should be as stnall as 
piarible. but of comparahk thickness to tliat of tlic 
canlfl^^. The tvm main reascvis frir diis are: to optimise 
dKcandkwactuatkai | 1 4 ) and. to prevent dv> artuanir 
from affecting the dynamic characteristics of the 
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cantilever. This toe hni<|iM' has been used previously 
for nik nvpcRitkming and active* v i l ra tkNi cxvimil 115| 
Another route involving bcKHk-d actuators is tlir 
use of composite piezoelectric materiab. It is paBMe 
to make a piezoelectric thk:k film by (tMohinin^ p i i ' / o 
electric powder and epoxy resin 1 1 6 | . However, films 
produred using this mcthcMl liave a much lower plezo-
electiicactivityawnpaniI In hulk ( I I . I H I K - . . I I I I I . Ui.ms* 
of the flexibility of tfie film, this activity (aiuiot I M -
c:oupk>d adequately to the underlying structure. In 
order to (ir<iiniv<'iii this p roh l rn i . < f>ni|N)site films 
I H V P been ninftmstl irJng glass frfae and/cF cadxni filxe 
117| . These films offcr rmxii Improved rigkHty. ccviifKin<d 
I I I si.iiidard (cxiifxisin's. n-sultiof^  in iiMXi'sisixl r f f i - c l iv r 
I H - I M I I I I ^ iiMHiM'iits (»( I I H - .irm ( mivni w ink is Ix uij', 
extendcHi to improve tlie films by reinforcing tlie 
compositr using PZT fibres. Tills wiD f i r m wliat vKt wffl 
call an actively reinforced composUr'. whkii shook! <iffcT 
improved actuatkm and rigkllty. 
EMBEDDED PIEZOELECTIIC ACTOATOIS 
I I M ' sinipl«*st nH'tluMl is to niilMHl [luvix'li'c 1 ri< sf.u ks 
kao the head suspendivi systmi Wlifc* n«ik*^ rtr owma 
stainkss steel load beam suspenskn. the phao-stacfla 
are embedckxl at tlw T I K I of the aluminium frame arm. 
One stack Is embedded such that when actuated, it 
produces motion c/the ami In the x-y plane (finr fine data 
tracking). The odier stack Ls embeckled sudi diat It 
poMlucc^ motion in tiie z-axis. Since both piezoelectric 
stacks are embedded at the end of the aluminium 
frame, resonance effiects within the aluminium arm do 
i¥>t affect the performancr of tln' pi<'zoc"k«ctrlc stadcs. 
In Htklitkn. the locackm of the piezoelectric stacks 
cnRurcs that increased servo liaiHlwifkh can be realised. 
This woric Is also currently In progress, and Is of grrat 
commercial Interest. 
ACTIVE COMPOSITE 
CumiIt tfximokigy uses a spning stiiinlcss st i i ' l (^nitikver. 
to wtikii the head and gimlial assembly Is attaciiecl at 
the end. As siat«*d pnMously. a vokr atW moor is 
used to position the head In the x-y plane for track selec 
tkxi. whereas the flying Iwlglt (z-axis) is cktemiined fnxn 
tlwMiMiipliaiKvof tiM-.imi, .M M « I V I I . I I I I I ( < luii.KtrnsiM s 
7 3 
In onfcr to improve hani tlisk piTfonnaiicc. In terms 
nf rrliabk* <lata traiisfiT. it is a fiiiKlanH*f«Hl nxitiin^nipnt 
rtiHi rtr nalAvrtr hrad is nwimainnl at a avist»ii \inf$t 
above the rotating disk. (X«- research has shown that 
disk flexure can severeJy affect data transfer under 
adverse condirkjns. hut it S IM Mikll M • (MKsible to drcunv 
vent this l imitat ion b y developing appropriate 
sensor actuator systems. A number of possible 
(oiilijjiiratioiis h a v r Ixi-n invrsli)',af»Hl. Iwvi'd U J K M I 
o[»(i< al s< i!sirij^ .uu\ pu /tn U i trn mn r o .\^  Hlat^^r^ I I M -
wiik' liaiNhvidth of piezoelrctrir actuators lias aln*a<ly 
Ni ' ii S I M M I I l o n n l i k n-siMuuH vil)r.iiMHis lo \n-(IHU\*\\ 
whilst siniultarM>(Nisly alk>wiiig ttte flying iM'ight to hi> 
(iMiiiolk'tl [•iitiirr w»>rk will < (Mitinm- ttic n-si an li . U M I 
(tiM'ioiNiMiK i r < o s m s i r ^ t i « t i r systems in (xiraDel witti 
the characterisati4xi and modelling of liani disk driv<-» 
InpBiticukr. wparr iiiten-stiil in I IMMII-MIII} ' Liiniiwiii- <ltsks 
incorporating passive damping. These may give a 
significant improvi-nient in ruggediscd systems, even 
without active control of the head-suspension system. 
F ^ 6 M 
Corrfxi5«? pcA3c«canc 
Mn bonded lo ihc roar 
ProKJtypc al coivposMc 
of ftn" air Iwariiij; slitk-r and tin* sfW'f'cl of mtatkNi of rfn" 
disk. The wtmle kiad suspension arm Is fabricated 
from cartxNi arKl glass fibre, with PZT distributed 
within ttM' (fMiipjisite framework lo make it active. 
The composite arm would control the Iwad flying 
IM-I)>,III aiMl I I M - (iirrrnt aluminium franM' wouki have a 
[iir/i> si,H k « inl«-<l<V-<l wifhin its fratiM- to [jriKlin r I I I M 
nN>ti(Hi for data tracking. heiM:r n>alising \\w dual 
stage 2-dimensional artuatkm. Howev^. die fairkatkNi 
of such a compGsile arm is timecxvisuniing aiwl mjiiln-s 
several stages of Intricate work, and hence may be 
urmtractMr fcr commrrcfa] aflnptkm in cumK disk drive 
mass-producing factories. A prototype of such a 
composite arm is shown in Figure 7. 
CONCLUSION 
A niRisunm*"nt systmi lias Xwn (k'vekjjM'd to (k'tmniin' 
I I M M H < fv. i.iri-. (tt (Lit.I tr.iiistrr lo . I I K I fn>iii tlir li.ird 
disk under conditions (A vibrati<Mi (and shock). In 
|Hnilk"l wirti wrk. tta'(f>iuinik iiiir|)lioliijjy <#liiMTl disks 
L I S 1X111 iiivi-sti>',at«-<l rx |wTi! i i i ritalK usmj', .M « r h t o i i i 
etiTs and modelknl using finite efc-ment analysts. Tlie 
fCBuks <ilHihr<l have, not surprisingly, shown that 
(Lir.i tr.iiisfi r is slroiij",lv a f f n t t i l h \ tiM- (tviuiiiiu N luis 
itMir of the disk itself. 
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Abstract - When Q hard disk drive is operated under 
hvisiilc coiKiiiions nuciuaiions of (he head flying height 
uffecl diita-iransior. cvcntnnlly tcadinj^ to complete data* 
transfer failure. A test facility has been developed lo 
enable data-iransfer and ihcir associated luilure 
mechanisms lo be characterised. In order to circumvent 
this problem and to obtain greater control of the head 
flying height a novel suspension arm has been developed 
which incorporates muhi-laycr bulk PZT actuators, l l i is 
will enable rcal-iime active adjustment of the head flying 
lielghi with higit precision nnd accuracy, white the disk 
drive is in operation. 17ic ann developed is tested 
dynamically and characterised, and specialised closed-
loop control algorithms developed to position nnd control 
the head above the disk surface. 
INTRODUCflON 
Hard disk drives are an economical form of ntass storage, 
widely used os secondary memory in virtually all 
computer .systems. Convcniional hard drives arc very 
reliable under norma) operuiing conditions, but they can 
suffer from mechanically induced failure when operated 
in hostile conditions. In arwis where vibrations exist hard 
disk drives can. and do fail, and no longer read or write 
d;itn. At best (he dala-iransfer rate becomes \-astly 
inferior. 
Hnviroimients such as military and aerospace arc 
synonymous with large shocks and vibrations. Ocean 
going crafl can also encounter difficutiies with hard drives 
as die engine and waves transmit vibrations through the 
hull. Dennis | l ] c^'aluaicd many proposed solutions. 
(l>ough mainly targe vibration isolation cages and 
mountings that damped the vibrations. However, 
additional isolation mountings are not the ideal solution. 
The extra space and weight needed precludes (his method 
from many key areas: adding bo(h weight and bullc to a 
drive is hardly an improvcmcn(. Passive dampers, which 
are only cnec(ive over a limited bandwidth, are all that 
are used in current 'ruggediscd' laptops. 
The dnta-storagc recording densities of magtictic hard 
disk drives (HDDs) have doubled every 18 months in 
recent years. IBM leccntly demonstrated a storage 
density of 35.3 GB/in' [2|. In order to realise high (rack 
and storage densities of 40 GB/in' or more, flying height 
wilf be reduced to around S-IO nm. One approach that 
lias been considered to achieve such low Hying heights is 
(he use of an extremely sniuoiti disk surface to enhance 
the slider tlying stability and reduce thermal noise crT:aled 
by friction, 'lliis approach may. however, require /one 
te.viuring. when the convcniional contaci-sian-slop (CSS) 
is used, to avoid serious head-disk damage |3|. Ahliough 
a load/unload process has been proposed to adtlrcss ihis 
problem the challenge is to be able to maintain the 
correct flying Itciglit in conditions of shock and vibration 
while the drive is in operation. This is especially useful in 
ponable hard disk drives or dedicated drives l)cing used in 
critical applications for military and medical purposes, or 
ficldwork such as mineral exploration, S|>oning activities 
or even space navigation. 
In this paper, a novel feature that incorporates actively 
controlling the correct flying height while the HDD is in 
operation is presented. 'lYifOugh careful design and with 
(he use of multi-layer bulk PZT ac(uators. the suspension 
arm is able to realise motion in (wo orthogonal axes. One 
corresponds to motion rvquired lo provide One data 
tracking and the other, precision flying height control. In 
current commercial HDDs, the net loading force is 
approximnlely 35mN during normal openuion (5|. An 
adjustment of + lOmN of this loading force would rcsuli 
in a change in the flying height of about + 20*i'o, giving 
snlficient tolerance for active flying height control. 
DISK DKIVn I-UNDAMI:N'fALS 
It is impoiiant lo understand precisely what is liappening 
within the drive, and which systems areas are failing 
under conditions of vibration. There are two major 
mechanical cotnponcnis that, when excited ni resonance, 
can result In data-transfer failure. Tirsily. there is (he 
suspension ami that pre-tensions the head against the disc, 
litis is designed to control the flying height of the head 
during nonnal operating conditions. If the flying height 
of (he head is such thai it is ouLside of iis normal 
operating range, then the signal degrades, and iiliimately 
can lead to data-transfer failure. In severe cases, the head 
will crash down onto the disk and cause irrecoverable 
damage. Secondly, there is the hard disk itself *l'he disk 
can be driven such that ii flutters up and down, causing 
UTicking (or mis-rcgisiraiion) problems (61. The problem 
can be compounded by (he fiict that if the suspension arm 
is resonating, and therefore the head, the disk can he 
driven into oscillation due to the head pushing onto the 
disc luid vice-versa |7, 81. 
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D I S K ORIVl C I IARACrKRISAl lON 
A icM tjcilii> lus been consirucicJ to .illou the hard drive 
10 be %ihiiitcd .11 ^tXl:lcraInMl^ ol up lo 5()e o\L'r a 10 k l l / 
hiittduidih riK- l\ard drive is riuHlty elampcd in a pUte 
thill IS vibrated h\ uii cleL-trih^>i)amic shaker, dn^en by 
eompiiicr controlled iVequeneN suecps. Mounted to the 
plate IS .1 pie7<K*lectnc accelcromclcr to niotmor 
vibnitions ihnt ihe drive cxperieiKes 
Ihc first set of expcrintenis were conducted to assess (he 
data-ininster pcrlormdnce ol ihc drive whilst mnlerjioing 
iiidiiceil external vibrBiion Certain irend!> hu\e been 
observed tor all the drives tested. C'onsislenl transfer data 
failure has been observed k-iwecn J(XiH/ and (<<K)H/ as 
dt^plH)ed in r'i);urc I 
trame v\iihin Hhich pie/tK-lccttic actuatoi st.tcks (type 
(alloy ol two major materials, uluniiniuni and topperi 
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I'i^. I Data-transfer as a function of frequency of 
vibration and acceleration, showing ihai principle data-
Iniiisfer failure occurs between 4(H) and 700 H/. 
The ncvl tesis were designed to measure the movement of 
the suspension arm using a pic/ocleciric sirain sen.sor 
(HVdI V Ibe sliain. assumed to be proportuxial to 
suspension end displacement, was measured as a tunclion 
of cxcilnlion treqiiency, as shown in 1 iyure 2. KCMJIIS 
obtained usme C ' K - K O M optics, currently under 
developim-nt, show pxxi correlation w ith this data 
r>ATA LOSS PREVKNTION 
IJltimalcly. to prevent periormance degradation, an 
actively controlled suspension arm will be tilted lo a hard 
drive. file suspensioti anii will be built such thai, 
ultimately, actiiatitrs will be able tn control the head tn 
two orthogonal plaiK's I his will allow freedom lo change 
the Hying height, and also enable sensitive tracking 
adjustments. With an appropriate control system this will 
allow the head lo carefully fi>)low' the disk surface and 
make sensitive tracking eorrections-
SllSPRNSlON ARM DP.SIGN 
A prototype of the suspension arm described above h:is 
Ix'cn buitt a.s shown in figure 1. It comprises a duralumin 
71l '2().'iO.'il. Morgan-MairiK. U K ) are embedded. < IIK 
actualt>r mainiains the desired flying Iteighi of ihe bead 
above a rotating disk wk'reas Ihe uiher ensiia-s high-
bandwidth precision and iHrciiraie track tollowtng. A 
stainless sicel l(»admg beam is glued lo the framework ot' 
the su.spension ami but instead ol the sikter-head 
drrangcmeni attached at its end. it lus a small mirror 
attached to tacilrtatc the characicnsulion of the ann wlwn 
using the optical beam delleciMin iechnu|iie |*», I0|. 
Pig 3 Prototype suspension arm incorporating 
multi'layerbulk IV I actuators 
SUSPENSION ARM C HARAC I t RISATION 
ITie suspensHMi anii is tested dynnniicBlly bv investigating 
the amount of end-dellechon possible al voltages 
comparable to ihov used in a hard disk drive 
environment .Alsti, restMiunce nuvdes of the arm aa-
investigated in order to help develop ii suilnble closed-
loop servo tontioller Ihe ami is set inio resonance by 
apphing burst') of band-hrniied while noise lo the 
pic/ocleclnc slack and IIK- restMiani HHKICS sensed 
optically However, actuation m one plane can induce 
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resonance cfTccLs in the onhogonal plane. unJ vicc-vcrsa. 
*l'lic results arc shown in l-igurc J nnd ii can be seen llinr 
ihc fiindamcnml resonance is a) MO M/. nlihoiigt) bccuusc 
ol* iis complex mechanical .siruciure there urc other 
resonances QI higher frequencies. It is impnnani to 
remember tliai due (o ihc complex nature of (he unn. 
resonance in one stage of motion docs induce resonances 
in other stage of motion (used for truck following). 
6 r ( . v ) = A',. + 
A" 
+ K 0) 
Where A', is the integral gain. A'„ is the derivative (znin 
and AV is the proponional gain icnn. All these three 
parameters of the controller must to l>c determined. ITie 
transfer function OrmW of the PID controller developed 
for the flying height control stage is: 
100% 
h to* 
Suspension Arm 
Resonance UO l U 
KOi UOO Mno toco TOOO 0CD9 
rig. <1 Frequency response of suspension arm to a 
broadband while noise. Fundanicninl arm resonance 
i!iUl MO 
SUSPENSION AKM CON I UOLI.nR DESIGN 
Proponional integral atid derivative (PID) conirollcre 
have been implemented to control and position the 
suspension arm with adequate bandwidth and stubitiiy 
n i l . 
The transfer functions of the flying height control stage, is 
approximated lo be of second order and is of the form: 
( I ) 
+2pro„s + QjJ 
Where a\, la the natural frequency of die individual stage 
of motion of the suspension arm and p is (he damping 
factor. Doth these pommciers arc calcula;cd from ihe 
wlucs of the time constant (T) and the resonant frequency 
(f,) of each individual stage oflhe suspension unn. 
l l ic transfer function of the plant Cn,i(s} for the flying 
height control motion stage includes the transfer function 
of (he suspension orm (flying height motion) Cm<s} plus 
ilie gain p;imnielcr of the 0 1 3 D sensor JI>7;. 
I Iciicc the tninsfcr function of the plant Cnv(s) is given 
as: 
a77^.IO •04265 
<^ = T (2) 
Where = 0.774. lo'', 2 1 . 7 9 6 ^ and A,=0.4265. 
fhc PID compensator developed has a transfer function of 
the form: 
( j " + 754 ..t -6.02 10^) (•>) 
The closed-loop transfer function QiJT,„(s) of the 
system for the (lying height control motion, al.so showing 
the location of the poles and zeros, is calculated as: 
(iw 377 - 67Sy)(.v r 377 » 67Sy> 
f Ul -j (5) 
( i t l'»3 -r 1081/"Vi t 193 - IOSiyK.v * 3X-11 
'ITie closed-loop system bandwidth of the flying height 
control motion stage is calculated from ils Uode plot. I'hc 
system bandwidth realised is about 4.8 kH/„ fhe flying 
hci^u control stage is closed with a gain crossover 
frequency of 1.34 kf lz and phase and gain margins of 50* 
and infinity respectively. Tliis implies thai the control 
system is \xry stable. 
Modified proportional integral and derivative (PIO) 
controllers have been implemented to control and position 
Ihc sus(>cnsion arm with adequate bandwidth and stability. 
Bode plots show that the PID servo system's control loop 
for the tracking stage con be closed with a 25.6 klly. g:iiti 
crossover frequency and phase and gain margins of S"!" 
and inffnity respectively. The flying height control suge 
is closed with a gain crossox-cr frequency of 2.33 kH/. and 
phase nnd gain margins of 51" and intlniiy respectively. 
Figure 5 shows the experimental open loop response and 
the theoretical closed loop response for flying height 
control respectively. This shou-s lhat a considerable 
improvement is possible with closed loop operation. Tlic 
seii)ing lime is reduced from around 1.5 s lo 10 ms. 
Control system refinement may yield improvements over 
this. 
Slmulaird r(o%r<I-lo«p rrspiintr ID unh sU\i input 
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I'tg. 5 Simulated closed response ibr Hying height 
control, with insci showing the open luop response ui u 
step input. 
In an uciual Itnrd disk drive, position sensing would be 
nchicvcd viy the rcad/wrtic head for flying hcig|it and 
from the tricking servo for imck pusiiioning. If data is 
rcud hack fioni iht: disk, (hen according to the Wallace 
spacing loss cqualion (12], (he amplitude of the read-back 
signal will be modulated by (he spacing variations 
between ilio head and Ihc disk due to the surface 
irregulnrities uf ihe disk. The read-back signal troni the 
mngnclic head a-riccls the surface topography of the disk, 
ami will ullimuiely provide a feedback signal for the 
control SN-iiein. 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
A lest fDCiltty has been developed for the characterisation 
of hard disk drive performance under hostile operating 
conditions. The electrodynamic vibraiion system is 
enables fiiiliirv mechanisms lo be characterised in terms of 
vibration frequency and Qcceleraiion. Analysis of the 
daln-traiisfcr frequency response, und the CD*KOM optics 
and piczoelctrtc sensor syslcms„ indicate thai disk-lluucr 
is a major factor in daia>tn)nsfcr error. Tiniic element 
analysis of a rotating drive, carried out in our laboratory', 
suggest (hat the tisc of a disk , laminated with a visco-
clasiic layer, will assist by passively damping the disk. 
However, this docs not alleviate the requirement for 
active control of the suspension nrm. Tlie combined 
active-passive system should offer improved response 
limes. 
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A novel suspension arm has been developed, with 
actuation enabled by the use of embedded multi-layer 
bulk P / T actuators. When this suspension arm is fully 
integrated into the HDD environment, it will enable real-
time flying height adjusiinenis to be made. This will 
improve data-transfer and also avoid, or n:duce. head 
siiciion and weai. Closed-loop positioning algorithms 
have been developed to enable the high-frequency 
positioning process of the artn to be achieved, Aher 
implenicniation of the control system in hardware the 
c.vperuncnial closed loop performance will be confirmed. 
This work will be presented for future publication, 
l-urther work is also being undertaken to show that 
eHough force is gencnited by the piezoelectric actuator to 
actively control the flying height of the head amidst the 
air bearing above the roiaiing magnetic disk. 
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